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ABSTRACT
Discussions related to the adverse impacts associated with shore armor (i.e. seawalls and
riprap) are a common topic within the coastal community. While many agree that the installation
of these structures alters the shores geomorphic response, there is disagreement in the type and
degree of response. Furthermore, studies that have delved into this topic have been conducted in
numerous settings but have been confounded by a lack of data regarding shore morphologies
prior to installation of these structures. At Yellowstone National Park, there is an opportunity to
assess the impacts of shore armor quantitatively because the National Park Service requires
detailed surveys in advance of all infrastructure improvement projects in an effort to determine
the overall impacts of these projects on park environments relative to their benefits to park
visitors and employees. The purpose of this study then was to contribute to this ongoing
discussion of adverse impacts from shore armor by monitoring several non-engineered and
engineered shore segments along the shore of Yellowstone Lake. For the purposes of this study,
all shore segments that possessed shore armor (i.e. a seawall or riprap) were referred to as an
engineered beach while any shore lacking a seawall or riprap was classified as a non-engineered
shore segment.
This study began with an effort to determine if there were geomorphic differences
between several non-engineered and engineered shore segments located along the western and
northern shore of Yellowstone Lake. This effort was accomplished by measuring cross-shore
profiles, dry-beach widths and conducting a grain size analysis of the dry-beach sediments.
Results from the initial survey conducted in July-August 2005 established that there were
significant geomorphic differences between the non-engineered and engineered shore segments
of Yellowstone Lake. Visual observations combined with surveyed cross-shore profiles, grain

size analyses and dry-beach width measurements revealed that the non-engineered shore
segments were indeed geomorphically different from the engineered segments. That is, the nonengineered shore segments displayed relatively wider beaches composed of sand to fine gravel
with gently sloping profiles whereas the engineered shores were typified with angular L-shaped
profiles with narrow dry-beach faces. In addition to the geomorphic differences, visual
observations and analysis of the data revealed that the engineered shores were indeed adversely
impacted by the shore armor through the processes of placement loss and profile deflation.
A repeat survey was then conducted in the summers of 2006 and 2007 to determine the
short-term variability of these non-engineered and engineered shore segments. Three years of
data with a two-year interval indicated that there was a consistent difference in the
geomorphology of the non-engineered and engineered shore segments. These differences were
reflected in the cross-shore profile, the volume, and the dry beach width for all four study sites.
In addition to these consistent differences, analysis of the data showed that the non-engineered
shore cross-shore profiles fluctuated about a mean shape, whereas the volumetric calculations
and dry-beach measurements showed that both the non-engineered and engineered shores
experience annual variability in their shore morphologies. Insight into the short-term variability
was an essential component for the third portion of the study, which was an investigation into the
long-term response of the shore to the engineering efforts along the shore of Yellowstone Lake.
The third and final phase of this research was a long-term study of the shore responses to
shore armor at Yellowstone Lake. This aspect of the study was intriguing because very few
long-term studies focused specifically on shore responses to shore engineering exist. The
methodology of this study incorporated the use of Historical GIS techniques to extract
quantifiable data from construction drawings in order to be compared with the contemporary

data collected from 2005 to 2007. Results revealed that, while both the non-engineered and
engineered shore segments experienced a decrease in volume, the volumetric decrease was more
pronounced for the non-engineered shores. The engineered shores indicated a smaller amount of
volumetric change, suggesting that passive erosional processes and placement loss has had a
long-term impact on the engineered shores in that the engineered structures have fixed the
shoreline at these segments while the non-engineered shores are still able to adjust to changing
conditions.
Upon completion of this dissertation research, it was concluded that the engineered shore
segments of Yellowstone Lake exhibit morphological features similar to those associated with
hard stabilization of marine and Great Lakes coastal settings and are suggestive of enhanced
erosion and shore degradation at engineered shore sites when compared to adjacent nonengineered shore segments. Ongoing monitoring and repeat annual surveys of study sites
enhance understanding of shore zone processes at Yellowstone Lake. Furthermore, results from
this study may also aid in developing alternative strategies for protecting lakeside infrastructure
while at the same time conserving lakeshore resources and preserving the quality of visitor
experiences at Yellowstone Lake.
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This doubtless mere fragment of an ancient inland sea, or great lake, of perhaps hot or
tepid water, surrounded and dotted by active volcanoes, has been so long and yet so imperfectly
known, and in trapper legends has been presented in so many different localities, shapes,
dimensions, elevations, etc., that it appropriately merits its designation of ―Mystic Lake‖. It has,
however, been found to be one of the largest, most elevated, and peculiarly formed of all the
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Superintendent Philetus W. Norris, Annual Report of the Superintendent of the Yellowstone
National Park, 1880, pg. 11.
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Morphometric parameters of Yellowstone Lake. Stars indicate
location of shore segments possessing shore armor (seawall or
riprap). Sources: Kaplinski, 1994; Morgan et al.., 2007; National
Park Service Data Store
(https://irma.nps.gov/App/Reference/Search); Wyoming State
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N.G. Benson‘s map depicting surface currents for Yellowstone Lake.
Study site locations, indicated by ovals, correspond with areas where
surface currents accumulate as a result of the predominant winds
blowing from the south/southwest. Surface current directions were
derived from the recovery of drift bottles that were released at 16
different locations throughout the lake.
Adapted from: Benson, 1961.
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Fig. 1.4

As can be seen in this graph, lake levels fluctuate both daily and
annually. It is primarily during early June that the lake levels are at
their peak heights.
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Photograph showing an early example of shore armor (wood seawall)
along the road just north of the Potts Hot Springs Basin (Yellowstone
National Park, 1915).Efforts by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to
protect portions of the Grand Loop Road were in place by the early
20th century. Courtesy : National Park Service, Yellowstone National
Park, Yellowstone Heritage & Research Center, YELL 22455.
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Construction of a seawall along Gull Point Drive began in 1925 and
was completed by 1926. This view, facing east, offers a glimpse of
the height of the wall, which was built to be 1.7 m high (Buney,
1925). The inset is of an inscription found on the surface of the
seawall which reads: ‗BUILT BY NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
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1925‘. Courtesy Yellowstone National Park Service, Yellowstone
National Park, Yellowstone Heritage & Research Center, YELL
39622.
Fig. 1.7

Installation of riprap revetment along the shore of Yellowstone Lake,
near the Potts Springs Thermal Basin, visible in the background.
View is facing southwest (Date, 1935). Courtesy: National Archives
and Records Administration – Rocky Mountain Region, Print 43146.
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Historical topographic drawing (1959) showing the proposed area to
be dredged for the eventual construction of a channel leading to the
Bridge Bay marina. Courtesy: National Park Service, Yellowstone
National Park, Technical Information Center at the Denver Service
Center, YELL L101-3640: Limits of Lagoon dredging at Bridge Bay.
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Fig. 1.9

Vicinity map showing recent road improvements along portions of
the Grand Loop Road. This work involved placement of riprap along
portions of the road that were experiencing erosion from waves on
Yellowstone Lake. Adapted from: National Park Service, 1992.
Park wide road improvement plan: Yellowstone National Park,
Wyoming/Montana/Idaho. Washington, D.C.: United States
Department. of the Interior, National Park Service, 1992.
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Fig. 2.1

Locations (indicated by stars) along the shore of Yellowstone Lake
with shore armor in relation to a primary road (black line). Each of
these sites possesses riprap while the Bridge Bay site is the only one
to have a seawall.
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Fig. 2.2

Example of shore armor at Yellowstone Lake along the shore at
Mary Bay. This segment is susceptible to damage from high waves
and overwash, as can be seen in Image A. As a result, riprap has
been installed along this shore segment to protect the road from
overwash. View is looking east towards Mt. Chittenden.
Courtesy Yellowstone National Park Service, Yellowstone National
Park, Yellowstone Heritage & Research Center, YELL148507; Date:
July, 1943.
Approximate location; 110o 18‘ 20.584 W, 44o 33‘ 11.103‖ N.
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Fig. 2.3

Built between 1925 and 1926, this concrete seawall protects Gull
Point Drive, in the Bridge Bay area. View is looking north towards
Elephant Back Mountain.
Date: August 9, 2005; lake level = 2356.71 m; 110o 26‘ 2.285 W,
44o 31‘ 48.415‖ N.
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Lake level fluctuates due to climatic and seasonal changes. Freezeup typically occurs during late December or early January and
remains frozen over until late May or early June (Farnes, 2002). It is
during late June that the lake typically reaches its peak surface
elevation. Data Source: Farnes, 2008.
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Fig. 2.5

View of the LT site. The non-engineered shore (inset A) is adjacent
to the engineered shore (inset B). The dashed line indicates the
approximate location where the non-engineered segment transitions
into the engineered segment. An unnamed creek empties into the
engineered segment.
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Fig. 2.6

View of the WA site. Located in the northwestern corner of the West Pg. 67
Thumb. The non-engineered shore (inset A) is adjacent to the
engineered shore (inset B). The dashed red line indicates the
approximate location where the non-engineered segment transitions
into the engineered segment.
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View of the BB site. The BB site is bisected by a channel leading to
the Bridge Bay marina. The non-engineered shore (inset A) is
located due north of a channel leading to a marina, while the
engineered segment (inset B) is due south of the channel.
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Fig. 2.8

View of the MB site. View facing east with Mt. Chittenden visible
in the background. Located along the northern shore of Yellowstone
Lake, the Mary Bay site is the only site to be completely lined with
riprap (inset), providing protection from the high waves that are
typical for this shore segment.
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Fig. 2.9

Schematic drawing illustrating the values that are recorded by the
laser range finder (Vertical Angle and Slope Distance) for
trigonometric leveling. Values in red (Angle A and B, and the
horizontal distance b are solved, using geometric functions.
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Fig. 2.10

Undated image of a NPS employee recording the daily lake level at
the Bridge Bay Marina. The gage (with units in feet and inches) has
a published elevation of elevation 2355.94 m amsl (Farnes, 2002).
Lake-level is recorded daily by NPS personnel and park
concessionaires during the operating season (late May – late
October) (Farnes, 2008).
Image Source: Yellowstone Volcano Observatory:
http://volcanoes.usgs.gov/yvo/activity/monitoring/nonrealtime.php
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Fig. 2.11

Plan view of the Little Thumb (LT) site. Cross-shore profiles are
shown in relation to the shore type (non-engineered vs. engineered).
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Fig. 2.12

Cross shore profiles for the LT site. Note how both non-engineered
profiles possess an undulating shape, primarily below the lake level.
Clearly visible on LT-P05 and slightly visible on LT-P04, is the
appearance of a beach step. Unlike the non-engineered profiles, the
engineered profiles are lacking significant features including a dry
beach. Instead the profiles are characterized by a steep beach face
with clearly visible inflection points indicating the top and base of
the riprap armor.
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Fig. 2.13

DBW differences between the non-engineered and engineered shore
segment. LT-P05 had the greatest width (10.3 m), while LT-P01
through LT-P03 were completely lacking a dry-beach.
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Fig. 2.14

Grain size distribution for the LT site. While both non-engineered
and engineered grain size distributions were skewed to the right, this
chart illustrates the greater distribution of grain sizes for the nonengineered segment.
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Fig. 2.15

Contrasting images of the LT site. Image A shows the nonengineered segment while Image B offers a glimpse of the
engineered shore segment. Impacts from shore engineering include:
1) steeper beach profiles for the engineered shore segment, 2) passive
erosional processes by fixing the shoreline, 3) a decrease of the drybeach width in front of the engineered shore, 4) settlement and
movement of the riprap lakeward, 5) alteration of the visual
aesthetics of the setting, 6) reduced access to the lakeshore and 7)
degradation of the recreational beach.
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Fig. 2.16

Plan view of the West Arnica (WA) site. Cross-shore profiles are
shown in relation to the shore type (non-engineered vs. engineered).
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Fig. 2.17

Cross shore profiles for the WA site. Inspection of the nonengineered profiles, one can see the well-developed beach ridge
became more visible on profiles WA-P07 through WA-P09. WAP06 is located near the transition between non-engineered and
engineered shore segments. Notice how all five engineerd profiles
possess little or no exposed beach and steep slopes, which coincides
with the riprap.

Pg. 78

Fig. 2.18

Dry beach widths of the WA site. Note the progressive increase in
the DBW from the engineered to non-engineered shore segments.

Pg. 79

Fig. 2.19

Grain size distribution for the West Arnica site. While the nonengineered segment displayed a somewhat normal distribution in
grain size, the transition between the non- engineered and engineered
shore segment along with the engineered shore was composed of
predominantly pebble sized grains.

Pg. 80

Fig. 2.20

Impacts from shore engineering include: 1) steeper beach profiles for
the engineered shore segment, 2) placement loss 3) passive erosional
processes by fixing the shoreline, 4) a decrease of the dry-beach
width in front of the engineered shore, 5) settlement and movement
of the riprap lakeward, 6) alteration of the visual aesthetics of the
setting, 7) reduced access to the lakeshore and 8) degradation of the
recreational beach.
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Fig. 2.21

Plan-view of the non-engineered shore segment of the Bridge Bay
(BB) site with the locations of the measured non-engineered profiles.
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Fig. 2.22

Plan-view of the non-engineered shore segment of the Bridge Bay
(BB) site with the locations of the measured engineered profiles.
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Fig. 2.23

Non-engineered cross shore profiles at BB. The most noticeable
aspect of these profiles is the post-glacial shoreline terrace visible in
profiles BB-P03 through BB-P05. All five profiles were also
characterized with relatively long profile segments.
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Fig. 2.24

Engineered cross shore profiles at the BB site. The enginered profile
where characterized with a verticale wall, resulting from the seawall
and riprap revetment.
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Fig. 2.25

Dry beach widths of the BB site. DBW values decrease from the
outer most profiles (BB-P01 and BB-P14. This decrease in DBW
coincides with the location of the channel leading to the Bridge Bay
marina.
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Fig. 2.26

Grain size distribution for the BB site. Unlike the LT and WA sites,
the grain size distribution for the BB site is approximately normally
distributed for both the non-engineered and engineered shore
segments.
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Fig. 2.27

Impacts from shore engineering include1) placement loss 2) passive
erosional processes by fixing the shoreline, 3) collapse of the
seawall, 4) a decrease of the dry-beach width in front of the seawall,
5) settlement and movement of the riprap lakeward, 6) alteration of
the visual aesthetics of the setting, 7) reduced access to the lakeshore
and 8) degradation of the recreational beach.
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Fig. 2.28

Profile locations for the Mary Bay (MB) site. Located on the end of
Yellowstone Lake, the MB site was the only shore to be completely
armored with a riprapped revetment.
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Fig. 2.29

Cross-shore profiles from the MB site. All 10 profiles have an
overall trend of a concave shape with little difference in profile shape
for the beachface and backshore. Below the lake level, however, is
the appearance of several bar and trough features for profiles MBP04 through MB-P07. These four profiles were located in the central
portion of the study site.

Pg. 90

Fig. 2.30

Dry beach widths for the MB site. Note the relatively consistent
width for the entire stretch except for the eastern end of the site (MBP01 through MB-P03), which are slightly wider, possibly due to the
morphodynamics of the setting.
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Fig. 2.31

Grain size distribution for the MB site. Consisting primarily of
gravel and coarse grained sands, the coarser sediments are a
reflection of the hydrodynamics of the setting.
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Fig. 2.32

Impacts from shore engineering include: 1) placement loss 2) passive
erosional processes by fixing the shoreline, 3) settlement and
movement of the riprap lakeward, 4) alteration of the visual
aesthetics of the setting, 5) reduced access to the lakeshore and 6)
degradation of the recreational beach.
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Fig. 2.33

Schematic diagram illustrating the interrelations. Adapted from:
Pilkey, Orrin H. 1980. From Currituck to Calabash: living with
North Carolina's barrier islands. Research Triangle Park, N.C.:
North Carolina Science and Technology Research Center, 244 p.
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General vicinity map showing the approximate location of four
study sites located within close proximity to a primary road (black
line). Three of these sites (LT, WA, and BB) possess both non nonengineered and engineered shore segments. The MB site is the only
shore segment that is completely engineered.

Pg. 126

Chapter 3.0
Fig. 3.1

Fig. 3.2

LT = Little Thumb; WA = West Arnica; BB = Bridge Bay; MB =
Mary Bay.
Annual lake levels for Yellowstone Lake from 2000 to 2007. The
lake typically is at its highest during late June or early July. Ice
begins to form in late Fall and early Winter and is generally frozen
over by the end of December. Period of data collection is indicated
by the black box. Data Source: Farnes, 2008.

Pg. 127

Fig. 3.3

Vicinity map of the Little Thumb site. Inset A, facing southwest,
shows the non-engineered shore segment while Inset B, facing
northeast, offers a view of the engineered shore segment which is
armored with boulder sized riprap. Dashed line indicates location
where the non-engineered segments transitions into the engineered
segment.
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Fig. 3.4

Vicinity map of the West Arnica study site. Dashed line indicates
location where the non-engineered segment transitions into the
engineered segment. Image A, facing northward, is a view of the
raised beach ridge while image B, also facing north, provides a view
of the engineered shore segment.
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Fig. 3.5

Vicinity map of the Bridge Bay study site. Note the channel located
in the center of the image. This channel bisects the non-engineered
shore segment (Image A) from the engineered shore segment (Image
B). Visible in Image A is a post-glacial shoreline terrace with a
well-defined shoreline angle. Image B, facing north/northwest offers
a view of the seawall along the engineered shore segment.

Pg. 130

Fig. 3.6

Vicinity map of the Mary Bay site. Unlike the other study sites, this
shore segment is completely armored with large riprap boulders. An
example of the riprap can be seen in images A and B, both facing
southeast.
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Fig. 3.7

Schematic drawing illustrating the values that are recorded by the
laser range finder (Vertical Angle and Slope Distance) for
trigonometric leveling. Values in red (Angle A and B, and the
horizontal distance b are solved, using geometric functions.
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Fig. 3.8

Schematic drawing illustrating the Average End Area (AEA) method
for calculating cross-sectional volumes. A1 and A2 represent the
cross-sectional area of each profile while L represents the horizontal
distance separating the two profiles.
Plan view of cross-shore profile locations for 2005, 2007, and 2007.
Dashed line indicates location where the non-engineered segments
transitions into the engineered segment.
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Fig. 3.10

Annual cross-shore profiles at the Little Thumb site. The nonengineered profiles (left column) indicate little to no change over the
course of two years while the engineered profiles (right column)
suggest profile deflation. 2005 lake level = 2356.73 m.
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Fig. 3.11

AEA volume calculations for the cross-shore profiles at the LT site.
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While the cross-sectional volumes for LT-P04/LT-P05 and LTP02/LT-P03 appeared to be consistent, the cross-sectional volume for
LT-P01/LT-P02 exhibited a gradual decrease over the course of the
study.

Fig. 3.9
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Fig. 3.12

Annual percent change in AEA volume for the LT site. The graph
suggests that between 2005 and 2006, both cross-sectional volumes
for LT-P04/LT-P05 and LT-P02/LT-P03 experienced accretion,
while all three cross-sectional volumes experienced erosion between
2006 and 2007.
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Fig. 3.13

Net percent change in AEA volume for the LT site. While both nonengineered and engineered segments suggests that the site
experienced net erosion over the course of two years, the crosssectional volume between LT-P02/LT-P03 suggests that there was
some accretion.
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Fig. 3.14

Dry beach measurements for the LT site. From 2005 to 2007, the
non-engineered beach segment displayed fluctuations in the DBW,
while profiles LT-P01, LT-P02 and LT-P03 were lacking a drybeach.
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Fig. 3.15

Plan view of the cross-shore profiles at the WA site. Located along
the northern half of the site were the non-engineered profiles while
the southern half contained the engineered profiles.
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Fig. 3.16

Non-engineered cross-shore profiles at the WA site. The WA-P06
cross-shore profile had a relatively smooth profile with a slight rise,
in the approximate location of the beach ridge which is visible in
WA-P12 and WA-P09. The most notable change was seen in WAP09 where the beach ridge appeared to move lakeward by ~ 5 m.
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Fig. 3.17

Engineered cross-shore profiles at the WA site. All six profiles have
an angular shape with distinct inflection points, which coincide with
the shoreline angle, found at the base of the riprap.
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Fig. 3.18

AEA volume calculations for the cross-shore profiles at the WA site.
The greatest volumes, as indicated by the graph, were near the ends
and the center of the study site. While the cross-sectional volume for
WA-P01/WA-P02 indicates a decrease from 2005 to 2007, the
northernmost engineered cross-sectional volumes (WA-P03/WA/P04
and WA-P04/WA/P05) experienced an increase. The nonengineered volumes exhibited a small decrease for WA-P06/WaP12.
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Fig. 3.19

Annual percent change in AEA volume for the WA site. The chart
indicates that there was a decrease in volume for the southern end of
the engineered segment while the northern end of the engineered
segment experienced an increase in volume during the two-year
interval.
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Fig. 3.20

Net percent change in AEA volume for the WA site. The two
engineered cross-sectional volumes located at the southern end of the
site suggested net erosion, while the remaining engineered crosssectional volumes closer to the transitional area between the nonengineered and engineered shore segments indicated net accretion.
The one net cross-sectional volume calculated for the non-engineered
site suggested an insignificant amount of erosion during the two-year
interval.
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Fig. 3.21

Dry beach measurements at the WA Site. The greatest DBW
measurements were located along the non-engineered segment with
an average of 9 m while the engineered segment had an average
DBW of 3 m.
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Fig. 3.22

Plan view of the non-engineered segment of the BB site with nonengineered cross-shore profile locations.
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Fig. 3.23

Plan view of the engineered segment of the BB site with engineered
cross-shore profile locations. This location is the only segment along
the shore of Yellowstone Lake to possess a concrete seawall.
Non-engineered cross-shore profiles. Moving from north to south,
the appearance of a post-glacial shoreline terrace becomes visible.
All of the profiles exhibited a smooth profile with no distinct
inflection points.
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Engineered cross-shore profiles for the BB site. The most
conspicuous feature for the engineered segment of the BB site was
the vertical seawall. The greatest difference from 2005 to 2007 in
the engineered profiles was the submerged portion of the profiles.
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Fig. 3.24

Fig. 3.25
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Fig. 3.26

AEA volume calculations for the non-engineered and engineered
shore segments at BB. Inspection of the chart indicates that the 2006
and 2007 cross-sectional volumes for the engineered shore were, on
average, 900 m3 greater than the non-engineered shore segments.

Fig. 3.27

Annual percent change in AEA volume for the BB site. This chart
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suggests that the engineered segment experienced a significant
amount of change between 2005 and 2006. Examination of the
change between 2006 and 2007 for the non-engineered however,
suggests that the northern end of the site (BB-P16/BB-P17 and BBP17/BB-P19) experienced a significant increase in volume (average
23%) with the remaining non-engineered volumes changing by ~ 3%.
The 2006/2007 engineered volumes increased and decreased.

Fig. 3.28

Net percent change in AEA volume for the BB site. In general, both
non-engineered and engineered appear to have experienced accretion
over the course of the study.

Fig. 3.29

Dry beach measurements for the BB site. The most striking
Pg. 154
difference in the DBW‘s was associated with the engineered profiles
and the proximity to the channel leading to the marina. No DBW
was measured for BB-P06, however, as the distance from the channel
increased, DBW‘s also increased for both the non-engineered and
engineered shores.

Fig. 3.30

Plan view of the MB site with profile locations. Because of its
location, this site is completely armored with boulder sized riprap.
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Fig. 3.31

Annual cross-shore profiles at the MB site. Notice how the
submerged portion of the profiles becomes raised over the course of
two years. This raised portion of the profiles may be the result of the
development of an offshore bar.
AEA volume calculations for the MB site
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Fig. 3.33

Annual percent change in AEA volume from 2005 to 2007 at MB.
From left to right (which correlates to west to east), AEA volumes
decreased over the course of two years.
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Fig. 3.34

Net percent change in AEA volume for the MB site. While the
westernmost end of the site (MB-P08 through MB-P10) suggests
accretion, the easternmost end of the site (MB-P01 through MB-P03)
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Fig. 3.32
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suggests erosion with the center portion of the site exhibiting both
accretion and erosion (MB-P04 through MB-P07).
Fig. 3.35

Dry beach measurements at the Mary Bay Site. Notice how the
majority of the DBW measurements suggest an increase in width
from 2005 to 2007 (2005 DBW avg. = 7.3, σ = 0.6; 2007 avg. = 7.6,
σ = 0.3).
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Fig. 3.36

Example of a small-scale mass wasting event. Notice how portions
of the road have been lost due to the sliding of the regolith
shoreward.
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Fig. 4.1

Example of a ‗historical‘ topographic survey. This map shows the
Bridge Bay area prior to the construction of the marina. The map
includes the proposed location of the Gull Point By-pass and the
dredging limits for the channel leading to the eventual Bridge Bay
marina. This map includes two-foot contour lines as well as the
location of existing infrastructure that was in place in 1959.
Source: NPS- Technical Information Center.
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Fig. 4.2

Location map showing the primary road located along the shore of
Yellowstone lake (Grand Loop Road indicated by solid black line)
with locations of study sites (stars). Riprap revetments are found at
all three sites while a concrete vertical seawall is found at the BB
site.
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Fig. 4.3

Lake level readings from July to the end of September for years
discussed in this chapter identified by the dashed box. The 1966 lake
level is included because that is the year that the staff gage was
moved from the NPS boat dock at the Lake Hotel to the Bridge Bay
marina. Lake level typically peaks late June/early July as a result of
melting snow. Lake levels begin to fall on a nearly daily basis by
early to mid-July. By late December or early January, the lake is
completely frozen over. It is not until late May or early June that the
ice has completely melted off of the lake. Data source: Farnes, 2008.
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Chapter 4.0

Fig. 4.4

Vicinity map of the Little Thumb study site, located northeast of
Little Thumb Creek and the Potts Hot Springs Basin. Image A is
looking south west towards the non-engineered shore. Image B,
looking southwest along engineered shore, clearly shows riprap and
the complete absence of beach in.
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Fig. 4.5

Vicinity map of the West Arnica site. Located near the northwest
corner of the West Thumb Arm of Yellowstone Lake. Image A is
facing north and shows a wide beach with a well-developed beach
ridge. Image B is facing south with a view of boulder-sized riprap.
Note the absence of dry beach in image B.
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Fig. 4.6

Vicinity map of the Bridge Bay site. The Bridge Bay site is bisected
by a channel leading to the Bridge Bay Marina. The shore segment
north of the channel (Image A) possesses no shore armor, while the
southern half of the site (Image B) contains riprap and a vertical
seawall.
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Fig. 4.7

Example of historical topographic maps from the Little Thumb (A)
and the West Arnica (B) sites. Notice the closely spaced contour
lines (two-foot interval). Circles indicate location of study site
referenced in this chapter. Drawing Title: West Thumb Bypass;
Source: NPS-Technical Information Center. Drawing Number: 10141908, pgs 11 and 17; Date: 1965.
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Fig. 4.8

Example of a historical topographic map for the BB area. This 1961
topographic map details the extent of dredging to be conducted for
the proposed channel leading to the BB marina. Source: NPSTechnical Information Center. Drawing Title: Bridge Bay
Campground, Part of the Master Plan, Yellowstone National Park;
Drawing Number: YELL-101-3631; Date: 1961.
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Fig. 4.9

A 1994 topographic drawing of the BB site. As with the earlier
historical maps, this drawing possesses diagnostic features that can
be used in the georeferencing process. Source: NPS-Technical
Information Center. Drawing Title: Topographic Sheet of the Bridge
Bay Area; Drawing Number: YELL-101-41316, pg 3; Date: 1994.
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Fig. 4.10

Flow-chart of the geoprocessing process using a GIS. The result of
geoprocessing the historical data within the GIS allows for the
generation of cross-shore profiles, area, and volumetric analyses
.
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Fig. 4.11

Example of the georegistration of an unreferenced image. GCP‘s are
identified in the basemap and corresponding positions (TP‘s) are
identified in the Target Map. Note how the historical topographic
survey is oriented in a different position. By aligning each TP with
each corresponding GCP, the Target Map is shifted, scaled, and
rotated to correctly align with the basemap. Once georeferenced, the
Target Map is assigned geographic coordinates that correspond with
the known coordinates of the basemap.
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Fig. 4.12

Map of the Little Thumb site showing the locations of the five crossshore profiles superimposed on the historical topographic survey
from 1965 (pg 11) with 2006 DOQQ as background image. Visible
features within the historical survey include the primary road (Grand
Loop Road), centerline stationing and utility pole locations. Crossshore profiles for 1965, 2005, 2006, and 2007 are indicated on the
map. Contour interval = 2 feet.
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Fig. 4.13

Cross-shore profiles extracted from the historical topographic survey
along with the contemporary profiles. Boxes indicate the portion of
the profile used for comparison. Arrows indicate the general
direction of movement for each profile. The most noticeable
movement for LT-P04 and LT-P05 was a vertical shift or lowering of
the profile from 1965 to 2005. The vertical lowering is associated
with the process of deflation. The engineered profile (LT-P01)
showed a progressive landward movement as well as profile
deflation.
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Fig. 4.14

Average End Area (AEA) volume comparisons from 1965 to 2007
for profiles LT-P04 and LT-P05. Notice how from 1965 to 2005,
there was a 30% decrease in volume whereas from 2005 through
2007 the volumetric change was negligible.
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Fig. 4.15

Long-term volumetric change from 1965 to 2007 for profiles LT-P04
and LT-P05 at the LT site. Note how the 40-year time span from
1965 to 2005 revealed a 30% decrease while from 2005 onward, the
change was less pronounced.
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Fig. 4.16

Map of cross-shore profiles at the West Arnica Site superimposed on
the historical 1965 (pg 17) topographic drawing with 2006 DOQQ as
background image. The non-engineered profiles were located along
the northern half of the site (WA-P06 – WA-P12) while the
engineered profiles were located along the southern half of the site
(WA-P01 – WA-P05; WA-P10 & WA-P11). Contour interval = 2
feet.
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Fig. 4.17

Non-engineered profiles extracted from the historical topographic
survey along with the contemporary profiles. Blue arrows on the
profile indicate the general direction of movement for each profile.
Notice how the three most southern non-engineered profiles (WAP06, WA-P07 and WA-P12) receded landward from 1965 to 2005
while the WA-P08 moved lakeward and WA-P09 displayed
movement both shoreward and lakeward. All of the profiles except
for the northernmost one (LT-P09) exhibited a pattern of profile
deflation (indicated by the arrow point facing down).
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Fig. 4.18

Engineered profiles extracted from the historical topographic survey
along with the contemporary profiles. The transition from the 1965
CSP‘s to the 2005 reveals the appearance of the distinct inflexion
points associated with the shore armor (i.e. riprap). Blue arrows on
the profile indicate the general direction of movement for each
profile. Note how the general trend was a lowering and shoreward
movement from 1965 through 2007.
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Fig. 4.19

Chart showing the volumetric changes observed at the WA site.
Notice how the non-engineered volumes displayed a greater amount
of change from 1965 to 2005 when compared to the engineered
volumes.
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Fig. 4.20

Changes in volume for the WA site indicate that from 1965 to 2005,
the greatest change occurred within the non-engineered segment
when compared to the engineered segment.
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Fig. 4.21

Map of cross-shore profiles at the Bridge Bay site superimposed on
historical 1994 topographic drawing with 2006 DOQQ as
background image. The non-engineered profiles were located north
of the inlet leading to the Bridge Bay marina. Contour interval = 2
feet.
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Fig. 4.22

Ten cross-shore profiles measured at the BB site. Arrows indicate
the general direction of profile movement. As can be seen in these
profiles, the 1961 to 1977 profiles indicated the greatest change,
whereas from 1977 to 2007, the changes in profile shape seem to be
associated with mass-wasting events.
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Fig. 4.23

Volumetric calculations along the non-engineered shore at BB from
1961 to 2007.
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Fig. 4.24

Changes in volume along the non-engineered shore at BB from 1961
to 2007. Unlike the other sites, observed changes in volume are
suggestive of a greater range of variability.
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Fig. 4.25

Schematic diagram of the six basic beach classification types, as
described by Wright and Short, 1984. Adapted from Short, 2006.
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Fig. 4.26

Plan view of end effects at the WA site. The blue arrows indicate
Pg. 238
general direction of littoral drift, while the yellow arrow points to the
location of end effects from the riprap. The white dashed line is the
approximate boundary between the non-engineered (green bracket)
and engineered (red bracket) shore segment. Notice how two cuspate
features are forming on the portion of the shore closest to the
engineered (protected) beach segment. As the littoral drift moves
northward, refraction of surface currents around the terminal end of
the riprap scours the sediment, putting it into suspension and
eventual removal from the beach only to be redeposited downdrift
(i.e. the non-engineered shore segment).

Fig. 4.27

Evidence of riprap settlement, also called toppling or rolling, seen at
the WA site. This portion of the shore is also lacking a dry-beach
however the historical profile data suggests that one was present in
1965.
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Fig. 4.28

The seawall, once a continuous wall approximately 915 m long,
protected the entire road along the shore of Bridge Bay. Following
the construction of the Gull Point Bypass, portions of the seawall
were removed while other segments are still visible today.
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Fig. 4.29

Example of a small-scale mass wasting event. Notice how portions
of the road have been lost due to the sliding of the regolith
shoreward.
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FORMULAS USED
Distance:
The Law of Cosines was used to derive the lengths between each point. The formula
used was as follows:
c2 = a2 + b2 – 2(a*b) * Cos c
where a and b were the known horizontal distances from the rangefinder to the ranging pole.
Side c is the calculated horizontal distance between each adjoining measurement
---------Elevation:
Elevation was determined using the equation:
Elevation = LL + HI + (Cos VA) * (SD) – rp
where LL is the lake level determined from the Bridge Bay staff gage on the day of profiling
(meters above mean sea-level (amsl)), HI is the height of the rangefinder, rp is the length of the
range pole, SD is the slope distance and VA is the inclination of the rangefinder.
---------Geographic Position:
Horizontal distances from the rangefinder to a measured point were calculated using:
X = Xcontrol ± dhz (SIN Az)
Y = Ycontrol ± dhz (COS Az)
where Xcontrol and Ycontrol were the known geographic coordinates of the rangefinder, dhz was the
horizontal distance from the rangefinder to the measured point, and Az was the azimuth of the
rangefinder measured in decimal degrees.
----------

Volume:
Average volumes between adjoin cross-shore profiles were calculated using the Average
End Area (AEA) equation. The formula used was:
V = ((A1 + A2) / 2) L
where A1 and A2 are the areas of the respective profiles and L is the horizontal distance
between the profiles. Volumetric change was then calculated by taking the difference between
the 2005/2006 and 2006/2007 datasets.
---------Root Mean Square Error (RMSE):
RMSE is a proxy measure for how well target points (TP‘s) align with the ground control
points (GCP‘s) on the Basemap. RMSE is calculated using:
RMSE = [(xb – xt) 2 + (yb – yt) 2]1/2
where xb and yb are geospatial coordinates of a GCP on the Basemap while xt and yt are
the same coordinates on the Target Map.

CHAPTER ONE
DISSERTATION INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW
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1.1

INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW OF THE DISSERTATION

Yellowstone National Park (YNP) is a biosphere reserve, a world heritage site and the
world‘s first designated national park (Haines, 1996; United States Congress, 1872; United
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization). From its earliest descriptions, the
unique geography, geology, and biota of the Yellowstone region has intrigued the public and
scientists alike. Indeed, one of the more intriguing features within the Yellowstone landscape is
Yellowstone Lake, described by Superintendent Norris as ―…one of the most peculiarly formed
of all the mountain lakes in North America‖ (Norris, 1881: p. 11).
Among the peculiar features of Yellowstone Lake are the prominent coastal landforms
including barrier beaches, pocket beaches, bay-mouth bars, loop-bars, and recurved spits (Boss,
2003; 2004). A review of the published geological literature on Yellowstone Lake revealed
detailed mapping and geophysical explorations of the lake basin (Hamilton, 1987; Kaplinski,
1991; Morgan et al., 1977; Morgan et al., 2003, 2007; Otis, Smith and Wold, 1977; Wold,
Mayhew and Smith, 1977), the lake‘s hydrothermal and geothermal properties (Johnson et al.,
2003; Klump, et al., 1988; Remsen, et al., 1990; Shanks et al., 2005), and its post-glacial
shoreline terraces (PGST) (Locke and Meyer, 1994; Meyer, 1986; Meyer and Locke, 1986;
Pierce et al., 2002). While the Yellowstone Lake basin and upland areas surrounding the lake
were studied in detail over several decades, the lakeshore and changes to the lakeshore as a result
of the parks development were never investigated. Of particular interest in this regard is the
installation of shore armor (i.e. riprap and a seawall) along portions of the western and northern
lake shore.
Unlike other coastal settings, the shore of Yellowstone Lake has not been as intensely
developed as many other coastal settings (Crozier, 2009; Griggs, 2005; Levine et al., 2009;
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Pilkey 1981). Additionally, the history of the parks development is relatively well known which
provides an opportunity to study shore responses to coastal engineering with respect to time and
space (Culpin, 1994; Haines, 1996). Therefore, because of its history, morphology, and location,
Yellowstone Lake offers a unique and ideal setting for observing and monitoring shore responses
to coastal engineering. The primary objective of this research project then, was to investigate the
morphodynamics of the Yellowstone Lake shore with respect to shore protection structures
found along the western and northern shore of the lake (Fig. 1.1).
The goal was to provide fundamental knowledge regarding environmental impacts from
shore armor over short-term (annual) and long-term (multi-decadal) time scales similar to studies
from other North American coastal sites (Basco et al., 1997; Birkemeier et al., 1991; Dean, 1987;
Dean, 1999; Griggs, 2005; Griggs, Tait and Corona, 1994; Kraus, 1988; Kraus and McDougal,
1996; O‘Connell, 2010; United States Army Corps of Engineers, 2002; Wiegel, 2002). For the
purposes of this study, an engineered beach segment is considered any beach segment altered
and continuously maintained for the purposes of protecting critical infrastructure such as the
Grand Loop Road (Sciaudone, 2011).
To accomplish these objectives, this dissertation combines field surveys of lakeshore
geomorphology with archival data sources found at National Park Service (NPS) archives in
Montana and Colorado as well as historical documents housed within the United States National
Archives and Library of Congress. This dissertation is organized using a multi-paper format
(Duke and Beck 1999). It consists of five chapters with an appendix and a digital data
compilation of historical photographs, georeferenced maps, and historical topographic surveys.
Chapter one provides a formal statement regarding the overarching research objective, an
overview of the structure of the dissertation and descriptive information about YNP and
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Yellowstone Lake. This provides the reader with sufficient background information to
appreciate the physiographic setting and history of development along the Yellowstone Lake
shore during the National Park era (1916 to Present).
Chapter Two documents impacts resulting from the installation of shore armoring along
the lakeshore. This chapter is noteworthy because it presents the first empirical observations of
impacts resulting from shore engineering along the Yellowstone Lake shore by comparing nonengineered shore segments with adjacent engineered shore segments. These shore segments
were located along the western and northern shore of Yellowstone Lake (Fig. 1.1). Geomorphic
differences between non-engineered and engineered shore segments were described using crossshore profiles (CSP), grain size distributions (GSD) and measurements of the dry beach width
(DBW). For clarification, DBW was defined as the horizontal distance between the still water
level and the toe of either a bluff or the base of an engineered structure (seawall or riprap).
Using the CSP, DBW, and GSD as proxy indicators, results showed that impacts
associated with the shore armor were indeed present along the engineered shore segments.
These impacts were manifested primarily through placement loss and passive erosive processes
but also included concomitant impacts. Results indicated that non-engineered shores typically
displayed variable cross-shore profiles with a relatively wide beach and poorly sorted beach
sediments ranging in size from medium sand to coarse gravel. In contrast, impacts from the
armor altered the engineered shores such that the CSP‘s displayed angular cross-shore profiles
with narrow or non-existent dry-beaches and better sorted beach sediments, consisting primarily
of coarser sediments (coarse sand to coarse gravel). These impacts were consistent with results
from studies conducted in other large lake and coastal settings (Hall and Pilkey, 1991; Miles,
Russell, and Huntley, 2001; and Pilkey and Wright, 1988;) and, more importantly, indicate that
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physical processes along the Yellowstone Lake shore are interacting with engineered shore
segments resulting in modification of shore profiles, beach morphology, and sediment texture.
Chapter Three documents shore profiles acquired annually (2005, 2006, and 2007) at the
four Yellowstone Lake study sites to determine potential short-term and inter-annual variability
of the lakeshore at each study site (Fig. 1.1). Comparison of these short-term measures provided
a temporal context to evaluate the rate change of Yellowstone Lake shores as well as the relative
stability of non-engineered versus engineered shores.
Results of two years of annual cross-shore profiles (i.e. 2005 – 2006 and 2006 – 2007)
showed a consistent pattern in shore morphology differences for non-engineered and engineered
shore segments. These differences in cross-shore profiles suggest that differential responses
were occurring along the non-engineered and engineered shore segments as a result of changing
morphodynamic states within the shorezone.
Chapter Four applies geospatial analyses to historical data (photographs, maps and
construction drawings, spanning 92 years) with contemporary data (shore profiles acquired in
2005, 2006, and 2007) to demonstrate long-term changes of the Yellowstone Lake shore at the
Little Thumb (LT), West Arnica (WA) and Bridge Bay (BB) study sites (Fig. 1.1). This
provided a quantitative analysis of Yellowstone Lake shore changes over multi-decadal
timescales. More importantly, this research provided a unique perspective on how shore
protection structures have influenced the shore morphology of Yellowstone Lake.
The methodology for the fourth chapter incorporates a novel approach permitting
reconstruction of cross-shore profiles from archival construction drawings. Comparing these
‗historical‘ profiles with contemporary data, and supplemented with historical photographs,
provides evidence of substantial lakeshore change between 1965 and 2005.
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Finally, Chapter Five provides a comprehensive summary of the research, highlighting
the key conclusions from Chapters Two, Three, and Four. Chapter Two concluded that
differences do exist between non-engineered and engineered shore segments, while Chapter
Three demonstrated that over a two-year time period, these differences were persistent. Chapter
Four established that, based on a long-term analysis, the non-engineered shore segments have
responded differently to shore zone processes when compared to the engineered shore segments.
Finally, results from this study contribute to the growing body of literature on the overall
understanding of this unique lake and to the understanding of shore processes in general.
1.2

YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK

Geological Setting
YNP is associated with the Yellowstone Hotspot, an area of long-lived magma
production (Smith and Siegel, 2000). Bulging or up-warping of the Yellowstone Hotspot was
sufficient to raise the elevation of the entire Yellowstone region by almost 610 m (Smith and
Siegel, 2000). During the past 2 million years, this region experienced a series of cataclysmic
and smaller volcanic eruptions. It has been estimated that the first two cataclysmic eruptions,
occurring 2.1 and 1.3 million years ago, ejected approximately 2,450 and 280 km3 of volcanic
ash respectively (Smith and Siegel, 2000). It was the third violent eruption, ca. 640,000 years
ago, that created the present-day Yellowstone Caldera (Morgan et al., 2007). Further
modification of the region occurred with the onset of multiple glaciations which left an indelible
mark on the park‘s surficial geology (Christiansen, 2001; Good and Pierce, 1997). These
repeated glaciations, along with its volcanic past, led to the eventual formation of Yellowstone
Lake (Kaplinski 1991, Keefer, 1976; Meyer and Locke 1986; Pierce et al, 2002).
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1.3

YELLOWSTONE LAKE

Physiographic Setting
Yellowstone Lake is a prominent landmark in YNP and is among the world‘s largest
high-altitude lakes (YNP, 2009). With an irregular shoreline of approximately 227 km in length,
Yellowstone Lake occupies nearly 341 km2 of the park‘s 8,983 km2 landscape (Keefer, 1976;
Morgan et al., 2007; Fig. 1.2). Runoff from over 140 streams within the basin is the primary
source of water and sediment to Yellowstone Lake. The average depth is 42 m, though depths in
excess of 100 m are found along the lake‘s eastern edge and within the West Thumb Arm
(Morgan et al., 2003, Otis et al., 1977). Morgan et al. (2007) reported a maximum depth of ca.
131 m within the main basin just east of Stevenson Island. The maximum effective length (Le),
defined by Håkanson (1981) as the two most distant points which ―wind and waves may act
without interruptions from land or islands‖ (pg. 23), extends from the southeast arm to the lake
outlet, located at Fishing Bridge. This measured distance is ca 32 km (Fig. 1.2). The maximum
width of the lake, measured at a right angle from the Le, extends from the West Thumb Geyser
Basin to Sedge Bay. The maximum width is ca 25 km with a mean width of ca 10 km.
Climatic Setting
With a semi-arid continental climate, Yellowstone Lake is subject to variable weather
systems throughout the year, which influence the lakes surface currents as well as lake level
(Benson, 1961; Dirks and Martner, 1982). The winds are predominately from the
west/southwest due to the regional topography (Dirks and Martner, 1982). As a result, surface
currents for the lake flow in a north/northeast direction (Benson, 1961, Fig. 1.3). The variable
weather systems influence daily and seasonal lake levels through periods of precipitation in the
form of snow and rain. During the summer, primarily during June, lake level reaches its
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maximum as a result of the spring runoff from melting snow (Dirks and Martner, 1982;
Kaplinski, 1994). Daily lake level recordings at the Bridge Bay ranger station have documented
annual lake level fluctuations due to the melting snow and precipitation (Fig. 1.4). Summer
months are also characterized by intense localized showers and thunderstorms, with strong winds
capable of generating 1 to 1.5 m waves in the eastern and northern portions of the lake (YNP,
2010). The lake surface typically freezes during December (approximately 1m in thickness) and
is ice-covered until late May or early June (Benson, 1961; Farnes, 2002).
Yellowstone Lake possesses some of the highest elevation ―coastal‖ landforms in North
America (Boss 2003). These coastal landforms include barrier beaches, pocket beaches,
shoreline and post-glacial shoreline terraces, bay-mouth bars, loop-bars, and recurved spits (Boss
2003, Meyer and Locke 1986, Pierce et al., 2002). Other prominent landforms and features
include numerous headlands and points, glacial erratics, several small lagoons and eight islands.
The post-glacial shoreline terraces are of particular significance because they demonstrate that
lake levels were much higher in the past and provide evidence for vertical deformation of the
Yellowstone Caldera (Locke and Meyer 1994; Meyer and Locke 1986).
Active deformation of the Yellowstone Caldera, and by association the Yellowstone Lake
shore, was first recognized by Pelton and Smith (1979). The authors presented precise leveling
measurements, spanning 52 years, demonstrating that the caldera was uplifted by ca. 14 mm
during this relatively brief time period. Taking into account the prominent shoreline terrace,
which has a nearly constant elevation of 18 – 20 m above Yellowstone Lake, Pelton and Smith
(1979) suggested that the observed deformation was too rapid for glacio-isostatic rebound, and
was therefore hypothesized to be caused by hot spot dynamism.
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Tectonic activity is, and always has been, an ongoing phenomenon near Yellowstone
Lake (Yellowstone Volcano Observatory, 2008). Several N to NW striking normal faults
(including the Eagle Bay and Lake Hotel faults) are associated with recent tectonic activity
(Machette et al., 2001). The formation of the West Thumb of Yellowstone Lake is attributed to a
large volcanic eruption, which occurred approximately 200,000 years ago (Morgan et al., 2007).
Today, approximately two-thirds of Yellowstone Lake is located within the Yellowstone Caldera
(Morgan et al., 2007) (Fig. 1.2).
1.4

THE ENGINEERED SHORE OF YELLOWSTONE LAKE (1916 – PRESENT)
When the NPS was established in 1916, YNP had existed for 44 years. Roads and trails

were already established along the western and northern shore of the lake, providing visitors
scenic views of this ‗ancient inland sea‘ (Culpin, 1994; Norris, 1880; O‘Brian, 1966). However,
it was not until 1918 that the NPS assumed control over the development and maintenance of the
park‘s roadways (Culpin, 1994; Haines, 1996). Prior to this, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
(USACE) was responsible for construction, maintenance and protection of all park roads
(O‘Brian, 1966). An early example of shore armor can be seen in an early (circa 1915)
photograph near the Potts Hot Springs Basin (PHSB) (Fig. 1.5). This image offers some of the
earliest evidence of shore protection efforts at Yellowstone Lake while also offering a glimpse at
the beach morphology along this portion of the road prior to the creation of the NPS.
Following the official departure of the USACE in June of 1918, efforts to improve,
develop, and protect the Lake Shore Road, which was part of the Grand Loop Road, and other
park roads began almost immediately (Culpin, 1994). These developments, with help from the
Bureau of Public Roads (BPR), began with the construction of a concrete seawall along the shore
of Bridge Bay in the mid-1920‘s and installation of riprap near the PHSB in the 1930‘s (Figs. 1.6
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& 1.7). It was with Mission 66, an aggressive program intended to upgrade the infrastructure of
all national park units in time for the 50th anniversary of the creation of the NPS, which saw the
next major alterations to the roads throughout the park (Allaback, 2000). Two dramatic
alterations to occur along the shore of Yellowstone Lake included major modifications at the
West Thumb Campground and in the vicinity of Bridge Bay.
During Mission 66 and immediately after, the West Thumb Campground was completely
abandoned to be eventually replaced by the updated Grant village Campground, approximately
three kilometers south. While the West Thumb Campground was removed, road construction
along the shore included the rerouting of a segment of the Grand Loop Road away from the
PHSB. The work at Bridge Bay included the construction of the Gull Point By-pass and the
dredging of a small channel leading to the proposed location of the Bridge Bay Marina (Culpin,
1994; United States Department of the Interior, 1959) (Fig. 1.8).
Beginning in the 1990‘s, efforts to upgrade the principle park roads to current park
standards began once again with reconstruction of the East Entrance road (National Park Service,
2001; United States Department of the Interior, 1992). During the late 1990‘s, the road segment
between the West Thumb and Lake Junctions were improved, including the installation of riprap
to prevent undercutting the road (United States Department of the Interior, 1998; Fig. 1.9). Since
then efforts to repair, remove, and update shore protection structures along the western and
northern shore have continued as needed (Davis, Croteau and Marston, 2004; National Park
Service, 1992, 2006; Yellowstone Center for Resources, 2000; 2002).
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Fig. 1.1: Study sites
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Figure 1.1: Location map showing the primary road located along the shore of Yellowstone lake (Grand Loop Road indicated by solid
black line) with locations of shore armor indicated (stars). Riprap revetments are found at all four sites while a concrete vertical seawall is
found at the Bridge Bay site.

Figure 1.2: Morphometric parameters of Yellowstone Lake. Stars indicate location of shore segments
possessing shore armor (seawall or riprap). Sources: Kaplinski, 1994; Morgan et al., 2007; National Park
Service Data Store (https://irma.nps.gov/App/Reference/Search); Wyoming State Geological Survey
(http://www.wsgs.uwyo.edu/Yellowstone/GIS.aspx).
Fig. 1.2: Morphometry
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Fig. 1.3: Littoral drift
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Figure 1.3: N.G. Benson‘s map depicting surface currents for Yellowstone Lake. Study site locations, indicated by ovals, correspond with
areas where surface currents accumulate as a result of the predominant winds blowing from the south/southwest. Surface current directions
were derived from the recovery of drift bottles that were released at 16 different locations throughout the lake.
Adapted from: Benson, 1961.

Fig. 1.4: Lake levels
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Figure 1.4: As can be seen in this graph, lake levels fluctuate both daily and annually. It is primarily during early June that the lake levels are
at their peak heights. Data source: Farnes, 2008.
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Figure 1.5: Photograph showing an early example of shore armor (wood seawall) along the road just north of the Potts Hot Springs Basin
(Yellowstone National Park, 1915).Efforts by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to protect portions of the Grand Loop Road were in place by
the early 20th century. Courtesy : Yellowstone National Park Service, Yellowstone National Park, Yellowstone Heritage & Research Center,
YELL 22455.

Fig 1.6: Seawall construction
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Figure 1.6: Construction of a seawall along Gull Point Drive began in 1925 and was completed by 1926. This view, facing east, offers a
glimpse of the height of the wall, which was built to be 1.7 m high (Buney, 1925). The inset is of an inscription found on the surface of the
seawall which reads: ‗BUILT BY NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 1925‘. Courtesy: National Park Service, Yellowstone National Park,
Yellowstone Heritage & Research Center, YELL 39622.

Fig 1.7: Riprap installation
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Figure 1.7: Installation of riprap revetment along the shore of Yellowstone Lake, near the Potts Springs Thermal Basin, visible in the
background. View is facing southwest (Date, 1935). Courtesy: National Archives and Records Administration – Rocky Mountain Region,
Print 43146.

Fig 1.8: Historical topo overlay
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Figure 1.8: Historical topographic drawing (1959) showing the proposed area to be dredged for the eventual construction of a channel
leading to the Bridge Bay marina. Courtesy National Park Service, Yellowstone National Park, Technical Information Center at the Denver
Service Center, YELL L101-3640: Limits of Lagoon dredging at Bridge Bay.

Fig 1.9: Recent road improvement plan
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Figure 1.9: Vicinity map showing recent road improvements along portions of the Grand Loop Road. This work involved placement of
riprap along portions of the road that were experiencing erosion as a result of waves on Yellowstone Lake.
Adapted from: National Park Service, 1992. Parkwide road improvement plan: Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming/Montana/Idaho.
Washington, D.C.: United States Department. of the Interior, National Park Service, 1992.

CHAPTER TWO
COMPARISONS OF NON-ENGINEERED AND ENGINEERED SHORE SEGMENTS
OF YELLOWSTONE LAKE, YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK, USA
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2.1

ABSTRACT
Impacts resulting from the installation of shore armor along segments of the Yellowstone

Lake shore were documented using: 1) cross-shore profiles, 2) measurements of the dry beach
width and 3) grain size distributions of dry beach sediments from adjacent non-engineered and
engineered shore segments of Yellowstone Lake. Non-engineered shore segments were
characterized by concave-upward shore profiles, relatively wide dry beaches and poorly sorted
beach sediments. Grain sizes range from medium sand to coarse gravel, reflecting the range of
grain sizes in source materials eroded from adjacent lakeshore bluffs. In contrast, engineered
shore segments displayed shore profiles with steep landward slopes (influenced by the shore
armor), relatively narrow to non-existent dry beaches, and better sorted sediments with larger
mean grain sizes. Better sorting with increased mean grain size is attributed to winnowing of
finer materials due to the energy-reflective nature of steeply-sloping engineered structures
(seawall or riprap) during annual (summer) episodes of elevated lake levels. The observed
impacts were attributed to two primary agents: placement loss and passive erosion. Additional
impacts associated with the engineered shore segments was a reduction in access to the shore and
the alteration of the local aesthetics.
Observed impacts along the engineered lakeshore segments are consistent with those
documented at other large lake and coastal locations. The differential geomorphic responses of
non-engineered and engineered lakeshore to waves, changing lake level, and human activities,
provide insight into the evolution and dynamic nature of the Yellowstone Lake shore.
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2.2

INTRODUCTION
Efforts to protect vulnerable shore zone infrastructure using coastal engineering

structures, such as riprap revetments or seawalls, is an integral component in many coastal
management strategies (Griggs and Slagel, 2007; O‘Connell, 2010; Pilkey and Wright, 1988;
Unites States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), 2002). However, numerous studies have
documented the adverse impacts that structures such as these have caused in many coastal and
littoral settings (Basco et al., 1997; Carter, Monroe, and Guy, 1986; Chapman, 2003; Dugan et
al., 2008; Fitzgerald, Sullivan, and Magee, 1981; Fowler, 1992; Griggs, 2005; Griggs and
Fulton-Bennett, 1988; Griggs, Tait, and Corona, 1994; Hall and Pilkey, 1991; Kar, 2007; Kraus,
1988; Lorang et al., 1993; Morgan, 1999; Pilkey and Wright, 1988; Short and Masselink, 1999;
Stamski, 2005; Tait and Griggs, 1990; USACE, 2002; Weggel, 1988; Wood, 1988). Some of the
more commonly observed impacts from the installation of these types of revetments include:


covering of the recreational beach, commonly referred to as placement loss



narrowing of the dry-beach



settlement and movement of riprap lakeward



enhanced erosion and deposition near the terminal ends of engineered structure



scouring of sediment at the base of the engineered structure



reduction or alteration of ecological habitat



alteration of the shores aesthetics



reduced visitor access to the beach

Nevertheless, the National Park Service (NPS) uses these structures to help stabilize and protect
shore zone infrastructure while also preserving prehistoric and historic cultural resources
(Coburn, Griffith and Young, 2010; National Park Service, 2006).
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At Yellowstone National Park (YNP), examples of these structures can be found along
portions of the western and northern shore of Yellowstone Lake (Fig. 2.1). It is presumed that
the impetus for installing these revetments was to stabilize and protect portions of the Grand
Loop and East Entrance Roads from the erosive processes occurring along the shore of
Yellowstone Lake (Culpin, 1994; Yellowstone Center for Resources, 2000, 2002; Fig. 2.2). As
such, the question arises in regards to the aforementioned impacts and the likelihood of them
occurring along the shore at Yellowstone Lake, YNP. Despite a very long history of shore zone
alteration, there has never been a study to document impacts associated with shore zone
engineering on the morphology of the Yellowstone Lake shore.
The purpose of this study then, was to determine if similar impacts have occurred with
respect to the geomorphology of the Yellowstone Lake shore. To accomplish this, four shore
segments were assessed in regards to shore engineering efforts along the lakeshore through
comparative analysis of shore morphologies between non-engineered and engineered shore
segments. For the purposes of this study, a non-engineered shore refers to any shore segment
lacking shore armor while an engineered shore segment is any shore segment altered by the use
of shore armor and continuously maintained for the purposes of protecting critical infrastructure
such as the Grand Loop Road (Sciaudone, 2011).
2.3

YELLOWSTONE LAKE
Centrally located in YNP, Yellowstone Lake is an integral component within the

Yellowstone ecosystem and serves as a prominent landmark and focal point for tourism. To the
coastal scientist, the lake is significant in that it possesses some of the highest elevation ―coastal‖
landforms in North America (Boss, 2003). These landforms include shoreline terraces (Locke
and Meyer, 1994), bay-mouth bars, loop bars, recurved spits (Boss, 2003), pocket beaches and a
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delta. The lake is among the largest high-altitude lakes in North America, with an area of 341
km2 and 227 km of shoreline. Sediment arrives from nearby bluffs and over 140 streams
including the Yellowstone River, which is the largest river entering the lake and serves as the
only outlet from the lake (Morgan et al., 2007). The average depth is 42 m and the maximum
depth is 131 m (Morgan et al., 2007).
Lake level fluctuations result from geological and climatic influences within the
Yellowstone region (Fig. 2.4). Active faulting and deformation related to tectonism associated
with the Yellowstone caldera in the area near the Le Hardy Rapids serves as the principle lake
leveling force with climatological and seasonal patterns modifying daily and annual lake levels
(Pierce et al., 2002). The climatological and seasonal influences on the lake level are the result
of precipitation. Most of the precipitation occurs during the winter months as snow. Lake level
is typically highest in June due to snowmelt (Dirks and Martner, 1982; Kaplinski, 1994) and falls
progressively throughout the remainder of the year (Fig. 2.4). Summer months are dominated by
intense localized showers and thunderstorms capable of generating 1 – 1.5 m waves on the lake
(YNP, 2010). Prevailing winds are from the south and southwest with average wind speeds of
10 km/h for the summer and winter months (Dirks and Martner, 1982). The lake surface
typically freezes during the winter months and is ice free by the end of May or early June
(Hostetler and Giorgi, 1995; Remsen, et al., 1990).
2.4

STUDY AREAS

2.4.1 Little Thumb (LT)
A non-engineered and adjacent engineered shore segment is located just north (ca. 1.28
km) of Little Thumb Creek (Figs. 2.1 & 2.5). The long-axis of the beach is oriented northeast
with the beach facing southeast. A narrow submerged shoreline terrace, located along the edge
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of the West Thumb Caldera, is located along the length of the site (Morgan et al., 2007). The
engineered segment is completely armored with riprap and a minor stream empties into the West
Thumb Arm of Yellowstone Lake via a culvert located in the middle of the engineered portion of
the shore.
2.4.2 West Arnica (WA)
The WA shore segment is located in the northwest corner of the West Thumb Arm
approximately 1.7 km southwest of Arnica Creek (Figs. 2.1 & 2.6). The long axis of the beach is
oriented north-south with the beach facing east. The back shore is dominated by a post-glacial
shoreline terrace while recent bathymetric mapping indicates that the nearshore environment has
a well-developed submerged shoreline terrace (Locke and Meyer, 1994; Morgan et al., 2007).
The non-engineered and engineered beach segments are adjacent to one another with the
non-engineered segment located on the northern half of the site. Engineering is armor in the
form of a riprap revetment along the southern half of the study area. An unnamed creek empties
through a stone culvert into a small slough, located behind a well-developed beach ridge. This
ridge, located along the length of the non-engineered segment, extends northward for
approximately 350 m.
2.4.3 Bridge Bay (BB)
The BB site is located within the well-protected bay of Bridge Bay (Fig. 2.1). The
northern end of the site is dominated by a post-glacial shoreline terrace, while the engineered
segment, located immediately south of a channel leading to the Bridge Bay marina, is
characterized by a vertical concrete seawall (Fig. 2.7). Unlike the other study sites, this site is
also the only location where the beach segments are not adjacent to one another. A dredged
channel leading to the Bridge Bay marina separates the non-engineered and engineered beach
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segments. The orientation of the non-engineered beach is north-south with the beach facing east.
The engineered segment has a dominantly north-south orientation, but curves eastward in the
southern portion of the site (Fig. 2.7).
2.4.4 Mary Bay (MB)
The MB study site is situated on the northeast shore of Yellowstone Lake and is a long,
uninterrupted beach (Figs. 2.1 & 2.8). The long-axis of the beach is oriented northwest-southeast
and is normal to the prevailing winds across the lake. As such, this beach receives relatively
direct wind waves generated from the longest fetch across Yellowstone Lake (Kaplinski, 1991;
YNP, 2010). Engineered riprap emplaced along the entire length of the lake shore protects the
East Entrance road from high-energy waves that occur frequently on Yellowstone Lake. The
nearshore is dominated by a wide submerged shoreline terrace that is located along the rim of a
large hydro-thermal explosion crater (Morgan et al., 2007).
2.5

METHODS

2.5.1 Cross-shore Profiling
A Laser Atlanta Advantage C/I laser range-finder (LRF) linked to a laptop computer was
used to derive cross-shore profiles (CSP) based on trigonometric leveling functions (Wolf and
Ghilani, 2006). Benefits of using a laser rangefinder for cross-shore profiling include: 1) rapid
data collection, 2) relatively high accuracy and precision, 3) rapid integration of data with
geospatial technologies, and 4) ease of use. Published specifications of the range finder are:
range accuracy ± 0.15 m and inclination angles are recorded with an accuracy of 0.4 o (Laser
Atlanta, 2003).
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Trigonometric leveling relies on the ability to calculate elevation differences from a
single point based on inclined or horizontal distances and vertical angles (Wolf and Ghilani,
2006). Using simple trigonometric functions, these values are used to calculate the horizontal
and vertical distances between numerous points along a surveyed line. An advantage of this
profiling method is that measurements are made from a single position, thereby reducing
cumulative errors because all measurements are referenced to one fixed position (Wolf and
Ghilani, 2006). Vertical error of trigonometric leveling was determined to be +/- 0.05m based on
a transect that was consecutively measured five times for reproducibility (Emery, 1961).
Recorded measurements from the rangefinder included: 1) the slope distance (SD), 2) the vertical
angle (VA) and 3) the magnetic azimuth (Az) (Fig. 2.9).
Elevation was determined using the equation:
Elevation = LL + HI + (cos VA) * (SD) – rp
where LL is the lake level determined from the Bridge Bay staff gage on the day of
profiling (meters above mean sea-level (amsl), HI is the height of the rangefinder (m), VA is the
inclination of the rangefinder (degrees), SD is the slope distance (m), and rp is the length of the
range pole (m), and. A dual-frequency, 24-channel Trimble-5800® GPS receiver, attached to the
LRF recorded the geographic location of the rangefinder. Horizontal distances between each
point were calculated based on slope and angular distances from the rangefinder to each
measured point. The Law of Cosines was used to derive the lengths between each point. The
formula used was as follows:
c2 = a2 + b2 – 2(a*b) * cos c
where a and b were the known horizontal distances from the rangefinder to the ranging
pole. The calculated horizontal distance, c, is the length between each adjoining measurement.
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Each profile was acquired by walking the range pole (rp) from the lakeward edge of the
road, across the beach, and offshore through the surf zone to approximately 1.5 m depth of water.
The maximum offshore length of each profile was limited by how far into the lake a person
could go while holding the rod vertical (U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station
1997). Measurements were taken at approximately 1-meter intervals but varied depending on the
morphology of the beach (U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station, 1993). Intervals
less than 1-m between each measurement recorded topographic features that would otherwise
have been missed. Some of these features included distinct erosional scarps, the wrack line, and
the edge of the water (EOW).
Profile elevations were computed from known values of lake level recorded at the Bridge
Bay lake-level gage (elevation 2355.94 m amsl; Farnes, 2002, Fig. 2.10). Lake-level is recorded
daily by NPS personnel and park concessionaires during the operating season (late May – late
October; Farnes, 2008). Elevations of surveyed profile points were computed from lake-level by
adding or subtracting elevations from the EOW measurement along each profile. Qualitative
comparisons of beach profiles were then accomplished by interpolating a smoothed spline for
each profile (Burkholder and Lieber, 1996).
The dry beach width (DBW) was measured from toe of the bluff, the beach crest, or the
base of an engineered structure to the EOW. As defined by the Coastal Engineering Manual, the
dry beach is that part of the beach that is not covered by water (USACE, 2002). The DBW was
measured because it is easy to measure and represents that portion of the beach that is typically
used for recreational purposes (Pilkey and Wright, 1988).
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2.5.2 Grain Size Distribution
Sediment samples of the dry-beach were collected by hand and processed using particle
fractionation and grain-size analysis (Day, 1965). Samples were taken along the exposed dry
beach of the non-engineered and engineered shore segments. Where possible, an additional
sample was taken at the transition between the non-engineered and engineered shore segment.
The silt and clay fractions were separated by pipette analysis and the pebble, gravel, and sand
fractions were dry sieved and subdivided into one pebble (64 – 4 mm), one gravel (4 - 2mm) and
five sand fractions (2.0 – 0.0625 mm) (Wentworth, 1922). Finally, the weight percent of size
fractions were plotted as a histogram for descriptive purposes of the grain size distribution
(GSD).
2.6

RESULTS

2.6.1 Lake Levels
Lake levels are recorded daily by NPS Ranger staff or boat concessionaires at the Bridge
Bay marina (Farnes, 2008; Table 2.1). The gage has a published elevation of 2355.94 m amsl,
yet it has not been resurveyed since 1985 and was replaced in 1998 (Farnes, 2002; 2008). This is
of interest because recent work suggested the lake basin tilted southward as result of renewed
inflation of the Sour Creek resurgent dome (Pierce et al., 2002). Farnes (2008) notes, however,
that data based on the maximum annual lake outflow shows no indication of any large
discrepancies with the published elevation, indicating that the gage is still reliable.
2.6.2 Little Thumb
Measuring approximately 300 m in length, the Little Thumb site was the shortest of the
four study sites (Fig. 2.11). The length of the non-engineered segment is approximately 90 m,
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while the engineered segment is approximately 210 m long. A total of five cross-shore profiles
were measured and two sediment samples were collected at the Little Thumb site. Observed
differences between non-engineered and engineered shore segments included: 1) variation in
cross-shore profile shape, 2) dry beach width and 3) variation in the grain size distribution for
dry-beach sediments and 4) visible impacts from installation of the shore armor.
Cross-shore Profiles
Based on a total of five CSP‘s, the morphological configuration of the LT site closely
resembled the reflective beach state described by Wright and Short (1984) and Lorang et al.
(1993). The site was characterized by a relatively narrow or non-existent beach with a steep
coarse-grained beach face. Two CSP‘s (LT-P04, LT-P05) were measured in the non-engineered
segment, while the remaining profiles (LT-P01, LT-P02, LT-P03) were acquired along the
engineered segment (Fig. 2.11). Profiles from the non-engineered segment displayed a relatively
smooth shape with an undulating surface below the waterline (2.12). In addition to a smoother
shape, the non-engineered profiles extended further into the lake (approx. 20 m). Near the
terminal end of LT-P04, a subtle undulation was visible while a beach step was clearly visible
near the same location for LT-P05.
In contrast, the shapes of the engineered profiles were characterized by steeper profiles
with distinct inflexion points, coinciding with the point where the engineered armor (riprap)
intersected lake level (Fig. 2.12). Profile LT-P03 exhibited no distinct inflection point, but did
have a relatively steep profile when compared to all other shore profiles. The engineered profiles
displayed no distinct features for the submerged portions of the profile.
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Dry-beach Width
Located nearly on the edge of the West Thumb caldera, the LT site was characterized
with widely differing dry beach widths (Table 2.2). The non-engineered segment possessed a
relatively wide dry beach while there was no dry-beach along the engineered segment (Fig.
2.13). Dry-beach widths (DBW) for profiles LT-P04 and LT-P05 were 6.86 and 10.27 m
respectively. No DBW measurements from the three engineered profiles were calculated
because there was no dry beach. An interesting aspect of this site was the transitional zone
between the non-engineered and engineered shore segment. Here, the dry beach became
narrower and ultimately non-existent as one moved closer to the engineered beach segment.
Grain Size Distribution
Two sediment samples of the dry-beach width were taken at the LT site. One sample was
collected from the non-engineered portion of the site while the other was collected at the
transition between the non-engineered and engineered shore segment. No samples were taken
from the engineered segment as there was no beach. The grain size distributions for the nonengineered and transitional shore segment were characterized by grain sizes ranging from gravel
to course silt (Fig. 2.14). Although the sample from the transition between non-engineered to
engineered had a greater spread in grain size, it consisted almost entirely of coarser grained
sediments.
Impacts from Shore Zone Engineering
Observed and measured impacts from the engineered structure included: 1) placement
loss, 2) passive erosional processes by fixing the shoreline, 3) complete loss of the dry-beach
width in front of the engineered shore, 4) settlement and movement of the riprap lakeward, 5)
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alteration of the visual aesthetics of the setting, 6) reduced access to the lakeshore, and 7) loss of
the recreational beach (Fig. 2.15).
2.6.3 West Arnica
The total length of the West Arnica (WA) shore segment is 440 m. Nine cross-shore
profiles were measured and three sediment samples were collected within the site (Fig. 2.16).
Observed differences between non-engineered and engineered shore segments included: 1)
variation in cross-shore profile shapes, 2) dry beach width differences and 3) variation in the
grain size distribution for dry-beach sediments. As with the LT site, observed impacts from
shore engineering included: placement loss; visual impacts, end effects near the transition
between non-engineered and engineered shore segments, settlement and lakeward movement of
the riprap, and reduced access to the lakeshore.
Cross-shore Profiles
Within the non-engineered segment, four cross-shore profiles were measured (Fig. 2.17).
The most notable feature of the non-engineered profiles was the presence of a well-developed
beach ridge, visible in profiles WA-P07 through WA-P09 (Fig. 2.17). Profile WA-P06,
exhibited a gently sloping profile with no distinct inflection points. The submerged portion of
the non-engineered profiles displayed a gradual, gently sloping profile with no distinct bars or
troughs.
Profiles WA-P01 through WA-P05, where located along the engineered portion of the
shore (Fig. 2.16). Two distinct inflection points were visible on all five of the engineered
profiles. The inflection points were located at the top and base of the riprap (Fig. 2.17). The
profile segment between these inflection points displayed a rather steep profile when compared
to the non-engineered profiles. As with the non-engineered profiles, the engineered profiles
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exhibited a similar shape in the submerged portion of the profiles in that each profile displayed a
low, gradually sloping profile.
Dry-beach Width
The WA site was characterized by a wide range of DBW‘s (Fig. 2.18, Tbl. 2.3). The
non-engineered segment possessed wider DBW measurements as opposed to the engineered
segment. Further examination showed a trend of increasing DBW from the southern end to the
northern end with slight variation within the non-engineered segment (Fig. 2.18). The nonengineered shore segment had a median DBW of 8.2 m, with the greatest width (12.7 m) being
associated with WA-P06. The engineered shore segment had a median DBW of 2.8 m with a
gradual increase in width from 1.2 m for WA-P01 to 5.3 for WA-P05.
Grain Size Distribution
Three grain size samples were collected at the WA site. A sample was collected from the
non-engineered and engineered shore segments and a third sample was collected at the transition
between the non-engineered and engineered segments. Grain size differences for the WA shore
segments indicated a wider variety of sediment sizes from the non-engineered versus engineered
segments (Fig. 2.19). Sediment sizes from the dry beach of the non-engineered shore ranged
from fine sand to gravel, with the predominant size being medium sand. Samples from the
engineered and transition segments of the site displayed similar grain size distributions. The
engineered and transition samples differed from the non-engineered segment sediments in that
they consisted primarily of pebble sized sediments with negligible gravel to fine sand.
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Impacts from Shore Zone Engineering
Observed and measured impacts from the engineered shore segment included: 1) steeper
beach profiles for the engineered shore segment, 2) placement loss 3) passive erosional processes
by fixing the shoreline, 4) decreased dry-beach width in front of the engineered shore, 5)
settlement and movement of riprap lakeward, 6) alteration of the visual aesthetics of the setting,
7) reduced access to the lakeshore, and 8) degradation of the recreational beach (Fig. 2.20).
2.6.4 Bridge Bay
The BB site is 1,400 m long and is bisected by a dredged channel. The non-engineered
segment, which has a north-south orientation, is 370 m long (Fig. 2.21). The engineered shore
segment is located along the southern half of Bridge Bay and oriented primarily north-south but
curves eastward along its southern end (Fig. 2.22). In total, fourteen cross-shore profiles were
measured and two sediment samples were collected at this site. Observed differences between
the non-engineered and engineered shore segments included: 1) variation in cross-shore profile
shapes, 2) dry beach width differences and 3) several impacts from the installation of shore
armor along the southern half of the site.
Cross-shore Profiles
Five cross-shore profiles were measured along the non-engineered shore segment at
Bridge Bay (Fig. 2.23). Non-engineered profiles had consistent lengths, but varied in shape,
with the profiles exhibiting a gradual steepening from north to south approaching the dredged
channel. A total of nine cross-shore profiles were measured along the southern portion of Bridge
Bay. Of the nine profiles, eight were measured along a concrete seawall. The engineered
profiles varied in length, but were fairly consistent in cross-shore profile shape (Fig. 2.24).
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Within the BB site, BB-P06 was the only engineered profile to be located in association with
riprap. Profiles BB-P07 through BB-P14 crossed a seawall.
Non-engineered profiles were characterized with a clearly visible post-glacial shoreline
terrace (PGST) while the engineered profiles lacked a terrace but were characterized with a
vertical slope due to the seawall. Closer inspection of backshore for the non-engineered profiles
indicate that the PGST becomes more pronounced and steeper as one moves from BB-P01 to
BB-P05. This steepening effect is the result of the PGST that characterizes this shore segment.
This terrace was not found along the engineered segment of the study site. Rather than a PGST,
the engineered profiles were located along a small bay-mouth bar.
Dry-beach Width
The width of the dry beach varies from non-existent to 12 m for the entire site (Table
2.4). Non-engineered profiles had a median DBW of 5.6 m, with the greatest width (7.6 m)
measured at BB-P01. Interestingly, non-engineered DBW measurements were progressively
narrower approaching the dredged channel (Fig. 2.25). Engineered profiles had a median DBW
of 1.6 m, with the greatest width (12.1 m) being associated with BB-P14 which was also the
southernmost profile within the entire setting. Excluding BB-P10, the same pattern of
decreasing DBW with proximity to the dredged channel was observed for the engineered setting.
Grain Size Distribution
Grain-size analysis for both shore segments displayed a range in grain size from gravel to
coarse silt, with coarse sand being the predominant grain size for both shore types (nonengineered vs. engineered) (Fig. 2.26). While slight differences were observed, the most
apparent difference was the bi-modality of the non-engineered shore sediment. The engineered
shore sediment was skewed with greater quantities of medium sand to gravel size sediment.
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Impacts from Shore Zone Engineering
Observed impacts included: 1) passive erosional processes by fixing the shoreline, 2)
collapse of the seawall, 3) a decrease of the dry-beach width in front of the seawall, 4) settlement
and movement of the riprap lakeward, 5) alteration of the visual aesthetics of the setting, 6)
reduced access to the lakeshore, and 7) degradation of the recreational beach (Fig. 2.27).
2.6.5 Mary Bay
Ten cross-shore profiles were measured and six sediment samples were collected along
the shore of Mary Bay (Fig. 2.28). The shore is approximately 2,570 m long, the longest beach
segment of the study. The entire beach segment was characterized by a gently sloping shore
profile with a relatively wide, well-exposed dry beach. Unlike the LT, WA and BB sites, the
MB site is completely armored with riprap.
Cross-shore Profiles
At the MB study site, all cross-shore profiles were classified as engineered. The
subaerial beach of this segment consists of a gently sloping exposed beach face (Fig. 2.29).
Although riprap occurs along the entire length of this shore, no distinct inflection points were
visible in the profiles. Total profile lengths ranged from 40 m to over 70 m. The submerged
portion of each profile displayed evidence of an offshore bar and trough.
Dry-beach Width (DBW)
DBW measurements varied in length between 6.6 to 8.9 m (Fig. 2.30; Table 2.5). The
median DBW was 7.1 m. DBW measurements were widest along eastern end of MB (MB-P01 =
7.46m, MB-P02 = 8.88m, MB-P03 = 7.47m).
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Grain Size Distribution
Grain size distributions of six beach samples were composed primarily of gravel and
medium to coarse sand (Fig. 2.31). The dominant grain size was gravel, followed by coarse
sand.
Impacts from Shore Zone Engineering
Observed impacts included: 1) placement loss 2) passive erosional processes by fixing
the shoreline, 3) settlement and movement of the riprap lakeward, 4) alteration of the visual
aesthetics of the setting, 5) reduced access to the lakeshore, and 6) degradation of the
recreational beach (Fig. 2.32).
2.7

DISCUSSION
Interpretation of the data demonstrated that the impacts due to the shore armor (i.e.

seawall and riprap) were prevalent along the four engineered shore segments. These impacts
were manifested in three measured aspects, namely, 1) CSP‘s, 2) DBW measurements and 3)
GSD of the dry beach. As such, these aspects are not discussed as mutually exclusive
manifestations. Instead, they are discussed with the understanding that they are interrelated
components of the sites overall morphodynamic processes (Short, 1999). That is, GSD‘s closely
reflect the level of incident wave energy, which in turn influences the CSP and vice-versa
(Komar, 1998; Short, 1999; Wright and Short, 1984). The DBW, which is principally controlled
by water level, is indirectly related to the local morphodynamics including the CSP and GSD in
that, depending on the beach‘s width and composition, incident wave energy may be enhanced or
reduced which in turn influences the CSP and GSD (Bascom, 1959; Short, 1999; Smith and
Jackson, 1992; Fig. 2.33). When an engineered structure, such as a seawall or a riprap
revetment, is introduced into the setting, the morphodynamic processes, including these three
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measured aspects (CSP, DBW, and GSD) are then altered leading to unintended consequences to
the shore (Griggs, 2005; Griggs et al., 1997; Pilkey and Wright, 1988). This was observed at all
four engineered study sites where the data suggested that the impacts were primarily due to the
influence of the shore armor through placement loss and passive erosive processes (Griggs et al.,
1997; Hall and Pilkey, 1991). Concomitant with these impacts was a reduction in visitor access
to the beach and alterations to the local aesthetics.
In simplest terms, placement loss is the covering of the shore. Depending on the type of
structure used (seawall or riprap), the amount of placement loss will be a function of the
structures design specifications. Vertical seawalls tend to occupy a smaller cross-sectional area
whereas riprap revetments will cover a larger portion of the shore (Griggs, 2005; USACE, 2002).
For example, the cross-sectional area covered by the seawall at BB was minimal in comparison
to Mary Bay where a considerable amount of the beach backshore was removed as a direct result
of the riprap. An additional impact that is directly associated with placement loss includes an
alteration of the CSP. This direct link to the alteration of the CSP occurs because; following the
installation of the armor, at least a portion of the CSP will reflect a profile that is designed on
models evaluated in a laboratory setting (Lagasse 2006; USACE, 2002). For example, when
riprap is the armoring agent, the USACE recommends that the slope not exceed a 2:1 slope
(horizontal to vertical), otherwise, the potential for the riprap to topple is increased (Griggs and
Fulton-Bennett, 1988; USACE, 1995). By enforcing this slope limit, the armored portion of the
CSP has now become static. Moreover, because of the structures design, the CSP will exhibit
more angularity due to the specifications of the armor. For example, the engineered CSP‘s at
both LT and WA exhibited distinct angles near the top and base of the riprap while the CSP‘s at
the BB site clearly illustrated the upper and lower limits of the seawall (Figs 2.11, 2.16, and
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2.23). In contrast, the non-engineered profiles at these three sites were more variable in their
CSP suggesting that they are responding to the normal shorezone processes and thus, are able to
adjust to changing conditions (Lee and Birkemeier, 1993).
An associated impact resulting from placement loss relates to access to the beach. That
is, once the armor has been installed, vertical access to, and lateral access along, the beach
becomes restricted or eliminated (Griggs, 2005; O‘Connell, 2010; Stamski, 2005). Figure 2.31
exemplifies how placement loss affects access to the dry beach. It can be seen that vertical
access is restricted simply by the unevenness of the riprap while also restricting access along the
beach because of the extent of the armor. It comes as no surprise then that this pattern of
reduced access to the beach was observed at the other engineered sites (Figs. 2.14B, 2.19B, and
2.26). A coincidental impact from placement loss is that there is the tendency for the armor to
eliminate the upland sediment supply, further enhancing the overall impact of placement loss
(Hall and Pilkey 1991; Runyan and Griggs, 2003). The engineered shore at WA was an example
of how the upland sediment supply has been interrupted due to placement loss.
When riprap is installed, the general procedures call for the installation of a permeable
geo-textile material to be placed below to the riprap (USACE, 1995; 2002). The purpose of the
geotextile material is two-fold: 1) to prevent sediment loss and 2) hold the riprap together as one
structural unit (University of Minnesota, 2008). At WA, this dual covering of the shore
effectively removed a primary source of sediment from the sediment budget due to the aftereffect
of placement loss. It can be inferred then, that this removal of a sediment source has also
contributed to a reduction in the DBW for the armored shore segments. Furthermore, empirical
observations along with the measured DBW‘s support this inference (Figs 2.12, 2.17, and 2.24).
The engineered shores at LT, WA, and BB displayed a reduced DBW in relation to the armor.
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For the MB site, it was difficult to assess whether or not the riprap has affected DBW because no
comparable non-engineered shore was present.
Examination of the DBW measurements at the BB site indicated a slight discrepancy
with respect to the armor and associated DBW. At this site, DBW measurements increased as
distance from the Bridge Bay marina channel increased for non-engineered and engineered shore
segments alike (Fig. 2.24). It is suggested that this increased DBW for both the non-engineered
and engineered shores is because the BB location offers a conducive environment for sediment
deposition. The setting is relatively shallow and the bay is protected from the high wave regime
that is typical of Yellowstone Lake during the summer months. The result is that as incoming
waves refract around Gull Point and enter Bridge Bay, wave energy is reduced allowing
sediment to be deposited. However, because the shortest DBW measurements were located
within close proximity to the channel, it is surmised that the increased wave erosion caused by
regular boat traffic and their associated wake, compounded by the shore armor, has led to a
reduced DBW for both the non-engineered and engineered shores (Bauer, Lorang, and Sherman,
2002).
The second major impact due to shore armor was related to the concept of passive
erosion. Unlike placement loss, which is more commonly associated with riprap revetments,
passive erosion occurs irrespective of the type of armor and is probably the most significant
impact resulting from shoreline armor (Griggs, 2005). For shores that are experiencing passive
erosion, it is assumed that the local setting was already undergoing long-term erosion due to a
reduction in the sediment budget (O‘Connell, 2010). The underlying result then, is that by
installation of the armor, the shoreline becomes fixed. Over time, while the adjacent landforms
erode, the armored shore segment will continually move landward until there is no longer a
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viable beach fronting the armor. It is reasonable to assume then, that the engineered shores at
Yellowstone Lake were already experiencing ‗erosional stress‘ simply by the fact that the armor
was installed in the first place. In fact, Weggel (1988) states that ―Seawalls are not often built on
stable or accreting shorelines‖ (pg.29). As such, it is inferred that with passive erosion, a
positive feedback loop is initiated.
With the installation of the engineered structure (i.e. seawall or riprap), incident waves
are reflected by the armor leading to an increase in reflected incident wave energy (Plant and
Griggs, 1992; USACE, 2002). This increase in reflected wave energy then leads to increased
suspension of the shore sediments (Miles, Russell and Huntley, 2001). That is, the larger
sediments (gravel sized sediments and larger) remain in the shorezone, while the smaller
sediments are easily put into suspension, which eventually leads to a decrease in the sediment
budget because the littoral currents are now transporting the suspended sediment load downdrift
(Dean, 1987). Ultimately, as these sediments are removed from the system, any remnants of the
dry-beach will either consist of well-sorted coarser sediments as observed a the four engineered
shore segments or will disappear altogether. This is an important process because it is surmised
that as this occurs, the impacted shore, which was at one time an energy dissipative environment
can potentially evolve into an energy reflective environment (Short, 1999). Throughout this
hypothetical positive feedback loop, it can be seen that the CSP, DBW, and GSD are all affected
by shore armor.
Other impacts that are indirectly associated with the passive erosional processes is the
potential for the riprap to tumble or roll down the profile (USACE, 2002). As described by
Griggs and Fulton-Bennett (1988), one of the leading causes of riprap failure is the process of
settlement and toppling of the boulders. This toppling effect occurs because incident waves will
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dislodge some of the placed stones, leading to the movement of the riprap downslope to a
temporary position. Furthermore, the CEM states that riprap revetments are susceptible to strong
waves which can influence the dislodging and movement of the riprap (USACE, 2002).
Finally, empirical observations of the shore and analyses of the GSD indicated that the
armor has also impacted the local aesthetics. One of the significant aspects of YNP is related to
its geological history. One of the key reasons YNP was set aside was because of the unique
geology of the entire region. As such, the riprap boulders and the seawall are not part of the
original geology of these Yellowstone Lake shore segments.
2.8

CONCLUSIONS
Compelling evidence of geomorphic differences between non-engineered and engineered

shore segments of Yellowstone Lake suggest that shore armoring efforts have led to geomorphic
differences indicative of enhanced erosion and shore degradation at engineered shore sites when
compared to adjacent non-engineered shore segments. The non-engineered shores were
characterized with variable CSP shapes, wider DBW‘s and a greater distribution of grain sizes
when compared to the engineered shores, which had very angular CSP‘s, reduced DBW‘s and
well-sorted GSD‘s. These results were consistent with commonly observed patterns of shore
degradation associated with hard-stabilization in other large lake and coastal settings. The
potential for future degradation of this unique shore as a result of shore engineering (i.e. riprap
and a seawall) exists. Furthermore, these results provide evidence for differential responses of
engineered and non-engineered lakeshore segments to complex morphodynamic processes at
Yellowstone Lake.
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Figure 2.1: Locations (indicated by stars) along the shore of Yellowstone Lake with shore armor in relation to a primary road (black line).
Each of these sites possesses riprap while the Bridge Bay site is the only one to have a seawall.
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Figure 2.2: Example of shore armor at Yellowstone Lake along the shore at Mary Bay. This segment is susceptible to damage from high
waves and overwash, as can be seen in Image A. As a result, riprap has been installed along this shore segment to protect the road from
overwash. View is looking east towards Mt. Chittenden.
Courtesy Yellowstone National Park Service, Yellowstone National Park, Yellowstone Heritage & Research Center, YELL148507; Date:
July, 1943. Approximate location; 110o 18‘ 20.584 W, 44o 33‘ 11.103‖ N.

Figure 2.3: Built between 1925 and 1926, this concrete seawall protects Gull Point Drive, in the
Bridge Bay area. View is looking north towards Elephant Back Mountain.
Date: August 9, 2005; lake level = 2356.71 m; 110o 26‘ 2.285 W, 44o 31‘ 48.415‖ N
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Figure 2.4: Lake level fluctuates due to climatic and seasonal changes. Freeze-up typically occurs during late December or early January and
remains frozen over until late May or early June (Farnes, 2002). It is during late June that the lake typically reaches its peak surface
elevation. Data Source: Farnes, 2008.
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Figure 2.5: View of the LT site. The non-engineered shore (inset A) is adjacent to the engineered shore (inset B). The dashed line indicates
the approximate location where the non-engineered segment transitions into the engineered segment.

Figure 2.6: View of the WA site. Located in the northwestern corner of the West Thumb. The nonengineered shore (inset A) is adjacent to the engineered shore (inset B). The dashed red line indicates
the approximate location where the non-engineered segment transitions into the engineered segment.
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Figure 2.7: View of the BB site. The BB site is bisected by a channel leading to the Bridge Bay marina. The non-engineered shore (inset A)
is located due north of a channel leading to a marina, while the engineered segment (inset B) is due south of the channel.
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Figure 2.8: View of the MB site. View facing east with Mt. Chittenden visible in the background. Located along the northern shore of
Yellowstone Lake, the Mary Bay site is the only site to be completely lined with riprap (inset), providing protection from the high waves that
are typical for this shore segment.
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Figure 2.9: Schematic drawing illustrating the values that are recorded by the laser range finder (Vertical Angle and Slope Distance) for
trigonometric leveling. Values in red (Angle A and B, and the horizontal distance b are solved, using geometric functions.

Fig. 2.10: Undated image of a NPS employee recording the daily lake level at the Bridge Bay
Marina. The gage (with units in feet and inches) has a published elevation of elevation 2355.94 m
amsl (Farnes, 2002). Lake-level is recorded daily by NPS personnel and park concessionaires during
the operating season (late May – late October) (Farnes, 2008).
Image Source: Yellowstone Volcano Observatory:
http://volcanoes.usgs.gov/yvo/activity/monitoring/nonrealtime.php
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Figure 2.11: Plan view of the Little Thumb (LT) site. Cross-shore profiles are shown in relation to the shore type (non-engineered vs.
engineered).

Figure 2.12: Cross shore profiles for the LT site. Note how both non-engineered profiles possess an
undulating shape, primarily below the lake level. Clearly visible on LT-P05 and slightly visible on
LT-P04, is the appearance of a beach step. Unlike the non-engineered profiles, the engineered
profiles are lacking significant features including a dry beach. Instead the profiles are characterized
by a steep beach face with clearly visible inflection points indicating the top and base of the riprap
armor.
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Figure 2.13: DBW differences between the non-engineered and engineered shore segment. LT-P05 had the greatest width (10.3), while LTP01 through LT-P03 were completely lacking a dry-beach.
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Figure 2.14: Grain size distribution for the LT site. While both non-engineered and engineered grain size distributions were skewed to the
right, this chart illustrates the greater distribution of grain sizes for the non-engineered segment.

Figure 2.15: Contrasting images of the LT site. Image A shows the non-engineered segment while
Image B offers a glimpse of the engineered shore segment. Impacts from shore engineering include:
1) steeper beach profiles for the engineered shore segment, 2) passive erosional processes by fixing
the shoreline, 3) a decrease of the dry-beach width in front of the engineered shore, 4) settlement and
movement of the riprap lakeward, 5) alteration of the visual aesthetics of the setting, 6) reduced
access to the lakeshore and 7) degradation of the recreational beach.
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Figure 2.16: Plan view of the West Arnica (WA) site. Cross-shore profiles are shown in relation
to the shore type (non-engineered vs. engineered).
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Figure 2.17: Cross shore profiles for the WA site. Inspection of the non-engineered profiles, one can
see the well-developed beach ridge became more visible on profiles WA-P07 through WA-P09. WAP06 is located near the transition between non-engineered and engineered shore segments. Notice
how all five engineerd profiles possess little or no exposed beach and steep slopes, which coincides
with the riprap.
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Figure 2.18: Dry beach widths of the WA site. Note the progressive increase in the DBW from the engineered to non-engineered shore
segments.
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Figure 2.19: Grain size distribution for the West Arnica site. While the non-engineered segment displayed a somewhat normal distribution in
grain size, the transition between the non- engineered and engineered shore segment along with the engineered shore was composed of
predominantly pebble sized grains.

Figure 2.20: Impacts from shore engineering include: 1) steeper beach profiles for the engineered
shore segment, 2) placement loss 3) passive erosional processes by fixing the shoreline, 4) a decrease
of the dry-beach width in front of the engineered shore, 5) settlement and movement of the riprap
lakeward, 6) alteration of the visual aesthetics of the setting, 7) reduced access to the lakeshore and 8)
degradation of the recreational beach.
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Figure 2.21: Plan-view of the non-engineered shore segment of the Bridge Bay (BB) site with the
locations of the measured non-engineered profiles.
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Figure 2.22: Plan-view of the non-engineered shore segment of the Bridge Bay (BB) site with the locations of the measured engineered
profiles.

Figure 2.23: Non-engineered cross shore profiles at BB. The most noticeable aspect of these profiles
is the post-glacial shoreline terrace visible in profiles BB-P03 through BB-P05. All five profiles were
also characterized with relatively long profile segments.
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Figure 2.24: Engineered cross shore profiles at the BB site. The enginered profile where
characterized with a verticale wall, resulting from the seawall and riprap revetment.
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Figure 2.25: Dry beach widths of the BB site. DBW values decrease from the outer most profiles (BB-P01 and BB-P14. This decrease in
DBW coincides with the location of the channel leading to the Bridge Bay marina.
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Figure 2.26: Grain size distribution for the BB site. Unlike the LT and WA sites, the grain size distribution for the BB site is approximately
normally distributed for both the non-engineered and engineered shore segments.
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Figure 2.27: Impacts from shore engineering include1) placement loss 2) passive erosional processes by fixing the shoreline, 3) collapse of
the seawall, 4) a decrease of the dry-beach width in front of the seawall, 5) settlement and movement of the riprap lakeward, 6) alteration of
the visual aesthetics of the setting, 7) reduced access to the lakeshore and 8) degradation of the recreational beach.
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Figure 2.28: Profile locations for the Mary Bay (MB) site. Located on the end of Yellowstone Lake, the MB site was the only shore to be
completely armored with a riprapped revetment.

Figure 2.29: Cross-shore profiles from the MB site. All 10 profiles have an overall
trend of a concave shape with little difference in profile shape for the beachface and
backshore. Below the lake level, however, is the appearance of several bar and trough
features for profiles MB-P04 through MB-P07. These four profiles were located in the
central portion of the study site.
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Figure 2.30: Dry beach widths for the MB site. Note the relatively consistent width for the entire stretch except for the eastern end of the site
(MB-P01 through MB-P03), which are slightly wider, possibly due to the morphodynamics of the setting.
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Figure 2.31: Grain size distribution for the MB site. Consisting primarily of gravel and coarse grained sands, the coarser sediments are a
reflection of the hydrodynamics of the setting.

Figure 2.32: Impacts from shore engineering include: 1) placement loss 2) passive erosional
processes by fixing the shoreline, 3) settlement and movement of the riprap lakeward, 4) alteration of
the visual aesthetics of the setting, 5) reduced access to the lakeshore and 6) degradation of the
recreational beach.
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Figure 2. 33: Schematic diagram illustrating the interrelations. Adapted from: Pilkey, Orrin H. 1980. From Currituck to Calabash: living
with North Carolina's barrier islands. Research Triangle Park, N.C.: North Carolina Science and Technology Research Center, 244 p.
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Table 2.1: Recorded lake levels at the Bridge Bay marina.
Source: Yellowstone Volcano Observatory (http://volcanoes.usgs.gov/yvo/)
Site

Date

Lake Level at Bridge Bay Ranger Station
(meters amsl0

Little Thumb

August 7, 2005

2356.73

West Arnica

August 3, 2005

2356.80

Bridge Bay

August 5, 2005

2356.75

Mary Bay

July 31, 2005

2356.81

Table 2.2: Dry beach width measurements for the Little Thumb site.
E = engineered; N-E = non-engineered
Profile Number

Profile Type

Dry Beach Width (meters)

LT-P01

E

n.a.

LT-P02

E

n.a.

LT-P03

E

n.a.

LT-P04

N-E

6.9

LT-P05

N-E

10.3
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Table 2.3: Dry beach width measurements for the West Arnica site.
E = engineered; N-E = non-engineered
Profile Number

Profile Type

Dry Beach Width (meters)

WA-P01

E

1.2

WA-P02

E

2.8

WA-P03

E

2.5

WA-P04

E

3.2

WA-P05

E

5.3

WA-P06

N-E

12.7

WA-P07

N-E

6.6

WA-P08

N-E

6.5

WA-P09

N-E

9.9
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Table 2.4: Dry beach width measurements for the Bridge Bay site.
E = engineered; N-E = non-engineered
Profile Number

Profile Type

Dry Beach Width (meters)

BB-P01

N-E

7.6

BB-P02

N-E

5.8

BB-P03

N-E

5.6

BB-P04

N-E

2.8

BB-P05

N-E

2.8

BB-P06

E

n.a.

BB-P07

E

0.5

BB-P08

E

1.1

BB-P09

E

1.6

BB-P10

E

0.1

BB-P11

E

1.8

BB-P12

E

5.1

BB-P13

E

5.2

BB-P14

E

12.1
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Table 2.5: Dry beach width measurements for the Mary Bay site.
E = engineered; N-E = non-engineered
Profile Number

Profile Type

Dry Beach Width (meters)

MB-P01

E

7.5

MB-P02

E

8.9

MB-P03

E

7.5

MB-P04

E

7.1

MB-P05

E

6.6

MB-P06

E

7.0

MB-P07

E

7.1

MB-P08

E

7.1

MB-P09

E

7.1

MB-P10

E

7.0
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CHAPTER THREE
SHORT-TERM VARIABILITY OF SHORE PROFILES AT YELLOWSTONE LAKE,
YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK, USA
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3.1

ABSTRACT
A previous study established that three non-engineered shore segments were

geomorphically different in regards to the cross-shore profile and dry-beach width when
compared to adjacent engineered shore segments. Cross-shore profiles where measured on nonengineered and engineered shore segments of the Yellowstone Lake shore in 2005, 2006, and
2007. Consistent differences between four non-engineered and engineered shore segments were
observed during the two-year interval. The non-engineered cross-shore profiles were
characterized with long curvilinear profiles while the engineered profiles were angular with
distinct inflection points.
Over the course of two years, the annual cross-shore profiles suggested that the nonengineered segments experience minor amounts of variation. In contrast, the engineered crossshore profiles were responding to shore zone processes whereby the profiles exhibited a pattern
of profile deflation. While the cross-shore profile data fluctuated about a mean shape for the
non-engineered shore segments, the volumetric calculations and dry-beach measurements
showed that both the non-engineered and engineered shores experience annual variability in their
shore morphologies.

Keywords: Yellowstone Lake, shore profiles, shoreline change
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3.2

INTRODUCTION
This investigation builds on a previous study which revealed that impacts associated with

shore armor (i.e. seawall and riprap) were present along four segments of the Yellowstone Lake
shore (Fig. 3.1). These impacts included placement loss, narrowing of the dry-beach, settlement
and movement of riprap lakeward, alteration of the lakeshore aesthetics, and reduced visitor
access to the beach. The presence of these impacts indicated that the non-engineered and
engineered shore segments have responded differently to shore-zone processes. As such, a shortterm study was initiated at Yellowstone Lake to contribute to the discussion of impacts
associated with shoreline armor.
The purpose of this study then is to document and describe potential short-term changes
resulting from shore engineering efforts along four shore segments of Yellowstone Lake (Fig.
3.1). A comparison of these short-term changes provides a first approximation for evaluating the
rate of change as well as the relative stability between these non-engineered and engineered
shore segments.
3.3

YELLOWSTONE LAKE
Yellowstone Lake is one of the largest high-altitude lakes in North America (Morgan et

al., 2007; Fig. 3.1). Interestingly, Yellowstone Lake also displays some of the highest elevation
―coastal‖ landforms in North America (Boss 2003). With an average elevation of 2357 meters
above mean sea level (amsl), these coastal landforms include shoreline terraces, bay-mouth bars,
loop bars, and recurved spits (Boss 2003, Locke and Meyer, 1994; Meyer and Locke 1986).
The lake covers an approximate area of 341 km2 and has a shoreline of 227 km (Morgan
et al., 2007). The average depth is 42 m and exceeds 90 m along the lake‘s eastern edge and
within the West Thumb of Yellowstone Lake (Morgan et al., 2007). The lake is fed by more
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than 140 streams with the Yellowstone River serving as the largest inlet and only outlet
(Johnson, et al. 2003, Morgan et al., 2007). Lake level is controlled primarily by the underlying
bedrock located near Le Hardy‘s Rapids (Dirks and Martner, 1982; Meyer and Locke, 1986;
Pierce et al., 2002). Additional factors that influence lake level include seasonal and climatic
flucutations (Dirks and Martner, 1982; Kaplinski, 1991; Fig. 3.2).
3.4

STUDY SITES

3.4.1 Little Thumb
A short (approx. 300 m) segment of the Yellowstone Lake shore with adjacent nonengineered and engineered shore segments is located approximately 1 km east of the Little
Thumb Creek outlet and 1.2 km north of the Potts Hot Springs Basin (PHSB) (Figs. 3.1 & 3.3).
The entire shore segment faces southeast and is oriented in a northeast/southwest trending
direction. Measurements by Benson (1961) indicated littoral drift travels in a northeastward
direction. The non-engineered shore segment is approximately 100 m long and is backed by a
raised roadbed. The beach face along the non-engineered section is relatively narrow and the
engineered beach segment is approximately 200 m long and is located downdrift of the nonengineered segment. A low post-glacial shoreline terrace is located along the length of the
engineered segment and is overlain with boulder sized riprap. An unnamed creek empties into
the West Thumb of Yellowstone Lake via a culvert located within the engineered beach segment.
3.4.2 West Arnica
The West Arnica site is approximately 1.7 km southwest of Arnica Creek in the
northwest corner of the West Thumb of Yellowstone Lake (Fig 3.1; 3.4). The shore segment
faces east and has a north/south orientation. Benson‘s (1961) limnological study indicated that
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the littoral drift is from south to north. The entire site is approximately 440 m long and extends
along a post-glacial shoreline terrace (PGST). The non-engineered shore segment (approx. 200
m long) is located along the northern half of the site. This shore segment has a well-developed
beach ridge extending along its length in a northward direction. Behind this beach ridge is a
shallow slough, draining northward and into the West Thumb. Located immediately behind the
slough is the post-glacial shoreline terrace.
The engineered segment (approx. 240 m in length) is located adjacent to and immediately
south of the non-engineered shore segment. The most conspicuous feature is the shoreline
terrace, which formed from episodic uplift events related to the inflation of the Yellowstone
caldera (Meyer and Locke, 1986). The terrace riser is armored with boulder-sized riprap which
overlays a geotextile lining and extends along the length of the engineered shore.
3.4.3 Bridge Bay
The Bridge Bay site is located within the protected bay of Bridge Bay (Fig. 3.1). The
entire site is approximately 1055 m long with the shore having a general north/south orientation
with the beach facing east. A dredged channel, leading to the Bridge Bay marina, separates the
non-engineered and engineered shore segments (Fig. 3.5).
The non-engineered shore segment (approx. 245 m in length), north of the Bridge Bay
channel, contains a PGST. The engineered shore segment, located south of the Bridge Bay inlet,
is protected by a short (approx. 30 m) section of riprap and a more extensive vertical seawall.
The seawall, constructed in 1925, extends approximately 780 m along the shore protecting Gull
Point Drive. Bridge Bay creek drains into the bay in the northern segment of the engineered
shore, which is also backed by a post-glacial shoreline terrace. The southern half of the
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engineered shore is backed by a small-unnamed lagoon which drains into the bay via a concrete
culvert.
3.4.4 Mary Bay
Mary Bay is located on the northern shore of Yellowstone Lake (Fig. 3.1). The shore has
an approximate northwest/southeastern orientation with the beach facing south (Fig. 3.6). This
approximately 2600 m long beach is exposed to large waves (1 – 1.5m) that frequently develop
from strong southwest winds blowing across Yellowstone Lake (Dirks and Martner 1982; YNP,
2010). As a consequence, this shore segment possesses the largest fetch of the four study sites
(approx. 18.5 km). Because of the intense wave energy it receives, the entire length of the Mary
Bay shore has been armored in order to protect the road from waves and washover during strong
storm events (United States Department of the Interior, 1992b; Yellowstone Center for
Resources, 2000; 2002).
3.5

METHODS

3.5.1 Cross-Shore Profiling
A Laser Atlanta Advantage C/I laser range-finder (LRF), linked to a Trimble 5800 GPS,
was used to measure cross-shore profiles (CSP) at four locations along the shore of Yellowstone
Lake. Recorded measurements from the rangefinder included: 1) the slope distance (SD), 2) the
vertical angle (VA), and 3) the magnetic azimuth (Az) (Fig. 3.7). Published specifications of the
LRF state that it has a range accuracy ± 0.15 m and inclination angles are recorded with an
accuracy of 0.4o (Laser Atlanta, 2003). The Trimble GPS unit recorded the geographic position
of the rangefinder with a horizontal and vertical accuracy of ± 0.25 and ± 0.50 m respectively
(Trimble, 2004). Horizontal distances between each point were calculated based on slope and
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angular distances from the rangefinder to each measured point. The Law of Cosines was used to
derive the horizontal distance between each point. The formula used was:
c2 = a2 + b2 – 2(a*b) * cos c
where a and b were the known horizontal distances from the rangefinder to the ranging
pole. Side c is the calculated horizontal distance between each adjoining measurement.
Geographic positions for each measured point were calculated using:
X = Xcontrol ± dhz * (sin Az)
Y = Ycontrol ± dhz * (cos Az)
where Xcontrol and Ycontrol were the known geographic coordinates of the rangefinder, dhz
was the horizontal distance from the rangefinder to the measured point, and Az was the azimuth
of the rangefinder measured in decimal degrees. Elevations for each measurement were then
calculated using trigonometric leveling techniques (Wolf and Ghilani, 2006).
Trigonometric leveling relies on the ability to calculate elevation differences from a
single point based on slope or horizontal distances and vertical angles (Wolf and Ghilani 2006).
Using trigonometric functions, these values are used to calculate the horizontal and vertical
distances between numerous points along a surveyed line. An advantage of this profiling method
is that measurements are made from a single setup, thereby reducing accumulative errors because
all measurements are referenced to one fixed position (Wolf and Ghilani 2006). Nevertheless,
the potential for errors to be incorporated into the survey does exist. Using this method, sources
of error can include: operational error, not having the ranging rod vertical, and not being located
on the surveyed line (Birkeimeier et al., 1991; Lee and Birkeimeier, 1993).
Each measurement was acquired by walking the range pole from the lakeward edge of the
road, across the beach, and offshore through the surf zone (approximately -1.5 m water depth).
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The maximum length of each profile was limited by the depth to which a person could wade
while ensuring the range pole was held vertical. Distance measurements were shot along each
profile at approximately 1-meter intervals, but varied depending on the morphology of the beach
(Unites States Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station, 1993). Occasionally the interval
between each measurement was smaller in order to record topographic features that would have
otherwise been missed. Some of these features included distinct erosional scarps, the wrack line,
as well as the water level. The water level was of particular importance because it served as the
datum for elevation computations.
Lake-level values for the last week of July and first week of August 2005, 2006, and
2007 were obtained from the staff gage at the Bridge Bay marina (elevation = 2355.94 m amsl;
Farnes, 2002). Because the staff gage has not been resurveyed since 1985, elevations were based
on the National Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1929 (NGVD29) (Farnes, 2008). Daily lake level
readings were recorded by park service personnel and concessionaires during the regular
operating hours at the Bridge Bay ranger station. Beach profile elevations were calculated using:
Elevation = LL + HI + (cos VA) * (SD) – rp
where LL is observed lake level at Bridge Bay (Table 3.1), HI is the height of the laser
rangefinder, rp is the length of the range pole (height = 3.11 m). SD represents the slope
distance and VA is the inclination of the rangefinder measured from a vertical plane. Reported
vertical error was + 0.05 m based on five replicated profiles.
In 2006 and 2007, a Garmin GPSMAP ® 276C was used to navigate to the original data
points collected in 2005. The GPSMAP® 276C is a WAAS enabled GPS chart-plotter that
provides horizontal accuracy within 3m with 95% reliability (Garmin Ltd. 2005). Horizontal
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distances and elevations were computed for the 2006 and 2007 data using the trigonometric
functions previously described.
Upon completion, a cubic spline transformation was used to fit a smoothed spline curve
(SSC) to the measured points. Elevations were extracted from the SSC every 0.5 m and plotted,
providing a 2-D model (elevation and distance) of each cross-shore profile.
3.5.2 Volumetric Change
Average volume was calculated using the Average End Area method (AEA), commonly
used for deriving volumes between two adjoining cross-sections (National Research Council,
1996; Wolf and Ghilani 2006). Using the AEA method, volume was determined by taking the
average area of the adjacent profiles (the end areas) and multiplying the result by the horizontal
distances between the adjacent cross-sections (Fig. 3.8). The formula used was:
V = ((A1 +A2) / 2) L
where A1 and A2 are the areas of the respective profiles and L is the horizontal distance
between the profiles. Volumetric change was then calculated by taking the difference between
the 2005/2006 and 2006/2007 datasets.
3.5.3 Dry-beach Width
The width of the dry beach (DBW) was measured because this parameter provides a way
to assess whether or not the beach is stable or experiencing accretion or erosion (Smith and
Jackson, 1992). As defined by the Coastal Engineering Manual, the dry beach is that part of the
beach that is uncovered by water (Unites States Army Corps of Engineers, 2002). The DBW
was measured from the edge of the water (EOW) landward to the high water mark (HWM) or the
shoreline angle (SLA), if present. For reference purposes, the SLA is the inner angle between
the cliff and the abrasion platform (Scott and Pinter, 2003).
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3.6

RESULTS
Three years of measuring CSP‘s on an annual basis resulted in a total of 121 measured

CSP‘s. Forty-three of these profiles were located along non-engineered shore segments and
seventy-eight were located along engineered shore segments of Yellowstone Lake (Tbl. 3.01).
The initial sampling period, referred to as 2005, established the baseline data. Periods 2006 and
2007 were the following periods when the beach profiles were re-measured. The temporal
difference between each measuring period for each shore segment was approximately one year +
2 days (Tbl. 3.02).
3.6.1 Little Thumb
Beginning in 2005 and ending in 2007, a total of 15 cross-shore profiles (i.e. five profiles
per year) were measured (Fig. 3.9). For each year, two profiles (LT-P04 and LT-P05) were
located within the non-engineered shore segment, while the remaining three (LT- P01, LT-P02,
and LT-P03) were located within the engineered shore segment.
Cross-shore profiles
From 2005 to 2007, both non-engineered profiles (LT-P04 and LT-05) displayed a
relatively smooth profile with no distinct inflexion points (Fig. 3.10). Noticeable features in LTP04 and LT-P05 was the existence of a subtle beach step for both 2005 profiles. This beach step
was less pronounced in the 2006 and 2007 non-engineered data sets. The shape of the nonengineered profiles showed no significant change in shape except for the subaerial portion of LTP04.
All three engineered profiles (LT-P01, LT-P02, and LT-P03) for each period (2005,
2006, and 2007) were characterized by distinct inflexion points, associated with the top and
bottom portions of the riprap (Fig. 3.10). The greatest change in overall profile shape was
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associated with LT-P01, where it exhibited a pattern of profile deflation. Inspection of the
submerged portion of LT-P03 indicated accumulation from 2005 to 2007.
Volumetric Change
Three volumes were calculated for each year (2005, 2006, and 2007) for the Little Thumb
site (Fig. 3.11; Table 3.03). Volumetric change for the non-engineered segment (LT-P04/LTP05) displayed a small increase (5 m3) between 2005/2006 followed by a decrease between
2006/2007(-26 m3) for a net volumetric loss of -22 m3 or a 3% decrease in volume (Figs. 3.12 &
3.13; Table 3.04). The volumetric change between LT-P02/LT-P03 was similar to the nonengineered shore segment, though more pronounced, in that it exhibited both an increase (45 m3)
and a decrease (-14 m3) in volume over the two-year interval (Fig. 3.12). However, unlike the
non-engineered cross-sectional volume, LT-P02/LT-P03 actually had a net increase of 30 m3 or a
6% increase in net-volume (Fig. 3.13; Table 3.04). The cross-sectional volume for LT-P01/LTP02 exhibited the most significant change in that it progressively decreased in volume from -75
m3 to -232 m3 for a net loss of -307 m3, or a 24% loss in volume (Figs. 3.12 & 3.13; Table 3.04).
Dry-beach Width
The width of the dry beach for LT-P04 increased from 6.86 m in 2005 to 7.73 m in 2007,
a cumulative increase of 0.83 meters (Fig. 3.14; Table 3.05). From 2005 to 2006, LT-P05
decreased 1.27 m (10.27 m to 9.00 m) but increased 3 m (9.00 m to 12.00 m) in 2007. Over the
duration of the study period (2005 – 2007), LT-P01, LT-P02, and LT-P03 were devoid of a drybeach.
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3.6.2 West Arnica
Nine cross-shore profiles were measured at the West Arnica study site in 2005. Three
additional profiles (WA-P10, WA-P11, and WA-P12) were incorporated into the dataset between
2006 and 2007 (Fig. 3.15). Profiles WA-P07, WA-P08, and WA-P11 where not used for
volumetric change comparisons due to lack of data. Profiles WA-P06, WA-P09, and WA-P12
were located within the non-engineered portion of the study site. Profiles WA-P01 through WAP05, and WA-P10 were located along the engineered shoreline.
Cross-shore profiles
From 2005 to 2007, the greatest change for the non-engineered cross-shore profiles was
associated with WA-P09, located at the northern end of the study site (Fig. 3.16). From 2005 to
2006, this profile displayed an approximate 5-m lakeward movement of the beach ridge. Profiles
WA-P06 and WA-P12 showed no evidence of advancement or retreat, however, a small raised
feature was visible on WA-P06, approximately 15 m from the edge of the road indicating
additional sediment deposition (Fig. 3.16).
The engineered profiles displayed little change in profile shape from 2005 to 2007,
suggesting that the profiles are static (Fig. 3.17). Distinct breaks in slope, referred to as
inflection points, were clearly visible in each engineered profile. These inflexion points
coincided with the top and base of the riprap. Noticeable changes in the engineered profiles
were located primarily at the base of the riprap (Fig. 3.17). It should be noted that the base of the
riprap also coincided with the shoreline angle, a feature located on the highest point of a shore
platform (Scott and Pinter 2003). The submerged portion of WA-P01, which was the southernmost engineered profile (updrift), indicated a loss of sediment from 2005 to 2007 while WA-P05,
the northern-most engineered profile (downdrift), indicated sediment deposition (Fig. 3.17)
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Volumetric Change
Eight cross-sectional volumes were calculated (three non-engineered volumes; five
engineered volumes) (Fig. 3.18). Of the eight calculated AEA volumes, six were used to
determine volumetric change over the course of two years (2005 to 2007) (Table 3.07).
From 2006 to 2007, the calculated volumetric change for WA-P06/WA-P12, decreased
by 2 % (Fig. 3.19 and Fig. 3.20; Table 3.07). Of the five engineered volumes, WA-P01/WA-P02
had the greatest change with a 13% decrease in net volume from 2005 to 2007, while the two
northernmost engineered volumes (WA-P03/WA-P04 and WA-P04/WA-P05) exhibited a net
volumetric increase of 10% and 12% respectively suggesting sediment deposition (Figs 3.19 and
3.20; Table 3.07). The cross-sectional volume for WA-P10/WA-P03 indicated an insignificant
(1%) change in volume (Fig. 3.20; Table 3.07).
Dry-beach Width
For the entire WA dataset, the non-engineered shore segment possessed a wider DBW
over the course of three years (non-engineered x = 9.9 ± 0.8 m; engineered x = 3.0 ± 0.2) (Fig.
3.21; Table 3.08). All of the non-engineered DBW‘s extended beyond five meters while the
DBW for nearly every engineered profile was less than five meters (Figs. 3.17 & 3.21). WAP05, located at the transition from engineered to non-engineered shore, was the only engineered
profile to have a DBW greater than five meters (Table 3.08). DBW‘s for both non-engineered
and engineered profiles suggested net accretion over the course of two years (Fig. 3.21).
3.6.3 Bridge Bay
Over the course of three years, 19 cross-shore profiles were measured along the shore of
Bridge Bay and Gull Point Drive (Figs. 3.22 & 3.23). Ten of the profiles were located along the
non-engineered shore segment with the remaining nine profiles located along the engineered
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segment. The non-engineered cross-shore profiles were measured along a service road located
north of the Bridge Bay inlet. Engineered cross-shore profiles were located south of the Bridge
Bay inlet adjacent to Gull Point Drive. The engineered shore segment along Gull Point Drive
was the only location with a concrete seawall.
Cross-shore profiles
The non-engineered profiles were characterized with a steep slope, which quickly leveled
off to a gently sloping, nearly level surface below the lake level as the profile extended lakeward
(Fig. 3.24). The cross-shore profiles illustrated that the PGST became more conspicuous as the
distance to the marina inlet decreased (Fig3. 3.22 and 3.24). While the terrace riser of the PGST
remained essentially unchanged, the submerged portions of the non-engineered profiles indicated
some variability over the course of two years. For example, profiles BB-P03 and BB-P04
indicated deposition and removal of sediment while BB-P15 and BB-P19 indicated the existence
of submerged bars (Fig. 3.24). Inspection of BB-P02 revealed a small-scale mass-wasting event
(Fig. 3.24 and 3.25).
Visible in eight of the nine engineered profiles was the vertical seawall (Fig. 3.26). BBP06 was the only engineered profile to possess riprap. The two northernmost engineered profiles
(BB-P06 and BB-P07) and the three southernmost engineered profiles (BB-P26, BB-P12 and
BB-P13) revealed a visible beach. Similar to the non-engineered profiles, the submerged portion
of the engineered profiles exhibited a barred morphology, however, unlike the non-engineered
profiles as the distance from the marina increased, the length of the engineered profiles
decreased (Fig. 3.26)
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Volumetric Change
Sixteen AEA volumes were calculated for the BB site (Fig. 3.27; Table 3.15). Of the 16
volumes, eight were within the non-engineered shore segment while the remaining eight were
along the engineered segment. The non-engineered volumetric comparisons were variable
ranging from a low of 509 m3 in 2007 for BB-P19/BB-P02 to a high of 2325 m3 in 2005 for BBP04/BB-P05 (Fig. 3.27). In contrast, the lowest engineered volume was 814 m3 for BB-P06/BBP07 in 2005 and the highest volume was 3851 m3 for BB-P08/BB-P09 in 2006 (Table 3.15).
Examination of the net volumetric change indicates that both the non-engineered and
engineered shore segments increased in volume (Fig. 3.29). For example, the non-engineered
cross-sections BB-P16/BB-P17 and BB-P17/BB-P19 showed net volumetric increases of 24%
and 22%, respectively while the engineered cross-sections BB-P06/BB-P07 and BB-P07/BB-P08
also showed net volumetric increases of 69% and 29 %, respectively (Fig. 3.29; Table 3.16)
Dry-beach Width
Over the course of three years, the non-engineered shore segment had a wider dry beach
when compared to the engineered shore (non-engineered x = 4.0 ± 0.3 m; engineered x = 2.0 ±
0.4m) (Fig. 3.30; Table 3.11). DBW‘s for the non-engineered and engineered shore segments
correlated inversely with location to the inlet leading to the Bridge Bay marina. Wider DBW‘s
were associated with a greater distance from the inlet leading to the Bridge Bay marina (Fig.
3.30).
3.6.4 Mary Bay
Nine beach profiles were measured along the shore of Mary Bay in 2005 (Figure 3.32).
The same profiles were then re-measured in the summer of 2006 and 2007. All profiles
measured along the Mary Bay shore were classified as engineered.
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Cross-shore profiles
Profile shapes for the three-year period displayed little change on the subaerial portion of
the profiles. The greatest change observed was for the submerged portion of the profiles. Here,
the profiles displayed an upward shift in elevation over the course of two years (Fig. 3.32).
Volumetric Change
Six AEA volumes were calculated for the two year time span (Fig. 3.33). Volumetric
change was observed for all six shore segments (Table 3.13). From 2005 to 2006, crosssectional volumes for MB-P08/MB-P09 and MB-P09/MB-P10 increased in volume by 864 m3
and 14 m3 respectively. From 2006 to 2007, these same cross-sectional areas indicated another
volumetric increase (122 m3 and 115 m3 respectively) indicating a net increase of 9% and 5%
(Table 3.21). The cross-sectional segments along the central portion of MB (MB-P04/MB-P05,
MB-P05/MB-P06 and MB-P06/MB-P07) displayed both volumetric increases and decreases
from 2005 to 2007 whereas the volume for MB-P01/MB-P02 decreased from 8485 m3 to 7036
m3 for a net loss of 18% (Fig. 3.34; Table 3.13).
Dry-beach Width
Dry beach widths were consistent for the two-year interval, with an average DBW of 7.5
± 0.2 m (Table 3.14). The widest beach segments were located along the southeastern portion of
the study site (MB-P01 & MB-P02) (Fig. 3.35). Closer inspection of the DBW measurements
indicated that from 2005 to 2007, there appeared to be an overall westward trend of increasing
DBW for profiles MB-P04 through MB-P10 while the two eastern-most profiles (MB-P01 &
MB-P02) exhibited a decrease in DBW (Table 3.14).
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3.7

DISCUSSION
Results from this study are insightful because they offer a first approximation for

evaluating the short-term rate of change for these non-engineered and engineered shore segments
of Yellowstone Lake. Comparisons of the data showed that, from 2005 to 2007, there was a
consistent difference between the non-engineered and engineered shore segments in regards to
the shore geomorphologies. Furthermore, both non-engineered and engineered CSP‘s revealed
subtle changes over the course of two years, suggestive of a dynamic profile equilibrium while
changes in the shore volume and DBW were indicative of differing shore responses.
As Dean (2005) points out, the concept of a beach profile in equilibrium rests on the
assumption that a beach will fluctuate about a mean shape that balances the constructive and
destructive processes occurring within the shorezone. The visible changes observed in the nonengineered CSP‘s for the LT, WA, and BB sites suggested that they were in a relative state of
equilibrium. For example, profiles LT-P05, WA-P06 and BB-P05 revealed minor changes from
year to year yet they all retained a similar shape. Furthermore, because these shore segments
were not armored, the entire length of each of these CSP‘s was able to adjust to changing
conditions. This was clearly observed in CSP BB-P02, where a small-scale mass wasting event
occurred, causing the profile to adjust accordingly whereby the sediment from the upper portion
of the profile was redeposited at the base of the profile and offshore below the water level (Figs.
3.24 & 3.25). The observed changes in the engineered CSP‘s, however, were the result of the
complex interactions of the shore adjusting to the impacts from the shore armor.
Unlike the non-engineered CSP‘s, the armored portions of the engineered CSP‘s were
unable to dynamically adjust because the armor (i.e. riprap and seawall) essentially created a
static profile. The observed changes in the armored portions of the engineered CSP‘s, at least for
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the riprapped CSP‘s, was due to the sliding or toppling effect described by Griggs and FultonBennett (1988). As they describe it, as incident waves break along the shore, the breaking waves
mobilize some of the boulders, leading to a sliding or toppling movement of the armor lakeward
(Griggs and Fulton-Bennett, 1988). Nevertheless, there were observable changes to portions of
the engineered CSP‘s that were located in front of the armor. For example, the submerged
portions of the engineered CSP‘s at the WA site exhibited a trend indicating significant erosion
and sediment transport from south to north.
The southern-most engineered profiles (WA-P01, WA-P02, and WA-P10) displayed a
lowering of the profile elevation whereas the northern-most engineered profiles (WA-P04 and
WA-P05) showed an elevation increase in the submergerd portion of the CSP‘s. This
redisbribution of sediment from the southern-most profiles to the northern-most profiles is
consistent with the northward direction of littoral drift. The same pattern of an increase in
elevation for the submerged portion of the engineered profiles at the BB was also observed
indicitive of sediment redistribution.
The observed changes in the engineered CSP‘s at the MB site, however, suggested that
sediment has been redistributed from the upper portions of the profile to the submerged portion
of the profile forming an offshore bar. Unlike the other three sites, it is surmised that for this
shore segment the redistribution of sediment has occurred because the incident wave energy is
reflected from riprap and is returned lakeward, transporting the suspended sediment offshore
leading to the depositional bars found offshore (Fig. 3.32).
Volumetric changes observed for the two-year time span offered an additional
perspective of the behavior of the Yellowstone Lake shore. For example, volumetric totals for
the LT-P04/LT-P05 and LT-P02/LT-P03 indicated a slight increase and then decrease over two
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years, while the calculated volume for the northern-most cross sectional area (LT-P01/LT-P02)
exhibited a continual decrease from 2005 to 2007. The slight increase and then decrease for LTP04/LT-P05 and LT-P02/LT-P03 may be a reflection of the normal variability of the setting.
The incremental decrease in volume for LT-P01/LT-P02 is probably due to the shifting of the
riprap.
The small change in volume for WA-P06/WA-P12 is indicative of stability and profile
equilibrium for this small segment. According to Wang and Kraus (2005), if incident wave
energy and water levels remain constant, the beach profile should attain a stable shape.
Examination of profiles WA-P06 and WA-P12 indicate that little change in shape occurred over
the course of the study, indicating no net loss or gain of sediment. Examination of the
engineered volumes, however, did suggest net loss and a net gain in sediment. For example, the
southern-most engineered segment (WA-P01/WA-P02) displayed a measurable volumetric
decrease, indicative of erosion and sediment drift. While there was no significant stretch of
exposed beach along this segment, this decline in volume may also be the result of shifting riprap
(Griggs and Fulton-Bennett, 1988). Further downdrift, volume increased somewhat over two
years. Viewing the WA site in plan-view (Figs. 3.4 & 3.15), a portion of the engineered shore
near WA-P04 and WA-P05 projects slightly lakeward. This small projection may be interfering
with the littoral processes enough to account for the volumetric change from 2005 to 2007.
Because the littoral drift is to the north, and the fact that this portion of the shore is located near
the transition between the non-engineered and engineered shores, it is surmised that this is an
acretionary end effect (Tait and Griggs, 1991).
An interesting volumetric feature observed in the data was associated with the BB site.
Here, the greatest volumetric changes were observed with the cross-sectional volumes that were
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located closest to the Bridge Bay channel (Fig. 3.29). Possible factors leading to these
volumetric changes may be related to the Bridge Bay channel and the sediment inputs from
Bridge Bay creek. As the incoming wind and wave energy refracts around Gull Point, sediments
are deposited. However, approaching the channel sediments are removed and deposited because
of two factors. The first potential source of sediment entrainment is Bridge Creek, which
empties into Bridge Bay approximately just south of the inlet through the seawall. Here,
evidence of a small delta suggests that sediment is deposited leading to the increase in volume.
A second source of volumetric change may be related to erosion of sediment from boat wakes
(Bauer, Lorang and Sherman, 2002). Unlike the other sites, the BB site was the only location to
be within close proximity of high-density boat traffic. From late May to mid September, tourist
boats as well as privately owned power boats and NPS ranger boats pass daily through the
channel during the months of May through September (YNP, 2011). Work by Bauer, Lorang,
and Sherman (2002) indicated that, in depths of 0.5 m or less, boat-generated waves induced
enough velocity to lead to entrainment and ultimately erosion along portions of the Sacramento /
San Joaquin river delta. For the shore segments closest to the inlet at BB, the depths are shallow
enough to suggest similar entrainment of sediment is occurring.
Directly related to this volumetric change was the change in the DBW. As with the
measured volumetric changes, the measured DBW changes was related to the proximity to the
Bridge Bay channel. This association is most likely due to the interruption of the littoral drift
caused by the inlet and enhanced boat-wake wave reflection brought about by the regular boat
traffic operating here during the summer months (Bauer, Lorang, and Sherman, 2002; Kraus,
1988; Miles, Russell, and Huntley, 2001; Xanterra Parks & Resorts, Inc. 2011).
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Empirical observations and aerial imagery of the BB site indicates that littoral drift is in a
northward/northeastward direction. Because of the inlets location, littoral drift is interrupted
whereby any sediment that would have drifted along the shore is being carried into the channel
rather than along the shore. As a result, significant down-drift erosion has occurred for the shore
segment adjacent to the inlet. Therefore, the interruption of the littoral drift is further
exacerbated by the increased boat traffic passing through the channel during the summer tourist
season, as previously discussed earlier.
3.8

CONCLUSIONS
In the summer of 2005, a short-term monitoring program was initiated to assess the

impacts of engineering structures along the shore of Yellowstone Lake. Repeat surveys in the
summer of 2006 and 2007 enabled for the generation of a short-term study regarding annual
shore zone processes. Results from this study demonstrated that there were consistent
differences in the shore geomorphology for the non-engineered and engineered shore segments.
While the cross-shore profile data showed that the non-engineered cross-shore profiles fluctuated
about a mean shape, the volumetric calculations and dry-beach measurements showed that both
the non-engineered and engineered shores experience annual variability in the shore
morphologies. Ongoing monitoring and repeat annual surveys of these study sites has provided a
means to record the evolution of these shore segments in response to shoreline armoring,
including the evolution of the recently engineered shore at Mary Bay. More importantly, these
surveys have enhanced our understanding of shore zone processes at Yellowstone Lake.
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FIGURES
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LT = Little Thumb; WA = West Arnica; BB = Bridge Bay; MB = Mary Bay.

Figure 3.1: General vicinity map showing the approximate location of four study sites located within close proximity to a primary road
(black line). Three of these sites (LT, WA, and BB) possess both non non-engineered and engineered shore segments. The MB site is the
only shore segment that is completely engineered.

Fig 3.1: Location Map

Fig 3.2: Annual Yellowstone Lake Levels
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Figure 3.2: Annual lake levels for Yellowstone Lake from 2000 to 2007. The lake typically is at its highest during late June or early July.
Ice begins to form in late Fall and early Winter and is generally frozen over by the end of December. Period of data collection is indicated
by the black box. Data Source: Farnes, 2008.

Figure 3.3: Vicinity map of the Little Thumb site. Inset A, facing southwest, shows the non-engineered shore segment while Inset B, facing
northeast, offers a view of the engineered shore segment which is armored with boulder sized riprap. Dashed line indicates location where
the non-engineered segments transitions into the engineered segment.

Fig 3.3: LT site
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Figure 3.4: Vicinity map of the West Arnica study site. Dashed line indicates location where the
non-engineered segment transitions into the engineered segment. Image A, facing northward, is a
view of the raised beach ridge while image B, also facing north, provides a view of the engineered
shore segment.

Fig 3.4: WA site
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Fig 3.5: BB site
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Figure 3.5: Vicinity map of the Bridge Bay study site. Note the channel located in the center of the image. This channel bisects the nonengineered shore segment (Image A) from the engineered shore segment (Image B). Visible in Image A is a post-glacial shoreline terrace
with a well-defined shoreline angle. Image B, facing north/northwest offers a view of the seawall along the engineered shore segment.

Fig 3.6: MB site
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Figure 3.6: Vicinity map of the Mary Bay site. Unlike the other study sites, this shore segment is completely armored with large riprap
boulders. An example of the riprap can be seen in images A and B, both facing southeast.

Fig 3.7: Schematic drawing of profile calculations
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Figure 3.7: Schematic drawing illustrating the values that are recorded by the laser range finder (Vertical Angle and Slope Distance) for
trigonometric leveling. Values in red (Angle A and B, and the horizontal distance b are solved, using geometric functions.

Fig 3.8: Schematic drawing of AEA Calculations
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Figure 3.8: Schematic drawing illustrating the Average End Area (AEA) method for calculating cross-sectional volumes. A1 and A2
represent the cross-sectional area of each profile while L represents the horizontal distance separating the two profiles.

Fig 3.9: LT plan view with profiles
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Figure 3.9: Plan view of cross-shore profile locations for 2005, 2007, and 2007. Dashed line indicates location where the non-engineered
segments transitions into the engineered segment.

Little Thumb
Non-engineered profiles
(2005 – 2007)

Little Thumb
Engineered profiles
(2005 – 2007)

Figure 3.10: Annual cross-shore profiles at the Little Thumb site. The non-engineered profiles (left
column) indicate little to no change over the course of two years while the engineered profiles (right
column) suggest profile deflation. 2005 lake level = 2356.73 m

Fig 3.10: LT Cross shore profiles
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Fig 3.11: LT AEA Volumes
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Figure 3.11: AEA volume calculations for the cross-shore profiles at the LT site. While the cross-sectional volumes for LT-P04/LT-P05
and LT-P02/LT-P03 appeared to be consistent, the cross-sectional volume for LT-P01/LT-P02 exhibited a gradual decrease over the course
of the study.

Fig 3.12: LT Annual Percent Change in Volume
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Figure 3.12: Annual percent change in AEA volume for the LT site. The graph suggests that between 2005 and 2006, both cross-sectional
volumes for LT-P04/LT-P05 and LT-P02/LT-P03 experienced accretion, while all three cross-sectional volumes experienced erosion
between 2006 and 2007.

Fig 3.13: LT Net Volumetric Change
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Figure 3.13: Net percent change in AEA volume for the LT site. While both non-engineered and engineered segments suggests that the
site experienced net erosion over the course of two years, the cross-sectional volume between LT-P02/LT-P03 suggests that there was
some accretion.

Fig 3.14: LT DBW’s
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Figure 3.14: Dry beach measurements for the LT site. From 2005 to 2007, the non-engineered beach segment displayed fluctuations in the
DBW, while profiles LT-P01, LT-P02 and LT-P03 were lacking a dry-beach.

Figure 3.15: Plan view of the cross-shore profiles at the WA site. Located along the northern half of
the site were the non-engineered profiles while the southern half contained the engineered profiles.

Fig 3.15: WA plan view with profiles
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Figure 3.16: Non-engineered cross-shore profiles at the WA site. The WA-P06 cross-shore profile
had a relatively smooth profile with a slight rise, in the approximate location of the beach ridge which
is visible in WA-P12 and WA-P09. The most notable change was seen in WA-P09 where the beach
ridge appeared to move lakeward by ~ 5 m.

Fig 3.16: WA Non-engineered Cross shore profiles
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Fig 3.17: WA Engineered Cross shore profiles
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Figure 3.17: Engineered cross-shore profiles at the WA site. All six profiles have an angular shape with distinct inflection points, which
coincide with the shoreline angle, found at the base of the riprap.

Fig 3.18: WA AEA Volumes
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Figure 3.18: AEA volume calculations for the cross-shore profiles at the WA site. The greatest volumes, as indicated by the graph, were
near the ends and the center of the study site. While the cross-sectional volume for WA-P01/WA-P02 indicates a decrease from 2005 to
2007, the northernmost engineered cross-sectional volumes (WA-P03/WA/P04 and WA-P04/WA/P05) experienced an increase. The nonengineered volumes exhibited a small decrease for WA-P06/WaP12

Fig 3.19: WA Annual Volumetric Change
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Figure 3.19: AEA volume calculations for the cross-shore profiles at the WA site. The greatest volumes, as indicated by the graph, were
near the ends and the center of the study site. While the cross-sectional volume for WA-P01/WA-P02 indicates a decrease from 2005 to
2007, the northernmost engineered cross-sectional volumes (WA-P03/WA/P04 and WA-P04/WA/P05) experienced an increase. The nonengineered volumes exhibited a small decrease for WA-P06/WaP12

Fig 3.20: WA Net Volumetric Change
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Figure 3.20: Net percent change in AEA volume for the WA site. The two engineered cross-sectional volumes located at the southern end
of the site suggested net erosion, while the remaining engineered cross-sectional volumes closer to the transitional area between the nonengineered and engineered shore segments indicated net accretion. The one net cross-sectional volume calculated for the non-engineered
site suggested an insignificant amount of erosion during the two-year interval.

Fig 3.21: WA DBW’s
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Figure 3.21: Dry beach measurements at the WA Site. The greatest DBW measurements were located along the non-engineered segment
with an average of 9 m while the engineered segment had an average DBW of 3 m

Figure 3.22: Plan view of the non-engineered segment of the BB site with non-engineered crossshore profile locations.

Fig 3.22: BB Non-engineered plan view
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Figure 3.23: Plan view of the engineered segment of the BB site with engineered cross-shore profile
locations. This location is the only segment along the shore of Yellowstone Lake to possess a
concrete seawall.

Fig 3.23: BB Engineered plan view
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Fig 3.24: BB Non-Engineered Cross shore profiles
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Figure 3.24: Non-engineered cross-shore profiles. Moving from north to south, the appearance of a post-glacial shoreline terrace becomes
visible. All of the profiles exhibited a smooth profile with no distinct inflection points.
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Figure 3.25: Engineered cross-shore profiles for the BB site. The most conspicuous feature for the engineered segment of the BB site was the
vertical seawall. The greatest difference from 2005 to 2007 in the engineered profiles was the submerged portion of the profiles.

Fig 3.25: BB Engineered Cross shore profiles

Fig 3.26: BB AEA Volumes
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Figure 3.26: AEA volume calculations for the non-engineered and engineered shore segments at BB. Inspection of the chart indicates that
the 2006 and 2007 cross-sectional volumes for the engineered shore were, on average, 900 m3 greater than the non-engineered shore
segments.

Fig 3.27: BB Annual Volumetric Change
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Figure 3.27: Annual percent change in AEA volume for the BB site. This chart suggests that the engineered segment experienced a
significant amount of change between 2005 and 2006. Examination of the change between 2006 and 2007 for the non-engineered
however, suggests that the northern end of the site (BB-P16/BB-P17 and BB-P17/BB-P19) experienced a significant increase in volume
(average 23%) with the remaining non-engineered volumes changing by ~ 3%. The 2006/2007 engineered volumes increased and
decreased.

Fig 3.28: BB Net Volumetric Change
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Figure 3.28: Net percent change in AEA volume for the BB site. In general, both non-engineered and engineered appear to have
experienced accretion over the course of the study..

Fig 3.29: BB DBW’s
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Figure 3.29: Dry beach measurements for the BB site. The most striking difference in the DBW‘s was associated with the engineered
profiles and the proximity to the channel leading to the marina. No DBW was measured for BB-P06, however, as the distance from the
channel increased, DBW‘s also increased for both the non-engineered and engineered shores.

Fig 3.30: MB Plan View
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Figure 3.30: Plan view of the MB site with profile locations. Because of its location, this site is completely armored with boulder sized
riprap.

Fig 3.31: MB Engineered Cross shore profiles
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Figure 3.31: Annual cross-shore profiles at the MB site. Notice how the submerged portion of the profiles becomes raised over the course
of two years. This raised portion of the profiles may be the result of the development of an offshore bar.

Fig 3.32: MB AEA Volumes
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Figure 3.32: Cross-sectional volumes for the MB site.

Fig 3.33: MB Annual Volumetric Change
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Figure 3.33: Annual percent change in AEA volume from 2005 to 2007 at MB. From left to right (which correlates to west to east), AEA
volumes decreased over the course of two years.

Fig 3.34: MB Net Volumetric Change
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Figure 3.34: Net percent change in AEA volume for the MB site. While the westernmost end of the site (MB-P08 through MB-P10)
suggests accretion, the easternmost end of the site (MB-P01 through MB-P03) suggests erosion with the center portion of the site
exhibiting both accretion and erosion (MB-P04 through MB-P07).

Figure 3.35: Dry beach measurements at the Mary Bay Site. Notice how the majority of the DBW measurements suggest an increase in
width from 2005 to 2007 (2005 DBW avg. = 7.3, σ = 0.6; 2007 avg. = 7.6, σ = 0.3).

Fig 3.35: MB DBW’s
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Figure 3.36: Example of a small-scale mass wasting event. Notice how portions of the road have
been lost due to the sliding of the regolith shoreward.

Fig 3.36: BB Mass wasting event
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Table 3.01: Total number of cross-shore profiles measured per site per year

Site and Year

Total

Non-engineered

Engineered

LT-2005

5

2

3

LT-2006

5

2

3

LT-2007

5

2

3

WA-2005

9

4

5

WA-2006

9

3

6

WA-2007

9

2

7

BB-2005

14

5

9

BB-2006

18

12

6

BB-2007

19

11

8

MB-2005

10

n.a.

10

MB-2006

9

n.a.

9

MB-2007

9

n.a.

9

TOTAL

121

43

78
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Table 3.02: Annual lake levels (m) from 2005 to 2007 for each site

Site

Date

Little
Thumb

July 30,
2005
Aug. 8,
2005
Aug. 8,
2006
Aug. 8,
2005

West Arnica
Bridge Bay
Mary Bay

Lake
Level
(m)
2356.73
2356.80
2356.75
2356.81

Date
July 30,
2006
Aug. 8,
2006
Aug. 8,
2006
Aug. 8,
2006

Lake
Level
(m)
2356.72
2356.65
2356.74
2356.72

Date
July 30,
2007
Aug. 8,
2007
Aug. 8,
2007
Aug. 8,
2007

Lake
Level
(m)
2356.54
2356.54
2356.57
2356.59

Cross-Sections

2005Volume
(m3)

2006 Volume
(m3)

2007 Volume
(m3)

LT-P01 & LT-P02

1334

1260

1027

LT-P02 & LT-P03

548

592

578

LT-P04 & LT-P05

705

710

684

Non-engineered

Shore Type
Engineered

Table 3.03: Average End Area (AEA) Volumes for the Little Thumb site
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Table 3.04: Volumetric Change for the Little Thumb site.

Non-engineered

Engineered

Shore Type

CrossSections

2005/2006
Volumetric
Change
(m3)

2006/2007
Volumetric
Change
(m3)

LT-P01 &
LT-P02

-75

-232

-307

-24%

LT-P02 &
LT-P03

45

-14

30

6%

LT-P04 &
LT-P05

5

-26

-22

-3%

Net Change
Net Change
(m3)
(%)
(2005 – 2007) (2005 – 2007)

Table 3.05: Dry beach width measurements at Little Thumb

Nonengineered

Engineered

Shore Type

Profile
Number

2005-DBW
(m)

2006- DBW
(m)

2007- DBW
(m)

LT-P01

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

LT-P02

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

LT-P03

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

LT-P04

6.86

6.94

7.73

LT-P05

10.27

9.00

12.01
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Table 3.06: Average End Area (AEA) Volumes for the West Arnica site

Nonengineered

Engineered

Shore type

Cross-Sections
WA-P01/WAP02
WA-P02/WAP10
WA-P10/WAP03
WA-P03/WAP04
WA-P04/WAP05
WA-P06/WAP07
WA-P06/WAP12
WA-P12/WAP09

2005Volume
(m3)

2006 Volume
(m3)

2007 Volume
(m3)

3387

3216

2973

n.a.

501

453

n.a.

1342

1357

2624

2691

2887

1988

2211

2233

1138

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

2403

2347

n.a.

5117

n.a.
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Table 3.07: Volumetric Change for the West Arnica site

Non-engineered

Engineered

Shore Type

Cross-Sections

2005/2006
Volumetric
Change
(m3)

2006/2007
Volumetric
Change
(m3)

Net Change
(m3)
(2005 –
2007)

Net Change
(%)
(2005 –
2007)

WA-P01/WAP02

-171

-243

-415

-13%

WA-P02/WAP10

n.a.

-48

-48

-10%

WA-P10/WAP03

1342

15

1357

1%

WA-P03/WAP04

67

196

263

10%

WA-P04/WAP05

223

22

246

12%

WA-P06/WAP12

n.a.

-57

-57

-2%
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Table 3.08: Dry beach width measurements at West Arnica

Non-engineered

Engineered

Shore Type

Profile
Number

2005-DBW
(m)

2006- DBW
(m)

2007- DBW
(m)

WA-P01

1.2

n.a.

n.a.

WA-P02

2.82

3.61

4.42

WA-P010

n.a.

2.26

1.7

WA-P03

2.46

2.21

3.02

WA-P04

3.17

2.73

4.44

WA-P05

5.28

5.78

5.75

WA-P06

12.73

14.02

14.24

WA-P07

6.6

n.a.

n.a.

WA-P12

n.a.

5.88

6.7

WA-P08

6.5

n.a.

n.a.

WA-P09

9.81

10.74

n.a.
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Table 3.09: Average End Area (AEA) Volumes for the Bridge Bay site

Non-engineered

Engineered

Shore Type

Cross-Sections

2005Volume
(m3)

2006 Volume
(m3)

2007 Volume
(m3)

BB-P06/BB-P07

814

1423

1333

BB-P07/BB-P08

1826

2479

2308

BB-P08/BB-P09

3380

3851

3522

BB-P09/BB-P10

3069

n.a.

3289

BB-P10/BB-P11

1947

n.a.

2024

BB-P11/BB-P26

n.a.

1369

1507

BB-P26/BB-P12

n.a.

n.a.

1479

BB-P12/BB-P13

2334

n.a.

2283

BB-P15/BB-P16

n.a.

994

985

BB-P16/BB-P17

n.a.

664

822

BB-P17/BB-P19

n.a.

1538

1873

BB-P19/BB-P02

n.a.

533

509

BB-P02/BB-P20

n.a.

1707

1670

BB-P20/BB-P21

n.a.

1109

1167

BB-P21/BB-P03

n.a.

n.a.

1960

BB-P04/BB-P05

2325

1970

2219
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Table 3.10: Net Volumetric change at Bridge Bay

Non-engineered

Engineered

Shore Type

-90

Net Change
(m3)
(2005 –
2007)
519

Net Change
(%)
(2005 –
2007)
69%

653

-171

482

29%

BB-P08/BB-P09

471

-329

142

5%

BB-P09/BB-P10

n.a.

220

220

7%

BB-P10/BB-P11

n.a.

78

78

4%

BB-P11/BB-P26

n.a.

138

138

10%

BB-P26/BB-P12

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

BB-P12/BB-P13

n.a.

-51

-51

-2%

BB-P15/BB-P16

n.a.

-9

-9

-1%

BB-P16/BB-P17

n.a.

158

158

24%

BB-P17/BB-P19

n.a.

335

335

22%

BB-P19/BB-P02

n.a.

-24

-24

-5%

BB-P02/BB-P20

n.a.

-37

-37

-2%

BB-P20/BB-P21

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

5%

BB-P21/BB-P03

n.a.

1960

1960

n.a.

BB-P04/BB-P05

-355

249

-106

-3%

Cross-Sections

2005/2006
Volumetric
Change (m3)

2006/2007
Volumetric
Change (m3)

BB-P06/BB-P07

609

BB-P07/BB-P08
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Table 3.11: Dry beach width measurements at Bridge Bay

Non-engineered

Engineered

Shore Type

Profile Number

2005-DBW
(m)

2006- DBW
(m)

2007- DBW
(m)

BB-P06

0

0

0

BB-P07

0.46

0.44

0.89

BB-P08

1.07

n.a.

0.5

BB-P09

1.57

0.91

1.82

BB-P10

0.12

n.a.

0.55

BB-P11

1.8

2.06

2.36

BB-P26

n.a.

3.96

4.01

BB-P12

5.1

n.a.

6.63

BB-P13

5.2

2.56

4.67

BB-P15

n.a.

4.95

4.91

BB-P16

n.a.

4.94

4.89

BB-P17

n.a.

4.39

5.05

BB-P19

n.a.

4.65

4.87

BB-P02

5.82

4.72

6.35

BB-P20

n.a.

4.21

4.99

BB-P21

n.a.

4.95

5.13

BB-P03

5.65

n.a.

5.2

BB-P04

2.83

3.23

3.09

BB-P05

2.77

2.06

2.67
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Table 3.12: Average End Area (AEA) Volumes for the Mary Bay site

Engineered

Shore Type

Cross-Sections

2005Volume
(m3)

2006 Volume
(m3)

2007 Volume
(m3)

MB-P09/MB-P10

2557

2571

2686

MB-P08/MB-P09

10625

11489

11610

MB-P06/MB-P07

4765

3946

4324

MB-P05/MB-P06

5431

5388

5440

MB-P04/MB-P05

7960

7803

7152

MB-P01/MB-P02

8485

7547

7036

Table 3.13: Net Volumetric change at Mary Bay

Engineered

Shore Type

Cross-Sections

2005/2006
Volumetric
Change
(m3)

2006/2007
Volumetric
Change
(m3)

Net Change
(m3)
(2005 –
2007)

Net Change
(%)
(2005 –
2007)

MB-P01/MBP02

-938

-511

-1449

-18%

MB-P04/MBP05

-157

-651

-808

-10%

MB-P05/MBP06

-42

51

9

0%

MB-P06/MBP07

378

378

756

-8%

MB-P08/MBP09

864

122

986

9%

MB-P09/MBP10

14

115

129

5%
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Table 3.14: Dry beach width measurements at Mary Bay

Engineered

Shore Type

Profile Number

2005-DBW
(m)

2006- DBW
(m)

2007- DBW
(m)

MB-P01

7.46

8.19

7.87

MB-P02

8.88

8.99

8.34

MB-P03

7.47

MB-P04

7.13

7.49

7.17

MB-P05

6.58

6.94

7.43

MB-P06

7.03

6.81

7.7

MB-P07

7.12

7.54

7.41

MB-P08

7.14

7.28

7.41

MB-P09

7.14

7.36

7.69

MB-P10

7.01

7.73

7.75
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CHAPTER FOUR
HISTORICAL CHANGES OF THE YELLOWSTONE LAKE SHORE,
YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK, USA.
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4.1

ABSTRACT
Long-term historical changes of three shore segments of Yellowstone Lake, Yellowstone

National Park, U.S.A. were documented through qualitative and quantitative analyses of
historical documents (historical topographic surveys, photographs, and maps). Shore segments
lacking shore armor (i.e. riprap or a seawall) were classified as non-engineered shores while
those possessing armor were referred to as an engineered shore. Results from two of the three
sites demonstrate that cross-shore profiles for the non-engineered and engineered shore segments
of Yellowstone Lake responded differently to shore zone processes on a multi-decadal time
scale. Non-engineered shores experienced profile deflation but retained the same profile shape
while cross-shore profiles along the engineered segments at the same two sites displayed profile
deflation as well as a dramatic change in profile shape. In contrast to cross-profile shape, both
non-engineered and engineered shore segments experienced a decrease in volume. This decrease
however, was more pronounced for the non-engineered shores. The engineered shores indicated
a smaller amount of volumetric change, suggesting that placement loss has had a long-term
impact on the engineered shores.
The capability to extract quantitative information from historical documents and
reconcile them with contemporary aerial imagery and cross-shore profiles using GIS offers a
unique view of the evolution of the Yellowstone Lake shore and the impacts of shore armor over
time.

Keywords: Yellowstone Lake; historical GIS; shore armor, lakeshore change, beach profiling.
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4.2

INTRODUCTION
Archival information documenting infrastructure improvements along the shore of

Yellowstone Lake provides an opportunity to evaluate and compare lakeshore responses to shore
engineering on a multi-decadal time scale. These archival data sources include historical
topographic surveys of developed and undeveloped areas, photographs, and early maps of
Yellowstone Lake and Yellowstone National Park (YNP). The topographic surveys conducted
before and after major infrastructure improvement projects within the park are especially
valuable because they are detailed and accurate, permitting extraction of quantitative information
that can be used to aid in the analysis of long-term changes of the Yellowstone Lake shore
(Moore, 2000; Fig. 4.1). This is important because, as Wiegel (2002) notes, there are very few
long-term quantitative studies that are specifically focused on understanding the impacts of shore
armor on shore morphologies and processes.
A review of long-term (multi-decadal) studies focused on the impacts of shore armor on
beaches revealed that most (Basco, et al., 1997; Frihy, Shereet and El Banna, 2008; Griggs et al.,
1997) relied on repeated measurements (bi-weekly, monthly, and bi-annually) of cross-shore
profiles while one (Carter, Monroe and Guy, 1986) incorporated aerial imagery and lake charts
to assess and document the impacts of shore armor (i.e. seawall or riprap) over time. Excluding
the work by Carter, Monroe, and Guy (1986), the remaining studies were able to generate 2-D
models of how cross-shore profiles change or respond to shore engineering.
Other long-term studies of coastal processes exist, but they are focused primarily on
general shoreline accretion/recession rates (Crowell, Leatherman, and Buckley, 1993; Everts,
Battley Jr. and Gibson, 1983; Lorang, Komar and Stanford, 1993; Morton, Miller and Moore,
2005; Smith and Zarillo, 1990). On the long-term scale these studies are of interest because
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some of these studies documented changes in shoreline position from as early as the mid-1800‘s
(Crowell, Leatherman, and Buckley, 1993; Morton, Miller and Moore, 2005; Taney, 1961). The
common feature among these studies was the reliance on aerial photography and small scale
maps for documenting the horizontal change in shoreline position. While these studies provided
insightful information regarding long-term shore accretion/erosion rates, many of these studies
were lacking in their ability to replicate a 2-D model of the beach profile, a valuable indicator of
beach type and behavior (Cooper, Leggett, and Lowe, 2000; Short, 1999).
This study incorporates a methodology by using historical maps and drawings to
calculate historical volumes for selected shore segments. This work provides a firstapproximation of the long-term trends of shore response to engineering structures along the
shore of Yellowstone Lake. The goal of this study then, was to present a long-term beach
monitoring case study on the impacts of shore armor along selected shore segments of
Yellowstone Lake using methods grounded in beach profiling and Historical GIS (Cooper,
Leggett, and Lowe, 2000; Knowles, 2002). The selected shore segments were classified as either
non-engineered or engineered. Using Sciaudone‘s (2011) definition, shore segments that have
been altered and continuously maintained for the purposes of protecting critical infrastructure,
such as the Grand Loop Road, with the use of shore armor were classified as engineered shores.
These non-engineered and engineered shore segments were located along the western shore of
Yellowstone Lake, where a primary road has existed since the formative years of YNP (Culpin,
1994).
The long-term study was achieved by comparing quantitative data derived from historical
topographic surveys with recent cross-shore profiles (Moore, 2000; Trimble, 2008). The
methodology used for this research incorporated a unique approach whereby cross-shore profiles,
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referred to as ‗historical‘ profiles, were generated from detailed historical topographical surveys.
Comparisons of these historical profiles with contemporary data (i.e. 2005, 2006, and 2007
cross-shore profiles) supplemented with historical and contemporary photographs, document
measurable changes of both non-engineered and engineered shores of Yellowstone Lake during
the past 40 years.
4.3

YELLOWSTONE LAKE
Yellowstone Lake is divided into two main bodies, Yellowstone Lake and the West

Thumb Arm of Yellowstone Lake (Fig. 4.2). Located at an elevation of 2357 m above mean sea
level (amsl), the lake is among the largest high-altitude lakes in North America with a surface
area of approximately 341 km2 and 177 km of shoreline (Morgan et al., 2007).
The lake is fed by over 140 streams, the largest of which is the Yellowstone River. The
lake‘s outlet is located on the northern shore at Fishing Bridge. Just downstream from Fishing
Bridge are Le Hardy‘s Rapids, which serves as one mechanism for controlling the Yellowstone
Lake level (Pierce et al., 2002). An additional mechanism that influences lake level is the
seasonal precipitation (primarily snowmelt) which is controlled by regional climatic patterns
(Dirks and Martner, 1982; Fig. 4.3).
4.4

STUDY AREAS

4.4.1 Little Thumb (LT)
Located approximately 0.5 km northeast of the Little Thumb Creek and just over 1.0 km
northeast of the Potts Hot Springs Basin (PHSB) is a short segment of the Yellowstone Lake
shore that has both a non-engineered and engineered shore component (Fig. 4.4). The beach
faces southeast and is oriented in a northeast/southwest trending direction. The principal
sediment sources include shore segments located updrift and several minor tributaries, including
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Little Thumb Creek. An unnamed creek empties into the West Thumb Arm of Yellowstone
Lake via a culvert located within the engineered shore segment. The engineered beach segment
is located downdrift of the non-engineered segment and consists of boulder-sized riprap,
originally installed during the mid-1930‘s (Cheatham, 1934). The riprap extends approximately
350 meters along the engineered shore terminating just south of a point. The surficial deposits
lacustrine in origin and are described as open lake sediments comprised of gravelly sand and
well-bedded, well-sorted, medium-gray sand (Richmond 1973). The Grand Loop Road passes
along the backshore of the study site.
4.4.2 West Arnica (WA)
The West Arnica shore segment is located in the northwest corner of the West Thumb
Arm southwest of the Little Arnica Creek outlet (Fig. 4.5). The beach is oriented north/south
with non-engineered and engineered segments adjacent to one another (Fig. 4.5). Sources of
sediment include the post-glacial shoreline terraces located along the backshore and a small
tributary that empties into a narrow, shore parallel slough along the non-engineered segment.
The non-engineered segment is characterized by a well-developed beach ridge extending
northward and a relatively wide beach, which separates the shore-parallel slough from the
lakeshore. The engineered segment is dominated by a post-glacial shoreline terrace with shore
armor consisting of boulder-sized riprap located along the southern half of the site (Fig. 4.5).
The riprap extends approximately 185 meters along the engineered shore segment.
The surficial geology within this confined beach compartment is of neoglacial origin
following the recession of the Pinedale valley glaciers (Richmond 1973). The deposits are
described as lacustrine deposits consisting of gravelly sand forming beach deposits of the
modern lake (Richmond 1973). Evidence of post-glacial shoreline terraces, located at
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approximately 7.62 m, 12.19 m, 18.29 m, and 33.53 m above the current lake level, are clearly
visible along this shore segment (Meyer & Locke, 1986; Richmond, 1974).
4.4.3 Bridge Bay (BB)
The Bridge Bay site is located along the shore of Bridge Bay (Fig. 4.6). This site is
bisected by a channel, dredged through a barrier bar in the 1960‘s to provide access to a sheltered
lakeshore pond for construction of the Bridge Bay marina. The orientation of the nonengineered beach is north/south with the beach facing east. The engineered segment is similar in
its orientation with the exception that the southern portion curves slightly to the east. Sources of
sediment include the post-glacial shoreline terraces located along the backshore of the nonengineered and engineered shore segments, two creeks (Bridge Bay creek and an unnamed
creek) and Gull Point, a rocky promontory with a well-developed depositional point, forming the
sheltering landform on the eastern end of the bay (Fig. 4.6). The non-engineered segment is
dominated by a post-glacial shoreline terrace while the engineered segment, located along a
small bay mouth bar, possesses y a concrete vertical seawall, providing protection to Gull Point
Drive. Located immediately behind the bar is a small slough which drains direcly into Bridge
Bay via a concrete culvert.
Comprised of gravelly sand deposits from the modern beach and lake terraces
surrounding Yellowstone Lake, the surficial deposits are of lacustrine origin (Richmond, 1976,
1977). Evidence of a post-glacial shoreline terrace, located at approximately 4.6 m above the
current lake level is visible along the non-engineered shore segment while a 7.6 m post-glacial
shoreline terrace is found along the northern extremity of the engineered segment (Meyer &
Locke, 1986; Richmond, 1977).
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4.5

METHODS

4.5.1 Cross-shore Profiling
Cross-shore profiles were acquired using a Laser Atlanta Advantage C/I laser rangefinder (LRF) linked to a dual-frequency, 24-channel Trimble-5800 GPS receiver to measure
distances and angles from the instrument to the range-rod. Recorded measurements from the
range finder and GPS included: 1) the slope distance (meters), 2) the vertical angle (degrees,
minutes, seconds), 3) the magnetic azimuth (degrees, minutes, seconds), and 4) the geographic
position (latitude, longitude). Using trigonometric leveling techniques, these measurements were
then used to calculate elevations for each measured point (Wolf and Ghilani, 2006). An
advantage of this profiling method is that measurements are made from a single setup, thereby
reducing accumulative errors because all measurements are referenced to one fixed position
(Wolf and Ghilani, 2006).
Each profile was acquired by walking the ranging rod from the lakeward edge of the
road, across the beach, and offshore through the surf zone (approximately -1.5 m water depth).
The maximum length of each profile was limited by the depth that a person could wade while
ensuring the ranging rod remained level. Ranging shots were at approximately 1-meter intervals,
but varied depending on the morphology of the beach (U.S. Army Engineer Waterways
Experiment Station, 1993). At times, the interval used was smaller to provide a higher resolution
in order to record topographic features (e.g. erosional scarps, wrack lines, and the edge of water).
The edge-of-water was of particular importance because it represented the lake level (measured
at the staff gage at Bridge Bay marina) on the day of the survey and served as the datum for
elevation computations along each profile.
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Daily lake level readings were recorded by park service personnel and concessionaires
during the park‘s open season (May-October) at the Bridge Bay marina staff gage. (elevation =
2355.94 m amsl; National Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1929 (NGVD29); Farnes, 2002 and
2008). The staff gage, however, has not been resurveyed since 1985, so elevations reported
herein are relative to this uncorrected datum. Beach profile elevations were computed using:
Elevation = LL + HI + (Cos VA) * (SD) – rp
where LL is observed lake level at Bridge Bay, HI is the height of the LRF (height = 1.55
m) and rp is the height of the range pole (height = 3.11 m). SD is the slope distance from the
LRF to the range pole and VA is the inclination of the rangefinder measured relative to a vertical
plane with 0o facing up. Reported vertical error was + 0.05 m based on five replicated profiles
(Emery, 1961). A cubic spline transformation was used to fit a smoothed spline curve (SSC) to
the measured points. Interpolated elevations were extracted from the SSC every 0.5 m and
plotted, providing a 2-D model (elevation and distance) of each cross-shore profile.
Volume of beach segments between profiles was calculated using the Average End Area
method (AEA), (Wolf and Ghilani 2006). Using the AEA method, the volume is determined by
taking the average area of two adjacent cross-sections across the entire length. The formula used
was:
V = ((EA1 +EA2) / 2) L
where V is volume (m3), EA1 and EA2 are the end areas under the respective profiles (m2),
with an arbitrary elevation of 2355 m set as the base elevation for area computations because no
profile elevation exceeded this value. The horizontal distance, L, was the distance between the
CSP‘s measured in meters.
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Finally, rate of change for the cross-shore profile area and AEA volume was calculated to
develop a first-approximation of the long-term behavior of the selected shore segments of
Yellowstone Lake. The earliest occurring time series (1965 for the LT and WA sites and 1961
for the BB site) was used as the baseline for rate of change calculations.
4.5.2 Historical GIS
Copies of historical topographic construction drawings documenting shore zone surveys
conducted in association with Yellowstone Lake shore roadway construction projects were
obtained from the National Park Service Technical Information Center (TIC; Denver, Colorado,
USA), the Rocky Mountain regional office of the United States National Archives and Records
Administration (NARA; Denver, Colorado, USA), and the Yellowstone National Park Heritage
and Research Center (HRC; Gardiner, Montana, USA). The TIC is the central repository for all
documents related to park planning and construction within the NPS system. NARA is the U.S.
government‘s primary agency responsible for preserving and documenting governmental records
and other historical items that are pertinent to the public record and are of historical and cultural
significance (NARA, 2007). Finally, the HRC, which is an affiliated repository with NARA,
houses thousands of documents that are directly related to the history and development of YNP
(Blackford, 2004). The majority of construction drawings used for this study were related to
Mission 66, an aggressive program intended to upgrade the infrastructure of all national park
units in time for the 50th anniversary of the creation of the NPS (Allaback, 2000). Other
drawings were part of road-improvement and infrastructure projects along the shore of
Yellowstone Lake during the 1970s, 80s, and 90s.
Each construction drawing from the West Thumb Arm of Yellowstone Lake was a largescale, hand-drafted topographic map dating from 1965 (Fig. 4.7). Each drawing, with a scale of
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1:100, included two-foot contour intervals with an unknown coordinate system. These drawings
depicted the non-engineered and engineered shore segments for the LT and WA study sites.
Topographic drawings obtained for the BB site, dating from 1961, 1977, 1989, and 1994,
depicted only the non-engineered shore segment. The 1961 topographic drawing, drawn at a
scale of 1:200 with a ten-foot contour interval, included a graticule referenced to an unknown
coordinate system and sketches of several permanent structures found within the present-day
Bridge Bay campground and marina (Fig. 4.8). The 1977, 1989, and 1994 drawings were drawn
at 1:100 scale with a two-foot contour interval. The 1977, 1989, and 1994 drawings also
included a graticule, referenced to the Wyoming State Plane coordinate system, along with
various buildings, developed campsite locations, service utilities, benchmarks, culverts and spot
elevations (Fig. 4.9).
The construction drawings were utilized to derive topographic profiles for comparison to
cross-shore profiles acquired from laser ranging surveys from 2005 - 2007. All historical
drawings were scanned on a large-format scanner and imported into a geographic information
system (GIS) program for geoprocessing, (ESRI, n.d.) (Fig. 4.10). Geoprocessing included: 1)
importing and georeferencing the historical drawings to a basemap with the Universal Transverse
Mercator (UTM) coordinate system, 2) digitization of contour lines on the georectified image, 3)
creating triangulated irregular network‘s (TIN) derived from digitized contours and finally, 4)
overlaying recently acquired cross-shore profile data on the TIN‘s to extract historical elevations
for quantitative comparisons.
Document Scanning and Georegistration
All historical drawings were scanned as lossless digital images with 600 pixels per inch
resolution (Rumsey and Williams, 2002; Hughes, McDowell, and Marcus, 2006). These digital
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images were imported into the GIS software for georeferencing. Landmarks used for
georeferencing included construction stations along the centerline for road realignment at 50-foot
spacing, surveyed telephone lines, culverts and relatively permanent geothermal features.
Georeferencing is the process by which an image with an unknown coordinate system
(the target map) is aligned with and referenced to a corresponding image that has a known
coordinate system, referred to as the basemap (Wade and Sommer, 2006). For this study, 2006
digital orthophoto quadrangles (DOQ) with 1-m resolution served as the base-map (Oakleaf,
2009). The DOQ‘s, acquired through the National Agriculture Imagery Program (NAIP), were
chosen as the basemap because of NAIP‘s requirements for spatial accuracy standards (NAIP,
2009). The georeferencing process was accomplished by the identification of ground control
points (GCP) which coincided with both images (i.e. target map and basemap). Following the
terminology of Hughes, McDowell, and Marcus (2006), hard and soft GCP‘s were used. Hard
points were any features that possessed distinct corners, perimeters, or road intersections. These
included: structural corners (eg. building corners, boat docks, culverts, and parking lots), utility
poles with associated easements, and road intersections. Soft points were features that had an
irregular edge with no distinct angular shape. Soft points included: rock outcrops, identifiable
thermal pools and the edges of known water bodies, including Yellowstone Lake (Fig. 4.11).
Finally, with GCP‘s (hard and soft) established, each target map was aligned and
georectified to the basemap using a 1st order polynomial transformation. The 1st order
polynomial transformation was chosen because of its simplicity and because as the target image
is shifted, scaled and rotated, the linear proportions between features are preserved (ESRI, 2001).
The overall accuracy of the transformations was evaluated based on the alignment of the image
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along with the root-mean square error (RMSE). RMSE is a proxy measure for how well the TP‘s
align with the GCP‘s on the basemap. RMSE is calculated using:
RMSE = [(xb – xt) 2 + (yb – yt) 2]1/2
where xb and yb are geospatial coordinates of a GCP on the Basemap while xt and yt are
the same coordinates on the Target Map (Hughes, McDowell, and Marcus, 2006). Lower RMSE
values are deemed to be reliable indicators of the accuracy of the transformation.
Contours were digitized on each georectified image. At the time of each historical
survey, elevations were based on the NGVD29, which was the federally recognized vertical
control datum for vertical surveys (National Geodetic Survey, 1986). Upon completion of the
digitizing process, a triangulated irregular network (TIN) was derived from contour data (Wade
and Sommer, 2006).
The final geoprocessing step involved overlaying the 2005, 2006, and 2007 shore profiles
over the TIN to create cross-shore profiles from the historical topographic surveys, referred to
here as historical profiles. Using the 2005 profile data as a guide, elevations for the historical
surveys were then extracted at each point that corresponded with the 2005 cross-shore profile
data. Visualization of each historical profile was accomplished by entering the extracted values
into a spreadsheet to create a 2-D model of each historic shore profile. As with the contemporary
data, historical elevations were extracted at 0.5m intervals through the use of a SSC. The shapes
of the historical profiles, along with the cross-sectional volumes were then compared with the
contemporary data to assess impacts of shore engineering for selected shore segments of
Yellowstone Lake.
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4.6

RESULTS

4.6.1 Little Thumb
Cross-Shore Profiles
Five cross-shore profiles were measured in 2005, 2006, and 2007 (Figs. 4.12 & 4.13).
For each year, two of the profiles (LT-P04 and LT-P05) were located along the non-engineered
shore segment and the remaining three (LT-P01, LT-P02, and LT-P03) were located along the
engineered portion of the shore. Contour lines from the 1965 historical survey were either
missing or illegible for the upper portion (0 – 5m) of the historical profiles and did not extend
below lake level. As such, area and volume calculations for profiles LT-P02 and LT-P03 were
not compared because the historical survey was not legible for the digitizing of contours. It was
possible, however, to extract enough elevation points to represent a portion of the beach profile
as it existed in 1965 for the non-engineered shore (LT-P04 and LT-P05) and the engineered
shore (LT-P01). Spanning 42 years, several trends were observed in the three cross-shore
profiles.
Inspection of both 1965 non-engineered profiles reveals a smooth, featureless profile.
The contemporary data (2005 – 2007) for these same profiles also revealed a smooth featureless
profile but they were characterized with a lower elevation. LT-P01, the only engineered profile
for this segment with sufficient data for comparison, exhibited notable changes in profile shape
from 1965 – 2007; the profile transitioned from gently sloping, concave up to a steep, L-shaped
profile with distinct inflection points (Fig. 4.13). In addition to the change in shape, LT-P01 also
revealed a lowering and landward movement of the profile and
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Volumetric Comparisons
Four AEA volumes between LT-P04 and LT-P05 were calculated for the non-engineered
segment permitting the comparison of three time intervals (1965/2005; 2005/2006; and
2006/2007). No volumetric comparisons were possible for the engineered shore segment.
Results of the non-engineered volumetric calculations for LT-P04/LT-P05 revealed a 1965
volume of 657 m3 while the contemporary (2005 – 2007) volumetric calculations were 200 m3
less with a median of 461 m3 (Fig. 4.14; Tbl. 4.1).
From 1965 to 2005, LT-P04/LT-P05 experienced a 30% loss in volume then a 2%
increase from 2005 to 2006. From 2006 to 2007, LT-P04/LT-P05 experienced a 6% loss in
volume, resulting in a net loss of sediment of ca 216 m3 from 1965 – 2007, which translates to an
estimated average annual erosion rate of 5.1 m3 of sediment from the non-engineered shore (Fig.
4.15; Tbl. 4.2).
4.6.2 West Arnica
Cross-Shore Profiles
Twelve cross-shore profiles were measured along the shore at the West Arnica site (Fig.
4.16). Five profiles were located along the non-engineered shore segment while the remaining
seven were located along the engineered portion of the shore. Contemporary profiles (2005,
2006 and 2007) were compared to profiles derived from the 1965 topographic survey. These
comparisons demonstrate considerable change for both non-engineered and engineered profiles.
The non-engineered and engineered profiles at the West Arnica site are characterized by
a steep terrace rising above the shoreline (Figs. 4.17 & 4.18). Riprap was installed along the
engineered terraces during road construction and rehabilitation in the mid-1960‘s to stabilize a
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portion of this terrace and protect the road from lake shore erosion (Allaback, 2000; Culpin,
1994; Yellowstone Center for Resources, 2000; 2002).
The most prominent feature for the non-engineered profiles was the presence of a welldeveloped beach ridge and a small slough located behind it. Visible in all five of the 1965 nonengineered profiles, these two features were absent or reduced in size for the 2005, 2006, and
2007 non-engineered profiles (Fig. 4.17). For example, the 1965 profile of WA-P06 displays a
prominent ridge fronting a small slough. From 2005 through 2007, these features were
completely absent for WA-P06. However, for WA-P07, which was located just 13 m downdrift,
these same features were visible in the historical and contemporary data, but the ridge displayed
landward movement and the slough appears to be shallower (Fig. 4.17). Inspection of the other
contemporary non-engineered profiles also revealed movement of the beach ridge. While the
ridge moved landward for WA-P12, the ridge shifted lakeward for WA-P08 and WA-P09, the
two northern-most profiles. In addition to the movement of the beach ridge, the CSP‘s for WAP08, WA-P09 and WA-P12 showed a progressive lowering of the slough‘s elevation (Fig. 4.17).
Finally, all five non-engineered profiles exhibited a lowering of the profile elevation from 1965
to 2007.
The engineered profiles (WA-P01 through WA-P05 and WA-P10 and WA-P11)
displayed a change in shape from 1965 to 2005 (Fig. 4.18). These engineered profiles indicated
that from 1965 to 2005, the terrace riser became steeper while the beach face experienced a
lowering in elevation (Fig. 4.18). Additionally, distinct inflection points marking the upper and
lower boundaries of the riprap developed during the 40-year interval 1965 to 2005.
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Volumetric Comparisons
Over a 42 year time span, AEA volumetric calculations revealed a wide range of
variability for the historic and contemporary non-engineered and engineered shore segments
(Fig. 4.19). The median calculated volume for the 1965 non-engineered historical shore segment
was 2731 m3 while the engineered segment was 1158 m3 (Tbl. 4.3). The calculated medians for
the contemporary non-engineered data (2005, 2006, and 2007) were 1360 m3, 4046 m3, and 2301
m3 respectively. The contemporary engineered volumetric calculations had a median of 2155
m3, 1909 m3, and 1083 m3 respectively.
From 1965 to 2007, volumetric changes along the non-engineered shore indicted a net
loss of 4665 m3, which suggests an approximate loss of 111 m3 of sediment annually. During the
same time period, the engineered segment experienced a net loss of 1284 m3 of sediment,
indicating an annual loss of 31 m3 of sediment. Interestingly though is that the approximate net
loss in volume for both the non-engineered and engineered segments was between 2% and 3%
annually (Fig. 4.20; Tbl. 4.4).
4.6.3 Bridge Bay
Cross-Shore Profiles
Ten cross-shore profiles were used to evaluate long-term change along the nonengineered shore at Bridge Bay (Fig. 4.21). Contemporary profiles from 2005, 2006 and 2007
were compared with profiles created from four historical topographic surveys (1961, 1977, 1989,
and 1994). No drawings of the engineered segment were located during the archival search.
Observed changes in the cross-shore profiles included a general trend of profile deflation,
and profile steepening from 1961 to 1977 for nine of the ten profiles (Fig. 4.22). Relative to the
other profiles, BB-P21 displayed an anomalous change in profile shape from 1961 to 1977 and
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then 1994 to 2005. With the exception of BB-P21, from1977 onward, the non-engineered CSP‘s
indicated little change in profile elevation. The cross-shore profiles do show that from 1977 to
2006, the shoreline terrace became steeper and the beach face moved landward.
Volumetric Comparisons
Over the course of 46 years, the calculated volumes for the non-engineered profiles at the
BB site indicated variability (Tbl 4.5). Figure 4.23 indicates that volumes were generally larger
as one moved closer to the marina channel. The entire site appears to have experienced periods
of accretion and erosion, as can be seen in figure 4.30. For example, from 1961 to 1977, the site
decreased in volume by an average of 30% while the next interval (1977 to 1989) indicated an
increase in volume by an average of 13% (Fig. 4.24; Tbl. 4.6).
4.7

DISCUSSION

4.7.1 Little Thumb
Of the five cross-shore profiles at the Little Thumb site, three (LT-P01, LT-P04 and LTP05) were utilized for documenting long-term shoreline change (Fig. 4.13). Examination of
these three profiles displayed two trends. The non-engineered and engineered profiles appeared
to experience both a steepening effect and a general lowering of the profile. These observed
changes in profile shape suggest that various erosional processes including profile steepening
and profile deflation has occurred along this short segment over the past 42 years.
Although described as a hypothetical effect, Pilkey (1981) suggests that profile
steepening can occur for an engineered shore due to the continual maintenance and replacement
of riprap as it endures the effects of coastal, or in this case, littoral processes. Over time, as the
profile steepens, a positive feedback can develop in association with shore armor due to the
armor enhancing the reflection of wave-energy, causing the unconsolidated sediment to be
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placed in suspension and moved offshore eventually leading to a steeper beach profile (Plant and
Griggs, 1992). Profile steepening can also occur due to the displacement of the riprap by sliding
or tumbling lakeward, thereby leading to the observed changes in profile shape for LT-P01. In
fact, the Coastal Engineering Manual (CEM), recognized as an industry standard for construction
and maintenance of coastal protection structures, notes that riprap can experience several modes
of displacement due to wave-generated forces (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 2002). These
displacement modes include: rocking, rotation, sliding, and settlement of the riprap.
Furthermore, Griggs and Fulton-Bennett (1988) note that with an increase in the steepness of the
beach, the likelihood of toppling or movement of the riprap increases. The profile steepening
observed for the non-engineered segment may also be related to the process of profile deflation.
Tait and Griggs (1991) explain deflation as a type of beach scour where the profile is
lowered due to the removal of sediment from incoming wave energy. Considered to be a frontal
effect for seawall or riprap armored shores, deflation occurs as incident waves break along the
shore leading the removal of unconsolidated sediment located immediately in front of the armor.
The pattern of deflation from 1965 to 2005 may be the combined long-term effect of profile
deflation and erosion, leading to the observed steepness for both non-engineered and engineered
profiles. For example, examination of profiles LT-P01, LT-P04 and LT-P05 (Fig 4.13) shows
that from 1965 to 2005 all three profiles exhibited a pattern of steepening. From 2005 onward,
however, the non-engineered profiles do not show a pattern of profile steepening or deflation.
LT-P05 shows essentially no change in shape while the upper-portion of LT-P04 shows change
in the shape of the profile from 2005 to 2007. Closer inspection of LT-P04 suggests that some of
the beach material has simply eroded and has been re-distributed across the profile. It should be
noted that LT-P04 was located approximately five meters from the transition between the non-
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engineered and engineered shore segments. The engineered profile, however, exhibited a
continued pattern of profile deflation and profile steepening from 1965 to 2007.
The trend of profile steepening for LT-P01 is most likely the result of the displacement of
the riprap. With over 40 years of being in place, the potential for the riprap to shift, settle or
slide exists. Along with the steepening of the beachface, closer examination of LT-P01 showed
that the shape of the profile became more angular (Fig. 4.13). This change in profile shape is
suggestive that the beach morphodynamics may have transitioned from an intermediate beach
type to one that is more closely related to the reflective end of the spectrum of beach types
(Wright and Short, 1984). Reflective beaches are characterized by low levels of incoming wave
energy with narrow beach and swash zones (Fig. 4.25). It is surmised that the engineered portion
is lacking a dry beach because over the past 40 years, any sediments fronting the riprap has since
been removed due to the reflection of the incident wave energy at the base of the riprap. This in
turn increases the likelihood of riprap displacement because the armor is no receiving the full
effect of the incident wave energy.
Although volume calculations were not possible for the engineered segment, it was
possible to ascertain a volumetric value for the area between LT-P04/LT-P05. Over four
decades, the volumetric data suggests that the non-engineered segment decreased, whereas the
contemporary data suggests little change. Based on the profile data along with the area and
volumetric calculations, while the historical data suggests erosion, the contemporary data for the
non-engineered shore segment suggest stasis (Figs. 4.14 & 4.15).
4.7.2 West Arnica
Examination of the entire WA dataset indicated that, over a 40-year time span, 11 of the
12 profiles exhibited a pattern of shore recession from 1965 to 2005. In addition to the landward
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recession, the non-engineered and engineered profiles also suggested that profile steepening and
deflation occurred over this same time span. The most visible feature indicating change for the
non-engineered profiles was the raised beach ridge (Fig. 4.17). This ridge, visible in each nonengineered profile except for the contemporary data for WA-P06, suggests that over the past 40
years, the portion of the shore nearest WA-P06 has possibly experienced a flanking effect related
to the shore armor located immediately up-drift.
Flanking effects, also referred to as endstripping or end effects, result from the interaction
of the terminal ends of the shore armor (i.e. riprap) with the incident wave energy (Basco, 2004;
Lorang and Stanford, 1993; Pilkey and Dixon, 1996; Stamski, 2005; Tait and Griggs, 1991).
Flanking effects occur because the terminal end of the armor either traps sediment destined for
deposition further downdrift or the armor influences the incident wave energy by causing wave
refraction around the terminal end, thereby scouring or removing sediment adjacent to the armor
(Lorang and Stanford, 1993; Tait and Griggs, 1991). Over time, this loss of sediment leads to
the ‗starvation‘ or landward retreat of the beach (Tait and Griggs, 1991). In this case, the
disappearance of the beach-ridge in WA-P06 may be the result of a combined factor of flanking
and recession of the shore. With WA-P06 situated approximately five meters from the transition
between the non-engineered and engineered shore segment, the potential for an end effect
associated with the riprap exists. That is, as the incident waves refracted around the terminal end
of the armor near WA-P05, sediment in the supposed historical beach ridge was eroded while at
the same time the beach was moving progressively landward, leading to the disappearance of the
ridge in 2005 for WA-P06 (Fig. 4.26). The shoreward movement of the remaining nonengineered profiles is most likely the long-term trend for this short segment and may represent
the long-term behavior of this shore segment.
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Similar to the non-engineered profiles, the engineered profiles displayed a landward
retreat over 42 years. However, the cross-shore profiles appeared to become steeper and more
angular in shape. A straightforward explanation for this increase in steepness and angularity is
settlement or sliding of the riprap. Griggs and Fulton-Bennett (1988), observed such an
occurrence along the central California coast. This settlement process, also called sliding
toppling and rolling by the authors, occurs because the incoming wave energy initiates
movement of the riprap, leading to the eventual toppling of the stones seaward, or in this case
lakeward (Fig. 4.26). An additional factor that could influence the toppling effect is the
steepness of the setting. As pointed out by Griggs and Fulton-Bennett (1988), a steep beach
(where the slope is greater than 1.5:1) is prone to having riprap slide or topple. Because the site
is located along a post-glacial terrace, the shore morphology can contribute the movement of the
riprap. In fact, the site was already located within a steep setting, requiring the installation of
riprap to protect the road.
Observed changes in volume for both the non-engineered and engineered shores suggest
that the long-term behavior for this area is that of retreat. In looking at figures 4.19 and 4.20, it
can be seen that the non-engineered segment exhibited the greatest amount of change, especially
with respect to the historical data. In contrast, the engineered segment was characterized with a
reduced amount of change over the same time period. This discrepancy in the volumetric
changes may be the result of placement loss (Hall and Pilkey, 1991). Placement loss is a direct
impact of shore armor because it removes a portion of the beach and essentially fixes the
shoreline without the ability to move. Over time, what remaining beach that existed at the time
of armor installation eventually disappears due to the increased incident wave energy breaking at
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the base of the armor (Fig. 4.27). The greater volumetric changes associated with the nonengineered segment seem to provide evidence for this placement loss impact.
4.7.3 Bridge Bay
While the profile data from 1961 to 1977 exhibited a pattern of significant change in
shape, the 1977 – 2007 cross-shore profiles exhibited little change (Fig. 4.26). The extreme
change in the cross-shore profiles from 1961 to 1977 is possibly due to removal of the northern
segment of the original 1925 seawall. Prior to Mission 66, this road and the seawall were located
along the western shore of Bridge Bay. When the Gull Point Bypass was built, the seawall
protecting the road segment north of the newly dredged channel was removed. Today, the only
evidence of the seawall along this road segment is found near the channel leading to the Bridge
Bay marina (Fig. 4.28).
For the cross-shore profiles derived from the 1977 – 1994 historical surveys, the CSP‘s
appeared to be consistent with the contemporary beach profiles (Fig. 4.22). For five of the ten
profiles, the observed changes between the 1977 – 2007 profile data appeared to agree with the
concept of profile equilibrium, as described by Dean (1991). This concept essentially states that,
over long-term intervals, the beach profile can move either shoreward or lakeward with or
without a change in the profile volume (Dean, 2005). For example, profiles BB-P15 and BB-P16
exhibited essentially no change in profile shape (Fig. 4.22). Closer inspection of the other
profiles, however, offered insight into shore changes, possibly related to profile deflation or
mass-wasting effects.
Profiles BB-P17, BB-P19, BB-P02, BB-P20, and BB-P21 exhibited not only a landward
migration of the profile but also a lowering of the beach face. This lowering effect, referred to as
deflation, is an effect that is commonly associated with shoreline engineering (Tait and Griggs,
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1991). Added to this effect of profile deflation is possibly the result of small-scale mass wasting
events (Fig. 4.29).
4.8

CONCLUSIONS
This study offers a first approximation at discerning long-term impacts from shore

engineering for selected non-engineered and engineered shore segments of Yellowstone Lake.
This is of great importance because very few long-term (multi-decadal) shore monitoring
programs specifically focused on coastal protection structures (i.e. riprap and a seawall) exist
(Wiegel, 2002). Using historical topographic drawings for the reconstruction of cross-shore
profiles offers a method to supplement shore data where it is lacking (Unites States Army Corps
of Engineers, 2002). In fact, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers recommends that a review of
historic maps and photographs be mandatory to fully characterize and understand the variability
of a coastal setting (United States Army Corps of Engineers,2002). The USACE further states
that these documents can serve as a ‗window to the past‘. Results of beach profile comparisons
derived from historical and contemporary data and supplemented with historical photographs
document changes associated with shore armor along several segments of the shore of
Yellowstone Lake. Results suggest that, while non-engineered and engineered shores indicated a
loss of sediment and a landward migration, the non-engineered shores exhibited a greater amount
of change in profile shape and volume indicating that the passive erosional processes associated
with the shore engineering have essentially fixed the shoreline along the engineered shore
segments.
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Fig 4.1: Example of topo
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Figure 4.1: Example of a ‗historical‘ topographic survey. This map shows the Bridge Bay area prior to the construction of the
marina. The map includes the proposed location of the Gull Point By-pass and the dredging limits for the channel leading to
the eventual Bridge Bay marina. This map includes two-foot contour lines as well as the location of existing infrastructure that
was in place in 1959.
Source: NPS- Technical Information Center.

Figure 4.2: Location map showing the primary road located along the shore of Yellowstone lake
(Grand Loop Road indicated by solid black line) with locations of study sites (stars). Riprap
revetments are found at all three sites while a concrete vertical seawall is found at the BB site.

Fig 4.2: Yell Lake
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Fig 4.3: Lake levels
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Figure 4.3: Lake level readings from July to the end of September for years discussed in this chapter identified by the dashed box. The
1966 lake level is included because that is the year that the staff gage was moved from the NPS boat dock at the Lake Hotel to the Bridge
Bay marina. Lake level typically peaks late June/early July as a result of melting snow. Lake levels begin to fall on a nearly daily basis
by early to mid-July. By late December or early January, the lake is completely frozen over. It is not until late May or early June that the
ice has completely melted off of the lake. Data source: Farnes, 2008.

Fig 4.4: LT site
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Figure 4.4: Vicinity map of the Little Thumb study site, located northeast of Little Thumb Creek and the Potts Hot Springs Basin. Image
A is looking south west towards the non-engineered shore. Image B, looking southwest along engineered shore, clearly shows riprap and
the complete absence of beach in.

Figure 4.5: Vicinity map of the West Arnica site. Located near the northwest corner of the West
Thumb Arm of Yellowstone Lake. Image A is facing north and shows a wide beach with a welldeveloped beach ridge. Image B is facing south with a view of boulder-sized riprap. Note the
absence of dry beach in image B.

Fig 4.5: WA site
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Fig 4.6: BB site
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Figure 4.6: Vicinity map of the Bridge Bay site. The Bridge Bay site is bisected by a channel leading to the Bridge Bay Marina. The
shore segment north of the channel (Image A) possesses no shore armor, while the southern half of the site (Image B) contains riprap and
a vertical seawall.

Figure 4.7: Example of historical topographic maps from the Little Thumb (A) and the West
Arnica (B) sites. Notice the closely spaced contour lines (two-foot interval). Circles indicate
location of study site referenced in this chapter. Drawing Title: West Thumb Bypass; Source:
NPS-Technical Information Center. Drawing Number: 101-41908, pgs 11 and 17; Date: 1965.

Fig 4.7: 1965 West Thumb topo
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Fig 4.8: 1961 BB topo
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Figure 4.8: Example of a historical topographic map for the BB area. This 1961 topographic map details the extent of dredging to be
conducted for the proposed channel leading to the BB marina. Source: NPS-Technical Information Center. Drawing Title: Bridge Bay
Campground, Part of the Master Plan, Yellowstone National Park; Drawing Number: YELL-101-3631; Date: 1961.

Fig 4.9: 1994 BB topo
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Figure 4.9: A 1994 topographic drawing of the BB site. As with the earlier historical maps, this drawing possesses diagnostic features
that can be used in the georeferencing process. Source: NPS-Technical Information Center. Drawing Title: Topographic Sheet of the
Bridge Bay Area; Drawing Number: YELL-101-41316, pg 3; Date: 1994.

Fig 4.10: Flow chart
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Figure 4.10: Flow-chart of the geoprocessing process using a GIS. The result of geoprocessing the historical data within the GIS allows for
the generation of cross-shore profiles, area, and volumetric analyses
.

Fig 4.11: Example of GCP and TCP selection
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Figure 4.11: Example of the georegistration of an unreferenced image. GCP‘s are identified in the basemap and corresponding positions
(TP‘s) are identified in the Target Map. Note how the historical topographic survey is oriented in a different position. By aligning each
TP with each corresponding GCP, the Target Map is shifted, scaled, and rotated to correctly align with the basemap. Once
georeferenced, the Target Map is assigned geographic coordinates that correspond with the known coordinates of the basemap.

Fig 4.12: LT-Results
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Figure 4.12: Map of the Little Thumb site showing the locations of the five cross-shore profiles superimposed on the historical
topographic survey from 1965 (pg 11) with 2006 DOQQ as background image. Visible features within the historical survey include the
primary road (Grand Loop Road), centerline stationing and utility pole locations. Cross-shore profiles for 1965, 2005, 2006, and 2007
are indicated on the map. Contour interval = 2 feet.

Figure 4.13: Cross-shore profiles extracted from the historical topographic survey along with the
contemporary profiles. Boxes indicate the portion of the profile used for comparison. Arrows
indicate the general direction of movement for each profile. The most noticeable movement for LTP04 and LT-P05 was a vertical shift or lowering of the profile from 1965 to 2005. The vertical
lowering is associated with the process of deflation. The engineered profile (LT-P01) showed a
progressive landward movement as well as profile deflation.

Fig. 4.13: LT Profiles
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Fig. 4.14: LT Volume
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Figure 4.14: Average End Area (AEA) volume comparisons from 1965 to 2007 for profiles LT-P04 and LT-P05. Notice how from 1965
to 2005, there was a 30% decrease in volume whereas from 2005 through 2007 the volumetric change was negligible.

Fig. 4.15: LT Change in Volume
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Figure 4.15: Long-term volumetric change from 1965 to 2007 for profiles LT-P04 and LT-P05 at the LT site. Note how the 40-year time
span from 1965 to 2005 revealed a 30% decrease while from 2005 onward, the change was less pronounced.

Figure 4.16: Map of cross-shore profiles at the West Arnica Site superimposed on the historical 1965
(pg 17) topographic drawing with 2006 DOQQ as background image. The non-engineered profiles
were located along the northern half of the site (WA-P06 – WA-P12) while the engineered profiles
were located along the southern half of the site (WA-P01 – WA-P05; WA-P10 & WA-P11). Contour
interval = 2 feet.

Fig 4.16: WA Results
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Fig 4.17: WA NE profiles
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Figure 4.17: Non-engineered profiles extracted from the historical topographic survey along with the contemporary profiles. Blue arrows
on the profile indicate the general direction of movement for each profile. Notice how the three most southern non-engineered profiles
(WA-P06, WA-P07 and WA-P12) receded landward from 1965 to 2005 while the WA-P08 moved lakeward and WA-P09 displayed
movement both shoreward and lakeward. All of the profiles except for the northernmost one (LT-P09) exhibited a pattern of profile
deflation (indicated by the arrow point facing down).

Fig 4.18: WA ENG profiles
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Figure 4.18: Engineered profiles extracted from the historical topographic survey along with the contemporary profiles. The transition
from the 1965 CSP‘s to the 2005 reveals the appearance of the distinct inflexion points associated with the shore armor (i.e. riprap). Blue
arrows on the profile indicate the general direction of movement for each profile. Note how the general trend was a lowering and
shoreward movement from 1965 through 2007.

Fig 4.19: WA Volume
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Figure 4.19: Chart showing the volumetric changes observed at the WA site. Notice how the non-engineered volumes displayed a greater
amount of change from 1965 to 2005 when compared to the engineered volumes.

Fig 4.20: WA Change in Volume
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Figure 4.20: Changes in volume for the WA site indicate that from 1965 to 2005, the greatest change occurred within the non-engineered
segment when compared to the engineered segment.

Figure 4.21: Map of cross-shore profiles at the Bridge Bay site superimposed on historical 1994
topographic drawing with 2006 DOQQ as background image. The non-engineered profiles were
located north of the inlet leading to the Bridge Bay marina. Contour interval = 2 feet.

Fig 4.21: BB Results
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Figure 4.22: Ten cross-shore profiles measured at the BB site. Arrows indicate the general direction
of profile movement. As can be seen in these profiles, the 1961 to 1977 profiles indicated the greatest
change, whereas from 1977 to 2007, the changes in profile shape seem to be associated with masswasting events.

Fig 4.22: BB Profiles
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Fig 4.23: BB Volume
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Figure 4.23: Volumetric calculations along the non-engineered shore at BB from 1961 to 2007.

Fig 4.24: BB Change in Volume
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Figure 4.24: Changes in volume along the non-engineered shore at BB from 1961 to 2007. Unlike the other sites, observed changes in
volume are suggestive of a greater range of variability.

Fig 4.25: Beach Morphodynamics
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Figure 4.25: Schematic diagram of the six basic beach classification types, as described by Wright and Short, 1984. Adapted from Short,
2006.

Fig 4.26: Toppling of riprap at WA
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Figure 4.26: Evidence of riprap settlement, also called toppling or rolling, seen at the WA site. This portion of the shore is also lacking
a dry-beach however the historical profile data suggests that one was present in 1965.

Figure 4.27: Plan view of end effects at the WA site. The blue arrows indicate general direction of
littoral drift, while the yellow arrow points to the location of end effects from the riprap. The white
dashed line is the approximate boundary between the non-engineered (green bracket) and engineered
(red bracket) shore segment. Notice how two cuspate features are forming on the portion of the shore
closest to the engineered (protected) beach segment. As the littoral drift moves northward, refraction
of surface currents around the terminal end of the riprap scours the sediment, putting it into
suspension and eventual removal from the beach only to be redeposited downdrift (i.e. the nonengineered shore segment).

Fig 4.27: Effects at WA
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Fig 4.28: Remnants of the seawall
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Figure 4.28: The seawall, once a continuous wall approximately 915 m long, protected the entire road along the shore of Bridge Bay.
Following the construction of the Gull Point Bypass, portions of the seawall were removed while other segments are still visible today.

Figure 4.29: Example of a small-scale mass wasting event. Notice how portions of the road have
been lost due to the sliding of the regolith shoreward.

Fig 4.29: Mass wasting at BB
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TABLES
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Profile ID

1965

2005

2006

2007

LT-P01/LT-P02

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

LT-P02/LT-P03

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

LT-P04/LT-P05

657

461

470

441

Non-engineered

Shore Type

Engineered

Table 4.1: Little Thumb site AEA Volumetric calculations in cubic
meters (m3). There was insufficient data for the calculation of AEA
volumes for LT-P01/LT-P02 and LT-P02/LT-P03.

Profile ID

1965/2005

2005/2006

2006/2007

Net Change

LT -P01/
LT -P02

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

LT -P02/
LT -P03

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

LT-P04/
LT -P05

-30%

2%

-6%

-34%

Non-engineered

Shore Type
Engineered

Table 4.2: Little Thumb Percent Change in AEA Volume for the Little Thumb site from
1965 to 2007.
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Table 4.3: West Arnica site AEA Volumetric calculations in cubic meters
(m3).

Non-engineered

Engineered

Shore Type

Profile ID

1965

2005

2006

2007

WA-P01/WA-P02

2724

2182

2140

1968

WA-P02/WA-P10

427

n.a.

399

361

WA-P10/WA-P03

1089

n.a.

1057

1064

WA-P03/WA-P04

2262

2155

2130

2273

WA-P04/WA-P11

1158

n.a.

n.a.

1083

WA-P04/WA-P05

2180

1773

1909

1930

WA-P11/WA-P05

1128

n.a.

n.a.

1005

WA-P06WA-P07

1336

1000

n.a.

n.a.

WA-P07/WA-P08

2374

1720

n.a.

n.a.

WA-P06/WA-P12

3087

n.a.

2349

2301

WA-P12/WA-P09

8631

n.a.

5742

n.a.
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Table 4.4: West Arnica Percent Change in AEA Volume from 1965 to 2007.

Non-engineered

Engineered

Shore Type

Profile ID

1965/2005

2005/2006

2006/2007

Net Change

WA-P01/
WA-P02
WA-P02/
WA-P10
WA-P10/
WA-P03
WA-P03/
WA-P04
WA-P04/
WA-P11
WA-P04/
WA-P05
WA-P11/
WA-P05
WA-P06/
WA-P07
WA-P07/
WA-P08
WA-P06/
WA-P12
WA-P12/
WA-P09

-20%

-2%

-8%

-30%

n.a.

-7%

-10%

-16%

n.a.

-3%

-1%

-2%

-5%

-1%

7%

1%

n.a.

n.a.

-6%

-6%

-19%

8%

1%

-10%

n.a.

n.a.

-11%

-11%

-25%

n.a.

n.a.

-25%

-28%

n.a.

n.a.

-28%

n.a.

-24%

-2%

-25%

n.a.

-33%

n.a.

-33%
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990
2744
8120
2201

BB-P20/BB-P21

BB-P21/BB-P03

BB-P03/BB-P04

BB-P04/BB-P05

633

BB-P19/BB-P02

7991

1499

BB-P17/BB-P19

BB-P02/BB-P03

672

BB-P16/BB-P17

1942

1013

BB-P15/BB-P16

BB-P02/BB-P20

1961

Profile ID.

1503

3980

1430

815

4240

1510

507

1342

534

717

1977

1730

4854

1517

891

4746

1737

544

1522

641

789

1989

1506

4530

1471

924

4602

1778

548

1507

634

779

1994

Table 4.5: Bridge Bay site AEA Volumetric calculations in cubic meters (m3).

1762

4837

n.a.

n.a.

3049

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

2005

1340

n.a.

n.a.

865

n.a.

1457

447

1205

541

816

2006

1474

3862

1440

899

3667

1418

423

1363

620

797

2007
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n.a.

-2%

-18%

2005/2006

2006/2007

Net Change

1989/1994

n.a.

-1%

1977/1989

1994/2005

10%

1961/1977

5%

-29%

Year

1994/2006

BP15/BBP16

-2%

14%

n.a.

n.a.

-15%

-11%

20%

-21%

BBP16/BBP17

-5%

13%

n.a.

n.a.

-20%

-1%

13%

-10%

BBP17/BBP19

-36%

-5%

n.a.

n.a.

-18%

1%

7%

-20%

BBP02/BBP20

Table 4.6: BB Percent Change in AEA Volume from 1961 to 2007.

-72%

n.a.

n.a.

-34%

n.a.

-3%

12%

-47%

BBP02/BBP03

-7%

4%

n.a.

n.a.

-6%

4%

9%

-18%

BBP20/BBP21

-45%

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

-3%

6%

-48%

BBP21/BBP03

-22%

n.a.

n.a.

7%

n.a.

n.a.

22%

-51%

BBP03/BBP04

-38%

10%

-24%

17%

-11%

-13%

15%

-32%

BBP04/BBP05

CHAPTER FIVE
THE CHANGING SHORE OF YELLOWSTONE LAKE
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5.1

SUMMARY
Beginning in the early part of the Twentieth Century, riprap and a vertical concrete

seawall were installed along portions of the western and northern shore of Yellowstone Lake to
protect the primary road from the erosive action of lake shore processes. While these structures
represent an integral part of the park‘s infrastructure, no data on the interaction of these
structures with lakeshore processes existed. This is critical because studies conducted in other
coastal and littoral settings with similar structures have documented adverse impacts to the shore
environment (Griggs 2005; Griggs and Slagel, 2007; Miles, Russell, and Huntley, 2001;Pilkey
and Wright 1988, Tait and Griggs 1991). As a result, this dissertation set out to provide the first
investigation and documentation of impacts associated with shoreline armor along the shore of
Yellowstone Lake.
Results from Chapter Two established that the non-engineered and engineered shores
display significant differences in cross-shore profile (CSP), textural characteristics of dry-beach
sediments, and dry beach width (DBW) measurements. The non-engineered CSP‘s were
curvilinear whereas the cross-shore profiles of adjacent engineered shore segments where
angular with distinct inflection points. Grain size distributions of the dry-beach sediments were
also different. The texture of sediments along non-engineered segments were more poorly sorted
and had smaller mean grain size than sediments along engineered segments. Additionally,
DBW measurements revealed that non-engineered beaches were wider than engineered beaches.
In addition to establishing that the non-engineered shores were geomorphically different, several
impacts commonly associated with shoreline armor were observed and documented at each study
site. These impacts included:


steeper beach profiles for engineered shore segments;
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establishment of a fixed shoreline in front of the riprap



settlement and tumbling of riprap lakeward;



collapse of portions of the seawall at Bridge Bay;



alteration of the visual aesthetics of the lake shore;



reduced access to the lakeshore;



degradation of the recreational beach.

Three successive years of annual cross-shore profiles (2005-2007) documented
interannual variability of non-engineered and engineered shore segments of the Yellowstone
Lake. Results demonstrated that ongoing monitoring and repeat annual surveys of these study
sites provided a means to record the evolution of these shore segments in response to shoreline
armoring. Results also documented consistent differences in shore geomorphology at nonengineered and engineered shore segments. Cross-shore profile and beach volume calculations
showed that while the non-engineered and engineered shore segments display some interannual
variability, they appear to fluctuate about different mean shapes and volumes. These results are
consistent with observed behaviors of non-engineered and engineered beaches along marine
coastal zones and large lakes. However, the observed rates of change and degree of variation of
the Yellowstone Lake shore are less than observed in more energetic coastal and large lake
environments.
Finally, historical construction drawings were fused with measured shore profiles within
a Geographic Information System to assess geomorphic changes spanning 40 years.
Comparisons of cross-shore profiles derived from historical documents with contemporary
cross-shore profiles demonstrated the magnitude of geomorphic change along the Yellowstone
Lake shore since 1961. Results indicated that non-engineered and engineered shores lost
249

sediment since 1961, but non-engineered shores exhibited a greater variability in profile shape
and volume than engineered shores.
This research provided the first data to document geomorphic characteristics of the
Yellowstone Lake shore and thus serve as the baseline and model for future monitoring and
geomorphic analysis. It provided insights into effects of shore zone engineering along
Yellowstone Lake and should be useful to the National Park Service in developing long-term
management plans for the lake shore.
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APPENDIX A:
Maximum Annual Lake Level Elevations
(1960 – 2008)
In 1921, the US Geological Survey (USGS) established a staff gauge for observing lake
level at the Lake Hotel boat dock (Farnes, 2002). Nineteen years later the gauge was moved
approximately 460 m southwest to the NPS boat dock where it served as the principle datum for
establishing lake level elevations for the next 26-years. In 1966, the staff gauge was moved once
again, but this time to the Bridge Bay marina, where it is currently located (Fig. A1).
Lake level measurements at this gauge commenced on October 1, of the same year.
Since then, with exception to the 1988 season, lake levels have been recorded by park personnel
or volunteer staff at the Bridge Bay Ranger Station during the regular operating season. For
clarification, the Water Year for Yellowstone Lake begins on October 1 and ends on September
30. During late Fall and early Winter, ice begins to accumulate on the lakes surface with the lake
becoming completely frozen over by late December or early January. As can be seen in Figure
A2, the maximum annual gage height, and by association the maximum annual lake level
fluctuates considerably with a range of 1.3 m
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Figure A1: Between late May to early October, NPS staff and Park Concessionaires record
the daily lake level from a gauge that has been in place . Courtesy: Yellowstone Volcano
Observatory. Source: http://volcanoes.usgs.gov/yvo/images/GageReading.jpgFigure
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Figure. A2: Maximum annual gauge heights from 1960 to 2008 at Yellowstone Lake. From 1967 onward, all lake levels area
based on the staff gauge located at the Bridge Bay marina docks. Prior to this, lake level measurements were recorded at the
National Park Service boat dock located near the Lake Hotel. The gauge was moved to the Bridge Bay marina in October with
measurements resuming on October 1, 1966 (Farnes, 2002; 2008). Measurements are recorded on a near-daily basis from late
May to mid-October.

APPENDIX B:
Historical Photographs
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Potts Springs Thermal Basin
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Figure B1: Reference map illustrating locations of historical photographs located along the shore of the West Thumb of
Yellowstone Lake near the Potts Springs Thermal Basin. Refer to figures B2 – B7 for a magnified view of each historical
photograph.
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Figure. B2: Indicated by 1 on the Reference Image (Figure B1), this photograph displays an early effort to protecting the road
with a wooden seawall. Image Title: ―Road between 2 – 3 mile posts on West Thumb to Lake Road‖. View is facing
southwest looking towards the Potts Springs Thermal Basin. To the center and right is the outlet of the Little Thumb creek.
Catalog Number: YNP-HRC: YELL-22455.; Date: circa 1915. Courtesy Yellowstone National Park Heritage Research
Center, National Park Service, Yellowstone National Park.
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Figure. B3: This figure, labeled as 2 in the Figure B1, shows how logs served as a form of early road protection. Image Title:
―Hot pool in the Lakeshore road‖. View facing southwest looking towards the Potts Springs Thermal Basin. Early attempts at
protecting the roadway included using timbers. Catalog Number: YNP-HRC: YELL-39626; Date: August 1927. Courtesy
Yellowstone National Park Heritage Research Center, National Park Service, Yellowstone National Park.
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Figure. B4: Image 3 in Figure B1, this photograph shows the framing structures used during the installation of the shore armor
along the shore near the Potts Springs Thermal Basin ―Photograph No. 43146. ―Hand laid rock embankment from station 68+25
on NR 1-E2,‖ October 19, 1934; Final Construction Report for Project ―NR‖ 1-E2, 4-A1 of the Grand Loop and South Entrance
Highways, Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming. National Archives and Records Administration—Rocky Mountain Region
(Denver, CO.).
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Figure. B5: Similar to Fig. B4, image shows how using framing allowed for the installation of riprap by hand. This image is
associated with 4 in Fig. B1. Photograph No. 46141. ―Hand-laid rock embankment at station 57 on the 1-E-2 section, along
the shore of Yellowstone Lake,‖ September 15, 1935; Final Construction Report for Project ―NR‖ 1-E2, 4-A1 of the Grand
Loop and South Entrance Highways, Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming.. Accession Number 64A909, National Archives
and Records Administration—Rocky Mountain Region (Denver, CO.).
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Figure. B6: Illustrated as 5 on figure B1, this image offers a clear view of a wide beach fronting the shore armor near the Potts
Springs Basin. Photograph No. 46125. ―Back from Beach R. Station 70,‖ October 4, 1935; Final Construction Report for
Project ―NR‖ 1-E2, 4-A1 of the Grand Loop and South Entrance Highways, Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming.. Accession
Number 64A909, National Archives and Records Administration—Rocky Mountain Region (Denver, CO.).
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Figure. B7: Early image (6 on Figure B1) showing riprap along the shore with a wide beach fronting the armor. Photograph No.
46124. ―Ahead from Station 54 on the 1-E2 Section,‖ October 4, 1935; Final Construction Report for Project ―NR‖ 1-E2, 4-A1
of the Grand Loop and South Entrance Highways, Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming. Accession Number 64A909, National
Archives and Records Administration—Rocky Mountain Region (Denver, CO.).

North Shore of West Thumb
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Figure B8: Reference map illustrating location of Figure B9. Notice how during the early part of the 20 th Century, the
Lakeshore Road traveled along the bay-mouth bar located along the northern shore of the West Thumb. Black and white Aerial
Image courtesy: USGS, 1994
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Figure B9: This photograph (See Figure B8 for approximate location) shows that the bay-mouth bar on the north shore of West
Thumb once served as a primary road and was therefore armored to protect the road from the erosive processes of the lake.
―Horse and carriage silhouetted at bridge between 1-2 mile posts on West Thumb to Lake road. Bridge connects sandbar
separating Arnica Lagoon and Yellowstone Lake. Catalog Number: YELL 22621; Date: Circa 1915.

Bridge Bay
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Figure B10: Reference map illustrating location of historical photographs along Gull Point
Drive at Bridge Bay. Black and white Aerial Image courtesy: USGS, 1994
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Figure B11: Image 8 on Figure B10. Photograph of the final grading of Gull Point Drive following the construction of the
seawall along the shore of Bridge Bay. ―Lake shore road construction at Bridge Bay‖. Catalog Number: YELL39622; Date:
June 1926. Courtesy Yellowstone National Park Heritage Research Center, National Park Service, Yellowstone National Park.
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Figure B13: Image 10 on Figure B10: Roll # 149, Film # 70057: July 8, 1943, ―View of Bridge Bay sea wall – water in
Yellowstone Lake only 6 inches below road grade.‖ U.S. National Archives and Records Administration—Rocky Mountain
Region (Denver, CO.).
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Figure B13: Image 10 on Figure B10: Roll # 149, Film # 70057: July 8, 1943, ―View of Bridge Bay sea wall – water in
Yellowstone Lake only 6 inches below road grade.‖ U.S. National Archives and Records Administration—Rocky Mountain
Region (Denver, CO.).

Mary Bay
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Figure B14: Reference map illustrating location of historical photographs 11 through 14 in relation to the shore of Mary Bay.
Black and white Aerial Image courtesy: USGS, 1994
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Figure B15: Mary Bay looking west (indicated by 11 on Figure B14) along the East Entrance road. The striking feature in this
photograph is the lack of riprap along the edge of the road facing the lake. Date: Courtesy National Park Service, Technical
Information Center / Denver Service Center. Courtesy National Park Service, Technical Information Center / Denver Service
Center
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Figure B16: Image 12 on Figure B13. Mary Bay looking east. Notice the lack of rip-rap and the apparent slope of the beach
on the right side of the image. Courtesy: U.S. National Archives, Denver CO.

Figure B17: Image 13 on Figure B13. Mary Bay looking east showing severe damage to the
East Entrance road caused by wave action. Catalog Number: YELL148507; Date: July, 1943.
Courtesy Yellowstone National Park Heritage Research Center, National Park Service,
Yellowstone National Park.
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T Figure B18: Image 14 on Figure B13. Mary Bay looking east southeast towards Steamboat Point. Courtesy: U.S. National
Archives, Denver CO.

APPENDIX C:
Historical Topographic Drawing Used for Creation of Historical Cross-Shore Profiles

Georeferencing detailed topographic drawings for the shore of Yellowstone Lake
provides a unique perspective for monitoring beach change. Spanning a period of almost 40
years, these drawings document the general morphology of the shoreline of Yellowstone Lake at
a time when many of the parks roads were reconstructed or widened. By georeferencing these
drawings and converting them into a digital elevation surface, a long-term study of beach change
was possible. The usefulness of the drawings within a GIS is that they provide a unique way to
view the past shoreline of Yellowstone Lake. Prior to creation of the historical profile, it was
essential to georeference the original topographic drawings. The original unrectified topographic
maps are included (Figs. C1-C6).
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Figure C1: West Thumb By-Pass; Sheet 3 of 4, Part 2 of 4; Drawing No. 101-41908; Contour Interval = 2‘; 1965. National
Park Service Technical Information Center, Denver Service Center (Denver, CO.).
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Figure C2: West Thumb By-Pass; Sheet 4 of 4, Part 4 of 5; Drawing No. 101-41908; Contour Interval = 2‘; 1965. National Park
Service Technical Information Center, Denver Service Center (Denver, CO.).
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Figure C3: Bridge Bay Power and Communications, Part of the Master Plan for Yellowstone National Park; Sheet 2 of 2;
Drawing No. 101-3808; Contour Interval = 10‘; April 29, 1961. National Park Service Technical Information Center, Denver
Service Center (Denver, CO.).
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Figure C4: Topographic Sheet 3 of 19; Yellowstone Lake Area; Drawing No. 101-41114; Compiled by Falcon Air Maps
Company, Denver CO., Contour Interval = 2‘; October 1977. National Park Service Technical Information Center, Denver
Service Center (Denver, CO.).
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Figure C5: Bridge Bay Development Concept Plan: Existing Conditions; Drawing No. 101-40240; Contour Interval = 2‘;
November 1989. National Park Service Technical Information Center, Denver Service Center (Denver, CO.).

Figure C6: Topographic Sheet B/2; Bridge Bay Area; Pkg # 813; Sheet 5 of 5; Drawing
No. 101-41316; Field Work: Bukowski; Contour Interval = 2‘; Horizontal Datum: NAD27;
March, 1994. National Park Service Technical Information Center, Denver Service Center
(Denver, CO.).
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